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Listen to everyone, read everything, believe nothing until you, yourself, can prove it 
with your own research, Cooper told his radio audience. "Only free-thinking, 
intelligent people who are prepared to root through all the crap and get at the truth 
should be listening to this show. Everyone else should just turn off their radio. We 
don't even want you to listen."

~ William Milton Cooper ~

Mr. Cooper's words should ring true with every honest researcher, and especially those 
who work in the area of UFOlogy. I'd like to paraphrase part of the opening 
statements from his book Behold a Pale Horse, and put a frame around them that 
matches our own time. "The ideas and conclusions expressed in this work are mine 
alone. It is possible that one or more conclusions may be wrong." The purpose of this 
book is to convince you, my readers, that something is terribly wrong in the way that 
the Corona Virus Pandemic and the Government Sanctioned Cures are being "Sold" 
to us. We're being told what we need to do in order to have even a slim chance of 
saving our own lives and those of our families, but absolutely nothing concrete about 
how this all got started in the first place. "It is my hope that this work will inspire you 
to begin your own earnest search for the truth." The conclusions you reach may be 
different but together maybe we can get through to the other side of this nightmare.

Regardless of whether everything Mr. Cooper said rings true with us or not, we should 
all respect the courage that he displayed in being a pioneer, and in crying out against 
falsehoods and fabrications, especially in that early period just after the Vietnam war 
had ended.

I would like to acknowledge my debt to Dale Earl, an intrepid Event member, 
Sumerian expert, and personal friend. Without his help and his nagging urgencies this 
book would never have reached publication. And to the forum administrator known as 
Nivek, who allows the open discussion of topics, which you might think is only 
natural but in today's world is actually anything but.

Any serious study of the extraterrestrial phenomenon has been castigated by Skeptics 
as representing something extraordinary, in their opinion. But is it really?

American Astronomer, Astrophysicist and author Carl Sagan popularized the 
statement "Extraordinary claims require extraordinary evidence," and we find it being 
employed as a brute force tool by a great many of our modern-day Skeptics and 
Scholars alike. However, this represents an unscientific statement on Sagan's part, in 
that he does not bother to define his principal variable; that is, the word 
"extraordinary".

If a scientist is not completely open to examining evidence that has never been 
previously presented or acknowledged, then he will, quite naturally, become 
completely surprised by that data when it comes forward and stares him in the face.



This will lead to his labeling it as "extraordinary", and yet that represents nothing
more than his own personal opinion.
Every theory requires the best evidence, both for and against it, that is available. All
claims, whether considered by some to be extraordinary or not, require this same
degree of dedication to evidence. Personal opinions should not represent the major
portion of that gathered "evidence"; they belong instead in the section called
"conclusions", often found at the bottom of a report.

What I find extraordinary is quantum mechanics, and yet it is a well-accepted, if
poorly comprehended, part of modern physics. The presence of UFOs and their
extraterrestrial occupants should no longer be considered to be either out of the
ordinary (extraordinary) or unanticipated. And especially not after you have had the
chance to examine this book.

The voice of this book will share my knowledge, observations, and opinions based on
my experiences, and punctuated by what wisdom I have gathered. Every individual has
a share of wisdom to pass around. Please make note of any disagreements you may
have, get back to me, and point out the possible errors of my current beliefs. This way
we can interact and communicate as co-seekers and creators, and as co-members of a
species that obviously has much to discover about itself and about the Universe in
which it thrives.

And finally I would like to thank the Milton William Coopers of the World; the ones
whose bravery sometimes goes unnoticed in their lifetimes, but whose efforts tend to
push the world forward in better directions by encouraging people to use their eyes to
see and their ears to hear.



Introduction
Everything can change in an instant.

In the early months of summer in our year of 2020, when the Texas skies began
covering the land in sweltering heat, a young lady was abducted by aliens; although
not entirely against her will, and not by the typically described extraterrestrials. The
ramifications of her experience, which she has generously shared with us, will change
the way that mankind looks at himself, his origins, and his place in the Universe,
forever.

Because on that night an important message was passed on to humanity. It was not a
warning of some gloom and doom apocalyptic scenario that we are potentially facing.
And it was not a warning concerning climate change or our nuclear stockpiles, and not
about the problems that we face with our population growth. These are the typical
types of warnings that some abductees have passed on, that purportedly come from
alien sources.

No, in this instance things were very different. The alien was a young female,
described as being very white, with white or light blond hair and blue eyes. And she
"painted" her message upon a nearby wall with what seemed like neon light. Then she
informed our intrepid abductee that the symbols on the wall were very important. She
continued with the most astounding message that has ever been heard by a human ear;
"I know the cure for Covid-19. And when you have translated these symbols, you will
too".

Could that be at all possible? I added the question mark to the subtitle of "Is this a
Cure for Covid-19 & 21?" because I am not a pharmaceutical scientist. I don't know
whether their "cure" will work or not. I think it seems plausible, based upon my
research into the inexpensive natural ingredient that they are suggesting. And the same
ingredient has been used with some success to treat such dread diseases as Cancer,
among others. But only a qualified clinical research and pharmaceutical physician, or
someone who typically works on drug development, can provide us with that answer.
But, as fantastic as her claim sounded, I decided that I owed it my own family and
friends to at least try to obtain the information that the alien hinted at.

No, this was certainly not like the normal Saturday night in Small Town, U.S.A., and
not the type of alien abduction scenario that is typically reported. Rather it came with
a challenge, offered up to mankind along with a prize of incalculable benefit should we
accept it and complete the task. Nothing less than a solution to the Covid-19
pandemic, and one which uses nearly free ingredients as well, was the benefit dangled
in front of us. I decided to try my best.

Suppose that one day an alien craft landed in the parking lot of a large shopping Mall
in say Dallas, Texas. The aliens got out and dropped an image on the ground and then
left in their craft. But before they took off, one of them said "when you have decoded



this, you will have an inexpensive and permanent cure for Cancer". Would we drop
that image in the trash can and burn it? Or would we not try to decipher the clues and
see what the aliens had offered to us? Yes, that's just what I did. I decided to see what
they were offering before I made any decisions concerning what it actually represents.

And now I am happy to report that I have successfully and accurately translated the
alien's message. The symbols she crafted are from one of the oldest alphabets known
to mankind. But they are known to man, and their meanings can be understood quite
clearly. We now have those answers that she offered. But so much more came along
with them. And that's because, in this message from the stars, the aliens actually point
their fingers towards the potential culprits and the sources for the current misery that
we are suffering under. Yes, the very clues that might help us to determine the "who"
and the "why" behind this dread disease that is claiming so many lives worldwide.

But I noticed a small problem that surfaced right away. It seems that this information
is so new and so astounding that it causes some people to go into shock. They tend to
scream "Bull S…" and then their thought processes close down entirely. Of course not
everyone reacts in this fashion, in fact not even close to the majority. But a few people
do. I am not sure if it is related to the idea that proof of aliens has finally been
obtained, or the suggestion of aliens coming up with a Covid-19 cure before humanity
did. Or perhaps both ideas simply frighten them nearly to death. We have all been
hoping for contact, for strong proof that aliens do indeed exist. And in this book I
provide the evidence for that.

I very recently lost a good friend to Covid-19 related causes. I do not take it lightly,
and I would never even think of suggesting something that I did not believe deserved,
at the very least, a second opinion from qualified medical personnel, in order to
determine its merits (or lack thereof). So, what should I have done? Should I have
ignored the alien message and buried this information, a fate that seems to befall so
much of the evidence concerning alien activities? Isn't it irresponsible to refuse to
listen to what the aliens suggest prior to deciding whether or not it is preposterous? I
decided that in effect I was acting on behalf of humanity in this case. And that it
would be wrong for me to discard this information simply because it might result in a
few hurt feelings in some people who absolutely refuse to acknowledge that aliens
exist.

Writing and publishing this book represents a challenge for me. On the one hand, I
am very much aware of the huge storm of skeptical rage that will fall upon both my
book and myself. Because some people just do not wish to learn the truth. They are
happy with their world as it is. Yet on the other hand, the great numbers of people
who have been actively searching for hard evidence of Alien Contact, and hoping to
one day have Disclosure, would have their hopes dashed, once again, if I took the easy
way out and forgot about the whole thing. So here it is, in a comprehensive form,
complete with a generous amount of images and the hard evidence to back everything
up.



I did not create the alien message. I am only its translator. I hope that, regardless of
whether you find the idea of a cure "impossible", or that aliens indeed exist equally
impossible, that you at least examine the mountain of evidence presented in this work
and then come to your own reasonable conclusions. If we find that the extraterrestrials
are not correct with their suggestions, we will have lost nothing. And we will have
gained the knowledge that, at least on some occasions, they are possibly not as
intelligent as some give them credit for.

A wise man once gave me some advice on how to best present a story to the public.
And I have to put my best efforts forward in this book, since I did not dare to provide
advance notice to the news media for what might be very obvious reasons. I wish this
information to get out, without interference, and so you are now learning about it for
the very first time. The wise one told me to make my promises in the first pages. Let
the people know what to expect. And then live up to and complete each and every one
of those promises. And then give the readers more, always more.

After we learn about how the message itself was delivered, and some of the equally
strange comments that came along with it, we will discuss the idea that perhaps the
home of these aliens is not so far distant from our own Earth after all.

Then I will address the notion that "talk is cheap", by providing evidence of my own
abilities towards the translation of ancient Sumerian. I do this because I am not
affiliated with any of the traditional scholarships or schools, nor am I associated with
any Government, Military or Scientific group. I have no agenda. And as I go along,
you will be able to follow along with my work, word by word, and confirm each step
that I take. I have nothing to hide, and unlike some other authors of books on the
topic of the Sumerians, I will provide you with my worksheets and my sources.

We will then examine the alien image itself, and pair each and every one of its symbols
with their matching character in the Sumerian lexicon. There are plenty of images
included that detail the technical aspects of this, so that you can follow along on each
symbol. And these are not tiny images by any means. I've tried to make each one
appear in a full page by itself. But a very large and crisp original will also be available
to my readers (exclusively) and a link to those pages will be included at the end of this
work.

Of course all of these symbols are useless without a proper translation, and I provide
that as well as all of the various meanings from their communication. After we learn all
of the details of their suggested "cure", I will then provide medical reports from both
the 1800s and from recent times, that seem to indicate that their suggestion might be
plausible after all. If their suggestion works, then we will have a very inexpensive
(nearly free) cure, and one that can be provided to humanity worldwide. But here's
something to consider. If the cure works then we will have learned something about at
least one group of the extraterrestrials that are currently visiting Earth. And if it does
not work at all, then we will have learned something as well. Either way we are much,
much closer than we have ever been towards achieving contact of the right kind.



When we uncover some of the deeply hidden meanings that are included as part of
this alien message, we will also find a variety of clues that suggest some of the rocks
that the culprits might be hiding under. We will turn those rocks over, and see what
crawls out.

And then there's the "more" that I spoke of above. We will discuss where we go from
here - because we do need to reply to the aliens, right? We can now do that, without
the help of our Governments or Military or even our Scientists. We no longer need to
wait for disclosure. We have Disclosure!

Join me now as we take apart the alien message, piece by piece, and wring out all of
the surface meanings and the hidden content as well.

If you are a skeptic or a non-believer in the reality of UFOs and extraterrestrials from
space, this is the book that might very well change your mind. And change your life
forever. Contact is here. Let's begin that journey of discovery together.



Author's Note
I'm publishing this book as fiction. I did not original think to do so, but my associates
have advised me that if I wish to see it published my only hope is to publish it as
fiction. And that way if the authorities take any action against me it will be
tantamount to admitting that the book is true. I have to agree that this seems to make
sense. After all, many Billions of dollars in revenue are at stake, and that's the type of
money that calls out all of the hyenas. So this is fiction.

Perhaps it's for the best after all, since the nature of the contents are so explosive that
they make the 9-11 explosions seem like firecrackers. I'm talking Nuclear here. It
includes a proposed cure for Covid-19 & 21 that was provided by the extraterrestrials
themselves. It also reveals clues from within the alien communication that point to the
identity of the humans that are behind this global mess. It may even appear stranger
than fiction at times because of the shock inherent in acknowledging first contact with
aliens, but sometimes that's just the way that the truth hides itself.

Fifteen years ago some like-minded individuals, who were not at all happy with the
incorrect translations of ancient texts that our "traditional" scholars were feeding us,
formed an informal group to share ideas and discoveries. My brother Richard was a
founding member, and eventually I joined in as well. We share our research only
among ourselves, and then we use those puzzle pieces to fill in even more of the overall
picture of our history as humans. Our true history as humans, that is. My own
research on reports of ancient Peruvian mummies with "green blood", for example,
might help another group member (in Estonia) with his research into vastly enlarged
human skulls, and vice-versa. I qualify it as an interesting hobby, but some of the
other members take the group very seriously indeed.

We used to call ourselves the Event 12 Group, perhaps out of a childish need to sound
super secretive, but we're actually just an association of former academics and self-
taught amateurs who decided one day to get together in order to preserve as many of
the ancient languages as we could. We're not even close to 12 members anymore
either, since most of us had already "retired" from our serious work and are getting on
in years. We are still worldwide, as we have members in Estonia, Spain, northern
England, Ireland, Central America and the US. But now we're simply the Event
group. And smaller still with the recent loss of Ben. We still help people with
translation questions, and our online programs are used by a great many schools and
students, worldwide.

All of us either have or were able to learn at least two systems of ancient languages. My
specialty is Mayan hieroglyphics, but I also am very handy with the cuneiform of the
Sumerians. My friend Dale, or Dale the Earl as we in the Event group call him, is our
Sumerian expert, and he helps us with ancient Egyptian translations as well.

As the junior member of Sumerian studies in the Event group (fancy title), I did have
Dale check out each of my translations for accuracy, and he has assured me that not a



single character was not just as he would have done it, which is personally very
satisfying. He did teach me most of what I know, after all.

I'm mentioning all of this about the Event group for a reason. While some in the
group have jokingly referred to me as a "translator slash conspiracy theorist", we all
believe in the idea that extraterrestrials have been a part of humanity since the
beginning of human history, and that some of them are still among us today. And
when I ran this book by them their comments ran something like "this must get out to
the public, no matter what!" And I agree.

Some of you will read this and take it to heart. Others will laugh at another work of
fiction and spend the rest of your days, blissfully unaware of what's going on around
you. I'm starting to come around to the idea that fiction was the only category that the
publishing companies would allow for this type of journal, especially when it tends to
put some of the big boys on the BBQ grill. And the fact that it provides a nearly "free"
cure for Covid-19 through 21 means that YouTube, Twitter, Facebook and Google
wouldn't touch it with a very long pole.

I want you to know that the decision to translate this alien message is really not
something that I should be blamed for. I was provided with a difficult challenge by
someone seeking my help with a translation, and so that's exactly what I did - I
helped. Although it is entirely possible that my ego led me to journey much deeper
into the subject than most of us would have. But none of that is important anymore.
What is important is that the report gets published immediately. This report contains
the complete details as I know them, and it's written just the way that it happened.

I want to share something that I did not put in a chapter of the book, probably out of
fear of sounding like just another crackpot conspiracy theorist. But you need to know
this.

There is a mutated strain of Covid coming out of Africa, that has just now reached the
United Kingdom. This one takes out the children much easier than the version 19 has.
It's fast-spreading and resistant to the proposed "cures" that our Governments want us
to shove in our arms. (As if we need our DNA modified even further than it already
is.) Anyway, it's a real killer because it re-infects those that somehow managed to
survive the 19 version. My gut tells me that the cure that is being provided to us by
the extraterrestrials will work on this new strain as well. God willing.

Remember what the Physicist said in the TV show Alternative 3? Yes, the spoof that
turned out to have some truth to it that was broadcast in the United Kingdom in the
late 1970s. The Earth's surface was being subject to climate change resulting from
increased pollution. (Where have we heard that a million times before?). Anyway, the
First Alternative was the drastic reduction of the human population on Earth. And
that's because it's always the cheapest way to solve any problem that the Government
got us into in the first place, by not listening to the scientists. Well, we may already be
part way through some bizarre Alternative One scenario. And this may represent a



sequence of events that will not end well for us.

I will leave you with one final thought, from "The Last Judgment" section in Chapter
6 of the Book of the Revelation of John:

And I heard, in a noise as loud as thunder, one of the four Beasts. And he
commanded: 'Come ... And See'. And so, I looked. And behold! It was the pale horse
of Death, and Hell was riding along beside him. And the power was given unto them
to take one fourth of humanity, through Pestilence and the Hunger that rides with
him. Captained by Death himself, in team with Human Beasts, in the days when the
lambs fell.

When you have read this book you will learn that this is a crystal clear reference to
humanity as representing "the lambs", and that the same clues that point toward the
authors of this pandemic mess are also enlightening us about the "Human Beasts" that
are responsible. Nothing is coincidental.



Chapter 1
The Source

For the image of the symbols provided for our use by an extraterrestrial visitor, we
have a young lady from Texas by the name of Karla to thank. I won't provide her
complete name or contact details in this work, (although I do have them on file), due
to the insecurity of such actions. (I can tell you that her initials are K.G.) We owe her
a debt of gratitude for having had the courage to come forward and share this
information with us, and for her desire to reproduce it in such an accurate form.
Besides the moral strength that she displayed in sharing her story, she's also a talented
artist, and her drawings reflect her accurate memory.

She relates that on several previous occasions aliens have made contact with her,
although some of those events were more memorable than others. In this particular
occasion, which happened in the early summer months of 2020, she was able to gather
the alien message and reproduce it for us from memory.

She recalls a dream-like image in which an extraterrestrial is pointing towards a
building wall with the symbols that she recorded displayed upon it. Although this
wasn't an actual dream, but more of a state of wonder brought about when our minds
attempt to absorb a great deal of new information at one time. When we compare
these symbols to those found in the ancient Sumerian cuneiform writing system, it is
easy to determine that these symbols are from that alphabet. In a later chapter I will
try to answer the question of why these aliens chose that earliest Sumerian language
form, first used more than 5,200 years ago, in their message to us.

Karla reports that there were also a great many letters and numbers displayed alongside
these symbols, but that they flashed by at a speed which was too great for her mind to
capture. Perhaps they were chemical formulas of some type. Luckily for us, she was
able to recall the strange symbols and later reproduce them in detail, and the image
that she furnished for me to translate is the result of her work.

She tells us that the extraterrestrial that pointed out the symbols to her was a female,
which is somewhat rare in abduction or contact cases. She describes her as having
white or very light colored blond hair, white skin color, blue eyes, and adds that she
was wearing a very thin, form-fitting covering of some type.

And, most important for our purposes, the alien female indicated that "she wanted to
help us find a cure" (for Covid-19 and variants), and that "she herself knew the cure."
And the extraterrestrial female continued with "once the message has been translated,
you will know it too".

The fact that the alien visitor was certain that it "could" be translated by humans, even
if only a select few are able to do so today, indicates that she was familiar with the
earliest writing system used in Sumer. Which begs the questions: "Were her people



among us even at that early date in our history," and "did they in fact teach the
Sumerian people how to write?" That might point to the possibility that the
cuneiform alphabet has also been used, at some period in time, by the aliens
themselves.
She does recall another occasion in which an alien appearing language was also
present. Its letters appeared to have been drawn with a blue light, and the symbols
were, in her words "very weird". These resembled a door frame, or perhaps were
rectangular in outline, with tiny numbers drawn inside of each symbol. However, the
language was so quickly displayed that she was not able to capture any of it. There
were simply too many different symbols, each appearing with what seemed like "light
speed". They sound somewhat like mathematical formulas or perhaps even
instructional manuals to me. The mention of their being rectangular in shape or
resembling a door frame definitely brings to mind the cuneiform characters that we
find in the Sumerian writings.

When I first learned about the design of these "weird" examples, it also struck me that
perhaps Mayan Glyphs might have been used, or Egyptian hieroglyphs. Perhaps some
of these other messages that she mentions were indeed written in yet another ancient
language form. But rather than speculate in that direction, my work will focus on the
forms that she remembers very clearly.

During other contact episodes she recalls sitting in a full-body chair of some type,
while wearing a helmet-like apparatus, and later being made to sleep. She does not
clearly remember whether this was through the actions of some type of drug or in
another fashion.

There are also several aspects of her previous contact sessions that have only reported
by a few abductees. She recalls, for example, "some very white men, in black and white
tuxedo type suits, with sunglasses and black ear phones (or buds)". This sounds like
the typical Men In Black experiences that some abductees have reported. But next we
learn something completely different.

She recalls that one group was "abusing the gray aliens, and making them do the same
things that they had us doing". On this occasion, both the gray alien and our abductee
were in the rear seat of what appeared to be a black, perhaps Government, vehicle.
Another unusual detail is that she somehow connected their destination with a large
building located on a nearby island. I wonder if this might represent a form of
punishment for a gray alien; who might have attempted to help a human to survive his
abduction? We have to ask whether our own Government might have been involved
in this occasion, and if this might represent some type of mock abduction event. An
MIB kidnapping that was intended to intimidate an abductee as a sort of follow-up to
an actual alien abduction.

One of the gray aliens told her that it "sees everything about me, that it feels my pain",
almost as if it recognized her or was able to tune in to her feelings. The gray also



congratulated her on the strength she had shown in the situation, since she did
attempt to escape. She's fairly sure that this voice was in her head, and that it did not
originate from her hearing.

Yet another strange recollection involves the tall aliens. The gray alien informed her
that the Government required the tall aliens to collect the dead animals from the
National forests and parks at night. Apparently, mutilated animals are permitted to be
left where they lay, on private farms and ranches, but not on lands controlled (and
patrolled) by the Federal Government. And after a deep breath she continues with
"they secure the area (National forests) because it is secretive." No evidence left behind
seems to be the new rule. And from whom is this activity being kept a secret? Besides
the American people, that is.

I don't believe that "secure the area" is a phrase that would normally be used by this
brave young lady. It's more likely something that she overheard. This may indicate
that the "Government" she speaks of is more than likely a Military or Intelligence
agency.

She also advises us that this Government (or Intelligence agency) that she speaks of is
also involved in obtaining advanced technology from the aliens. Along with their theft
of alien ideas or inventions, there is some connection to "taking control of the public".
She is unclear about whether this indicates some form of propaganda or a harsher
version of mind control. It could indicate their involvement in keeping the alien
presence a secret from the general public. Please keep in mind this statement she
makes about having the aliens help with "the theft of ideas or inventions", when we
discuss the Wuhan Virus Labs in later chapters.

We all owe her our gratitude for coming forward and giving us her permission to
speak about her personal experiences in such detail. Every time a valiant abductee
comes forward with new information, it adds to our understanding of the
extraterrestrial situation of today. And, rest assured, we won't be learning those details
from the "Government" people.

I began offering various translation programs online as part of a group of dedicated
scholars about 14 years ago, including translations from English to Sumerian, Mayan,
Egyptian and other languages. Our gracious lady happened to be a visitor to our
website. When she approached me for help in translating this alien communication, it
was probably in response to my open offer on the website to either help or provide
information to anyone who requested it, time permitting.

I can almost hear a moaning or groaning noise coming through these pages as I write
them. It's the sound of the traditional UFO investigators and YouTube type authors
screaming about my failure to obtain a more complete story from our abductee. What,
no video? No hypnotism? No follow-up interviews and in-depth investigations by
entire teams of researchers? No. And for the simple reason that I do not work that
way. I am a translator, an author, and a researcher. I do not have the skills that a



trained UFO investigator has. And I refuse to grill anyone on their experiences. It's
difficult enough for them to face alien contact without having someone formally
interrogate them afterwards.

Anyone who shares their experiences with me will be treated with the utmost respect. I
am fully aware of the traumas, depressions, and Post Traumatic Stress Disorders that
often manifest after these situations, and I don't intend to add to those stress levels.

If you decide to contact me, I will examine what you provide in detail. If I determine
that it is honestly reported, no matter how strange it may seem, I will give it the
respect and time that it deserves. If it's something that might have been authored by
an alien hand, I will attempt to translate it, and share it with the world.

In the interests of full disclosure, I have not, to my knowledge, ever been abducted. I
do not have any family members or close friends that have, as far as they know. I have
seen what I would consider to have been a UFO, but at a distance. I do know some
people that I trust, whom I believe to have been abducted by aliens, and perhaps by
entities of our own Government as well. Fifteen years or more ago, I might have
assured you that "aliens" did not exist. Now I know better.

There's something else that we need to explore further before leaving this chapter. It
relates to the comment by Karla, our abductee, in respect to some connection between
the tall aliens, the Government, and our National parks and forests.

While researching the latest information on this topic, I found the website "outside
online", whose address is https://www.outsideonline.com/2164446/leave-no-trace. In
an article on that site from May of 2017, author Jon Billman provides a
comprehensive examination of the topic of people who went missing while on public
lands. He talks about David Paulides, the former San Jose, California police detective,
now an investigator and writer, and his Missing 411 series of books. Mr. Paulides
reports on the mysterious or unspecified causes linked to a great many of the
disappearances that occur when we visit our national parks and forests.

Many of our traditional skeptics do not credit the findings of Mr. Paulides, but they
all seem to respect his dedication and investigatory skills. Everything that I have read
and seen that he authored seems to ring true, in my opinion. He very clearly does not
attempt to attach an extraterrestrial explanation to any of these disappearances. I
recommend that you read his books when you have the chance.

I wonder if there is perhaps a connection between the thousand or more missing
persons who were last seen entering forests or public parks and the comment noted by
K.G. about having the tall aliens "clean up" the bodies inside of our National parks
and forests? Especially in connection with her further comment that the Government
"required" the tall aliens to collect all the dead animals from forests or parks, but only
at night, because "it is secretive". I hate to be crude about this, but are human beings
included in that comment about the "animals" that are to be cleaned up at night?



What led to me question the activities in our National parks and forests was not so
much the disappearances, since forests and parks can be dangerous places, especially
for those who have no up-to-date survival skills to draw upon. No, what bothers me is
the fact that, in this post-911 period, when evidence abounds that various
Governmental bodies keep track of everyone and everything, why is there no
consolidated database of those statistics?

If you litter or build a campfire in the wrong area, or park in a camping spot not
assigned for you, they are quick to put a halt to that. But they keep no aggregated
records of the human visitors who disappear? Actually, many of the various
departments of Government do keep databases, but reporting missing persons is
voluntary in most of the States in America, and many of the missing are simply not
added to any of the databases. And very often the local Sheriff's department rather
than any Federal search teams are responsible for the investigation of people who go
"missing" in our forests and parks.

Paulides has speculated that perhaps the National Park Service does know exactly how
many people are missing, but they are afraid to release the information for fear that it
would shock the public and reduce the number of visitors to the parks and forests. Is it
only the loss of entrance and camping fees that concern them, or is it the fact that this
might throw a huge spotlight on just what seems to be going on in our forests? I'm
finding this lack of reporting to be the standard operating procedure for our
"Government". It's a case of not telling the public anything that might upset them,
even if it is the truth, and even if the public has a right to know. We will find further
evidence of this same attitude in later chapters of this book.

In his "Missing 411: North America and Beyond", 2012, David Paulides lists some of
the unusual factors that are common in many of his investigated disappearances.
While researching and writing some eight books on the topic, he examined about
6,000 cases and then reported on about 1,200 that he felt fall into certain patterns. I
won't go into all of the indicators, but a few of them struck me as being important to
our story.

His research tells him that when a missing person is found, they:

Can't remember what happened while they were gone.

They are missing clothing, shoes, or both.

They are found either a semi-conscious or unconscious state.

They were found in an area that had been previously searched.

Tracking dogs and bloodhounds can't pick up their scent.

They are sometimes found impossible distances from where they had disappeared.
(This is especially true with children).

In his books he reveals some even more fascinating indications of seemingly out of



place evidence, and I do recommend that you read this or another of his books on the
subject. However, in considering these situations in full, aren't all of these factors
something that we would also typically find in a report concerning an alien abduction?
Missing memory, disorientation, being "deposited" far from where they were taken,
missing or wrongly replaced items of clothing; are these examples of a clear connection
between the Missing 411 and the events reported by abductees each and every day?

On the following pages we will dig right in to the images, compare them to the known
and understood symbols of Sumerian cuneiform that they very closely resemble, and
extract the words from the Sumerian language that they represent. At each phase I will
furnish you with details of my own work, and sources for you to examine the
professionally published articles that I base my translations upon. I use the
traditionally accepted and peer-reviewed results from several schools of Sumerian
study, and nothing that I offer you can't be easily verified. Then we will begin to
translate the entire message, and examine other, well hidden content, that was
included along with it.

First I will provide evidence of my ability to translate ancient Sumerian tablets. And
then, after viewing the complicated and extremely informative contents of the alien
message, I will offer a suggested message that we can display in reply to their own
communication. And I am fairly sure that we will decide to reply.

I understand that some of you will have a problem with the abduction report and the
source of the extraterrestrial message itself, since it is a product of that contact. But I
intend to prove, to the best of my ability, that it represents verifiable contents that
would not have been produced in the form that we received them by anyone other
than an actual alien author or authors.

If you stay with me until the end, I can promise you that an interesting revelation is in
store. Contact! At Last!



Chapter 2
Message from the Stars

Suppose that one bright night we receive a message from the stars? Perhaps someone
from a relatively nearby star system has communicated with us, and even offered to
help us with the pandemic that we are now experiencing!

All of those "nut jobs" (myself included) that claimed aliens were living on other stars
are finally vindicated. And the many credible observations of unidentified bright lights
in the sky finally begin to make sense.

We might then decide to evaluate the information in the message, to formulate a reply
to their communication, and perhaps even make plans for personal contact. A team of
volunteers would be assembled, who, although they know next to nothing about
aliens, have empathetic personality traits, are above-average in intelligence, and most
importantly able to dedicate some of their time to these efforts.

The question that each of us needs to be ready to answer is, would you willingly
become a part of such a group? Or would you remain with eyes fully closed, insisting
that alien contact represents the insanity of an impossible event? We will all need to
form our answer to those questions, and very soon. That "bright night" is now shining
brightly down upon us.

I'm not one of the traditional scholars that work for Universities and perform
translations of the Sumerian tablets. I don't work for anyone. I am not owned or
controlled by anyone, nor paid by anyone other than from my book sales. Like a few
others, I happen to be self-taught, with fifteen and more years of experience. The main
difference is, as far as I can tell, is that I can provide you with my translations without
having to have them pre-approved by my bosses or fellow scholars. And they are
without the influence of any agenda. If a tablet tells us something, than that's what I
publish.

But I'm also not like some other amateur translators who publish popular books that
include mentions of "rockets" in Mesopotamian texts, and then do not bother to
furnish us with either their sources or their work. I have never found a word meaning
"rocket" or anything similar to that idea, in any Sumerian or Akkadian text. Nor have
I been able to find a reputable translator who is able to furnish me with the word in
Sumerian that he believes carries that meaning. I have no problem if someone believes
that a Sumerian word indicates a rocket, as long as they are able to point out which
specific word or words those are, so that I can independently evaluate them. I have
found words in the Sumerian language that could be used to indicate a flying vehicle
of some type, but only inside individual definitions, and not in the epic texts
themselves.

All of my own translations will be backed up with both a link to an accredited and



published academic source for that definition, as well as my complete work product.
You will be able to follow along with me and learn how I translated a particular word,
and confirm my results for yourselves.
But, as they say, talk is cheap. In order to encourage a greater confidence in my
abilities and in my work, I am including a chapter in this book (Chapter 4) that
provides evidence of my ability to translate from English to Sumerian and vice-versa.
It came about in the form of another challenge, but this time by a librarian friend who
specified the message text and time period that I was to use. Since our extraterrestrial
message is written using Sumerian cuneiform signs of the same type, and that date to
that same period in history as my challenge translation, it seems to be a fair display of
my abilities. After you have examined my "credentials", we will proceed to my
translation of the alien message, which was written in the same type of Sumerian
writing.

At the end of this book, I will provide a suggested "reply" message, also written in
ancient Sumerian characters, and in fact very similar to those used by the aliens. This
reply is one that we can all post on websites, Facebook pages, in Youtube videos, and
other social media outlets, if we wish. I'm placing the reply message image in the
"public domain" so that you can even print them on t-shirts for sale if you wish.

In all fairness, we should at least consider what our scientists have said about our
attempts to respond to alien contact. The fact is, some of them warn us that any
messages sent by aliens from space could destroy life as we know it on Earth if we're
not careful about how we read them. Other scientists have commented that it would
be nearly impossible to know that a message was dangerous before we opened it, and
in fact, it might be so dangerous that it would be safest if we simply threw them in the
garbage without even reading them!

I have to share this funny joke with you. Or at least I think it was meant as a joke.
Some researchers have even suggested that we build a "prison" to constrain any alien
message, and avoid its "evil influence". They further suggest that "it could be run in a
secure box on the moon, one that could only be used by a set number of important
people". And perhaps it would be managed by the people from NASA?

Well, if you were one of the academics that are hoping to avoid alien contact at all
costs, then throwing their contact messages in the garbage would certainly go a long
way towards your goal. This situation reminds me of a recent movie I watched called
"Timmy Failure: Mistakes were Made". Mistakes were made when these researchers
painted the very idea of communication between another world and our own as some
type of evil deed. Because I have already translated them, read the translation, studied
them, and guess what? My head did not explode. And now they are here, in this book,
for everyone to read. The planet is still here as well. So here's a suggestion for the
Timmy Failures of our academic world: if you are too afraid to drive, please hand us
your keys and then kindly step out of the way.



And to the skeptics who continually comment that aliens do not exist because they
could not possibly travel the long distances from their home planet to Earth, I would
like to provide them with my answer. I'd like to offer my help to them in their
"difficult situation". These skeptics tell us that there are "impossible distances"
between any planet that could possibly be occupied by intelligent alien beings and our
own planet, and yet I have to ask, how do they know? Let me explain why I ask that,
with an easy example.

How do our astronomers obtain their measurements for the distances to stars? They
use several clever methods to arrive at the distance to nearby stars in order to calibrate
what they refer to as the "cosmic distance ladder". Accurate knowledge of the distance
to say, the Pleiades cluster, can then be compared to those clusters whose distance is
not known, allowing those distances to be estimated. Using "other methods" they can
then extend the distance scale for clusters and clusters of galaxies that are ever further
away from Earth. An astronomers' understanding of the age and evolution of the
universe is therefore directly influenced by their knowledge of the distance to the
Pleiades. They can, and have, used other stars to construct their "cosmic distance
ladder", but these base stars would also require accurate distance measures, which also
seem to be lacking. Makes sense so far, right? So how far away are the Pleiades? They
don't seem to know for sure.

The Pleiades, also known as the Seven Sisters (scientifically as Messier 45), are in the
northwest section of the constellation Taurus. They are very obvious to the naked eye
in the night sky, and have been known since ancient times to civilizations around the
world. So naturally our scientists have desired to measure their distance. But those
results have only served to produce controversy, with each group of scientists pointing
out the errors in the calculations of the others.

Here are some of the guesses (excuse me, scientific estimates) of that distance:

Year 1999, the Hipparcos satellite from the European Space Agency = 125 parsecs

Year 2004, Hubble Space Telescope Fine Guidance Sensor = 134.6 +- 3.1 parsecs

Year 2009, a revised estimate from the Hipparcos satellite = 130.2 +- 1.9 parsecs

Year 2014, Very-long-baseline interferometry = 136.92 +- 1.2 parsecs

Year 2016, Gaia Data Release 1, European Space Agency = 134 +- 6 parsecs

Year 2018, Gaia Data Release 2, European Space Agency = 136.2 +- 5 parsecs.

When we see the (+-) sign, this tells us that the first number can be higher or lower by
the next amount, and thus it represents a range. Their 134 +- 6, for example, means
that they think it could be between 128 and 140 parsecs in distance.

And Release 2 from the Gaia estimates that it is between 131.2 and 141.2 parsecs.

Therefore the closest guesstimate is from the European Space Agency, with their 125



parsecs, and the farthest is the Gaia Data 2, with their 141.2 parsecs. And thus we
have a difference of 141.2 - 125 or some 16.20 parsecs. But I would like to be more
than fair in my example, so let's not compare old data to new data. Let's go with the
range given by the very latest guess, of between 131.2 and 141.2 parsecs.

Thus the absolutely best data available, from the latest Gaia Data Release 2 satellite,
tells us that it is somewhere between 131.2 and 141.2 parsecs distance. That sounds
pretty close, until you understand what a "parsec" is. Their guess includes a leeway of
10 parsecs which is equal to 32.6156 light years. And 32.62 light years (rounded) is
190 trillion miles. We can certainly hope the aliens don't run out of fuel if they rely
upon our Earth scientist's estimates of distances.

Alpha Centauri is the closest star system and closest planetary system to Earth's Solar
System. It's at 4.37 light-years (1.34 parsecs) from the Sun. So the "close estimate"
from our astronomers is equal to four trips to Alpha Centauri and back, or further.
Don't we humans seem to be a bit pretentious, even a bit "silly", to assign rules to
limit how far an alien can travel, given that we ourselves don't know for sure how far
that distance actually is? But it gets worse because, don't forget, they use this estimate
to build their "ladder", which means that their "estimates" of the distances to further
galaxies are even less accurate. Makes one wonder about their theories regarding the
spread of stars and thus the age of the universe, doesn't it?

And, by the way, their estimates for the circumference of the various planets and stars
is also pegged to the distance measurements - since they use a calculation of the size of
the light they emit compared to their distance in order to come up with their
guesstimate of the size. And if their distance guesstimates are really as fudgy as a
chocolate bar in the summer heat, then their decisions on which planets might be
suitable for life (based on gravity determined by size) are also limp.

I am not attempting to denigrate the many wonderful and dedicated scientists who
make it their work to bring us knowledge of the stars. I respect them, their
intelligence, and their quest for knowledge. What I am saying is that the data that they
produce is being employed by those with an agenda, and that the agenda appears to be
related to a denial of anything with an extraterrestrial potential. It is not a coincidence
that the planets that we are told have the best chance of containing life forms are also
the furthest away from Earth.

I promised a simple reply and so here it is. To the skeptics: if you don't know for sure
how far the aliens need to travel, then please don't tell me how long it will take for
them to get here, or how impossible that might be. Thank you.

And of course there is the other common whine by our Earthly Skeptics, which goes
something like "if there is really such a thing as extraterrestrials, why have they not
tried to contact us?" Well, perhaps they have been trying, and for many centuries, but
we just have not been able to receive their messages. How could that be? Well, allow
me to explain.



From how far away, how many light years in distance, could we on Earth receive a
radio message broadcast from extraterrestrials? It seems like a simple question to me.
And even given the fact that the presence of debris and particles in space does seem to
make a difference, an approximate answer would further our understanding of why we
have not (supposedly) received any radio communications.

There's a handy chart in the book Whispers from Space by Scottish author John W.
Macvey, published in 1973 by MacMillan Publishing Co, New York. On page 128 it
explains that "There is a rather handy little rule or relationship that tells us that if the
[radiotelescope] antenna diameter (expressed in feet) is divided by ten the result
represents the distance (in light years) at which alien high-power transmitters, similar
to our own, can be detected."

There are very large antennas, such as the Arecibo dish at Arecibo Observatory in
Puerto Rico, which is 300 meters (1005 feet) in diameter, and therefore should be able
to pick out radio signals as far away as 100 light years. However, even that is a
disingenuous statement, since they would be able to determine that a broadcast was
being sent, if their dish happened to be turned into the correct quadrant of space, but
they would not be able to decipher a message at that distance. It would resemble radio
chatter and static, and not a clear message. The largest and best that we have as of
2020 could discern and interpret as signals that contain clear meaning, only out to
about half of that distance (or 50 light years). And that includes the upcoming square
kilometer array in Australia and Africa, (whose logo is: Exploring the Universe with
the world's largest radio telescope) when it gets completed.

This square kilometer array (1000 meters or 3281 feet) could theoretically receive
messages from as far away as 328 light years, using the formula of Mr. Macvey, and yet
their own advance publicity announcements tells us that "when it is completed it will
detect TV carrier wave radio leakage at a distance of about 50 light years". That is, the
leakage from Earth's own broadcasts can be detected at that distance. I'm willing to
give them the benefit of the doubt and agree that they could detect and interpret alien
signals up to 100 light years in distance, when it is completed. But is that really far
enough? What if the aliens are further away?

When a question similar to my own was posted on Quora, a scientist with some heavy
credentials replied with "We now find using quadratic spreading loss that the range we
can decipher the signal is 300 Trillion km. That is quite far! The sun is about 150
Million kilometers away. So we can decipher the signal 2 Million times further than
the distance from earth to the sun! " His level of enthusiasm is very refreshing, and
even admirable, but can you pick out the perhaps unintentionally disingenuous part of
that comment? Yes, the question that was posed was how many light years, and the
answer was given in trillions of kilometers.

This figure of 300 Trillion kilometers certainly sounds like a lot. Big numbers impress
a great many people, and the idea that it is two million times further than the distance
from the Earth to the Sun sounds wonderfully exciting. But, back on point; how many



light years does that huge number represent? Simple mathematics will do wonders
here, and we find that it is equal to 31.71 light years. So, it doesn't sound quite so far
now, does it?

Let's put this into perspective. Suppose that one of the major planets of the Orion
system, which has found mention in a great many of humanities oldest texts, and has
been shown to have a possible relation to the alignment of the pyramids, has a famous
shock radio DJ. Similar to our own Howard Stern, except shaped like Jabba the Hutt.
He's loud and proud, and beaming out at the maximum wattage allowed by their laws.
And sometimes at night he even bribes the on-duty manager to pump that wattage up
to a bit over the legal limit. He dedicates his next song, by a local band hoping to
make it big, to "the wonderful people on that lonely little planet Earth, vacation spot
of so many of our listeners". And so we should be able to hear him on Earth, right?
No, sorry, not even close. The distance to Orion and its stars ranges from 243 to 1360
light years.

Well, how about some of the other stars, said to contain the home planets of other
alien groups? How about the Pleiades? Nope, 444.2 light years away. OK, how about
the Great Bear, Ursa Minor? Nope, the average distance to the main stars is 161.12
light years. Well for sure we could hear from Draco, supposed home of the Reptilians?
Thuban, in the Draco system, was the northern pole star from 3942 BC, when it
moved farther north until 1793 BC. The Egyptian Pyramids were designed to have
one side facing north, with an entrance passage geometrically aligned so that Thuban
would be visible at night. And the traditional name of Alpha Draconis, or Thuban,
means "head of the serpent", so we know that this is a clear reference to the Reptilian
aliens of David Icke! Sorry, no again - it's 309 light-years from Earth.

We now see that 300 Trillion kilometers (31.71 light years) is not so great a distance
after all. Could this be the answer to the question posed by so many of the UFO
Skeptics, when they assert "if they are really out there, how come we have never heard
from them?" Well, we're going to need a bigger antenna that's why! I can almost see
an angry physicist, up on the top of the radio-telescope dish at work, furiously
adjusting the angle by kicking it with his foot, as he yells down to his co-workers "how
about now, any better?"

Again, I am not trying to denigrate the excellent work done by a great many of our
scientists. But when Skeptics feed us their snide remarks about why we have not yet
heard from the aliens, isn't it fair to answer them with science? And of course, in this
book we have already heard from the aliens.

But Robert, you ask, I know that I have read that millions of dollars and huge
amounts of talent are being put into the search for extraterrestrial intelligence. Surely
that will make all the difference in the world? Well the headlines seem to assure us of
that, with such titles as "Search for extraterrestrial intelligence gets a $100-million
boost" and "Russian billionaire Yuri Milner announces most comprehensive hunt for
alien life". These are from articles written by Zeeya Merali in Nature News, July, 2015



(Nature News. 523 (7561): 392-3. doi:10.1038) and Michael Randal, also in July
2015 with his article titled "$100m Breakthrough Listen is 'largest ever' search for
alien civilisations" (Wired. Retrieved 20 July 2015).

The articles inform us that "Breakthrough Listen is the largest ever scientific research
program aimed at finding evidence of civilizations beyond Earth. The scope and
power of the search are on an unprecedented scale. A pioneering new $100m (£64m)
attempt to search the skies for signs of intelligent life has been unveiled by Russian
tech investor Yuri Milner, Professor Stephen Hawking and Lord Martin Rees."

And then the article continues with the technical details of this search, and informs us
that the project will be of some ten years duration and will use open source software,
which is commendable in my opinion. There will be two main teams attempting to
locate signals being broadcast by galactic civilizations. One will use the Robert C. Byrd
Green Bank Telescope in West Virginia and the other will work with the Parkes
Telescope in Australia. They seem determined to locate signals being broadcast from
either planets or by way of some Artificial Intelligence mechanism.

They will be using the Robert C. Byrd Green Bank Telescope (GBT) in Green Bank,
West Virginia, USA, which is the world's largest fully steerable radio telescope, we are
told. And they explain that it has a 100-meter diameter collecting area (328 ft 1 in).
And I can stop right there. We need go no further because 328 feet is equal to a
reception distance of 32.8 light years, as we have learned. Yes, this telescope is able to
scan greater areas of space than most because it can be steered into different portions
of space, and yes it is now some 10,000 times more sensitive than when it was first
commissioned. All of which is wonderful. But it will not allow us to listen to the
broadcast on the Jabba the Hutt radio show. Not even close.

And the other telescope that it uses is the Parkes Telescope in Australia Having a
diameter of 64 meters, Parkes is one of the largest single-dish telescopes in the
southern hemisphere dedicated to astronomy. Again, nice for very close stars, but my
calculator tells me that 64 meters is about 210 feet, and thus its reception distance is
even less than Green Bank, at some 21 light years. Neither of these will allow us to
catch a broadcast from our DJ on Orion.

And to conclude the "Breakthrough Listen" mention, I offer what I call Exhibit B,
from their report: "The instruments used are among the world's most powerful. They
are sensitive enough to hear a common aircraft radar transmitting to us from any of
the 1000 nearest stars." Wow, that sounds impressive, doesn't it? But it's not really. At
the website of SPACEDOG, at
http://www.dudeman.net/spacedog/starmap/1000.html, there happens to be a list of
those "Closest 1000 Stars". (Thanks for your work, Spacedog). And the final 10 on
the list of 1000 stars, placed in order of closest to farthest, tells us that these 10 most
distant stars out of the 1000, are all less than 46 light years away. Again, this assertion
by the Breakthrough Listen group is very commendable, but not nearly as impressive
as it first sounds.



There is something that we should all consider when we try to determine just how
eager our scientists actually are to make contact with extraterrestrials. Because they
claim that they are eager, and therefore there should be some evidence of that, right?
Two of our traditional scientists have already attempted to make contact with the
extraterrestrials. That message was transmitted in 1974 by Drake and Sagan from the
Arecibo Observatory. And did they try to contact Jabba on Orion, or someone on one
of the other proposed home planets of extraterrestrials from our historical records? No,
it was directed toward the M13 globular cluster, some 25,000 light-years away. And
their response to the question of "why would you even do that" is "Since it has
300,000 stars, it's a 'target rich' environment." Yes, and it also means that it would
take almost 50,000 years at the speed of light before we could hope to get a return
message. Is that truly what we might expect from someone who claims to be "eager" to
make contact? Pardon me if I ask our scientists not to try to lay that baloney on us any
further.

Someone on Earth needs to be an apologist for the Extraterrestrials. To defend their
existence and answer the whines of our Skeptics when they cry "it's too far" and "they
have not contacted us because they are not there". (This reminds me of my grandkids
when they complain about their homework with the phrase "it's too hard!") So I guess
that I and a great many others took on that job. And to the Skeptics I say, "You're
Welcome."

We have a fair distance to go ourselves, and some exciting things to learn, so let's get
started.



Chapter 3
Why Me? & 

Why Cuneiform?
The message from the aliens that we will examine here is the first translation of a
communication from extraterrestrials that the public is aware of. I express it in that
form because we cannot, at the present time, claim otherwise. There are a few whistle-
blowers and professional Ufologists who insist that certain elements of the Military
and Intelligence groups have in fact had contact with extraterrestrials beginning a few
decades ago. But confirmation, as well as further details of that topic, is lacking at this
time. I do have a good friend who has uncovered that evidence and is even now
working on getting it published, so we can look forward to an upcoming report on
that.

What we do know is that this message was directed towards us, the general public.
And how do we know that? We know this because the abductee decided to e-mail it to
me rather than to some Governmental authority. The abductee that chose to forward
the images to me indicated that her choice of who to ask about them was fairly easy,
since she had previously used some of the ancient language translation programs on
the website at www.PaleoAliens.com, of which I am a co-administrator. The fact that I
harbor a belief in extraterrestrial contact, beginning very far back in the human time
line, is fairly common knowledge. Many of my reports are directed towards revealing
the accusations of our UFO Skeptics to be both false and misleading. And this is also
witnessed by the name choice that our Event Group made, almost eight years ago, for
our mutual website: Paleo (older or ancient, especially relating to the Paleolithic
period) Aliens (Extraterrestrial life).

I host a private (closed) forum for like-minded scholars on the site, called the Event
group. Yes, that name was the group's favorite and not necessarily my own. After I ran
the basic idea of this alien communication by them, with positive responses, I decided
to go ahead with my work of translation.

But why choose me? The story behind my involvement in this message from the aliens
may seem a bit unusual to some. But in my mind it's almost as if fate had planned this
out very carefully, and now I am simply a participant in this great event. My decoding
of the first extraterrestrial message to be published for the general public began with
the email that I received from our website contact form. Since November of 2009
with our original site, Event12.com, and then its successor, PaleoAliens.com in 2013,
we have offered a free service to translate input text from the English language into
Sumerian cuneiform symbols. The University of Pennsylvania offers a similar tool
online, but they limit the input to three alphabetical letters. The output they provide
is done by substituting each English letter for a single-character from the Sumerian
language. It's suitable for translating your initials, but it does not take into account



any matches within the Sumerian syllabary itself.

That sounds more complicated than I meant it to be, so allow me to explain. The
Sumerian people created a somewhat complicated syllabary alphabet. A syllabary is a
set of written symbols used to represent the syllables of the words of a language, and
not just the alphabetical characters. We have in English our letters A-Z, twenty-six in
total, but the Sumerians had syllable combinations such as aa, ab, ad, ag, ak, am, an,
ap, ar, as, at, and then on to the ba, be, bi, bu, etc., for a total of many hundreds of
combinations. The cuneiform script was used to write the Sumerian, Akkadian and
other languages, and these along with the Mayan hieroglyphic script are all largely
syllabic alphabets.

When we created our original programs, some fourteen years ago, we had to have a
way to accept a users input of some length, then split it into the syllables of the
Sumerian language, and output that as an image for the user. It requires more than
600 matches of syllable parts to English and is a fairly lengthy program, although it
provides the translations in real time.

Our online program would convert, for example, your input word into the cuneiform
symbols in Sumerian that transliterate to your word. It accepts up to eighty characters,
rather than the Univ. of Pennsylvania limit of three, and it is several times more
accurate due to the use of syllabic output.

As a result, in addition to High Schools and Universities, and educational systems of
all types, the program is also used by authors, artists, and others on a daily basis. It's
also free of advertising and free to use. I also perform personal translations without
charge when requested. The only time that I decline to answer a request is when I am
fairly certain that it might involve a stolen artifact from the Museums of Iraq, which
has happened on several occasions. The thieves wish to learn more about what they
stole, in order to learn how valuable it is, but I refuse to aid in the theft of property
that is a part of our world heritage.

From time to time we also asked to examine and translate, if possible, messages or
communications that are received in the form of channeled information or in
"dreams". I've studied enough of the data regarding the alien abduction theories to
understand that many people express messages or warnings received as a result of an
alien abduction by describing them as a dream that they have had. Sometimes, it
seems, they are able to better cope with their traumatic stress by referring to the aliens
as "owls" and the messages as "dreams". I don't judge anyone. I simply thank God
that I have not, to my knowledge, personally had to suffer this event. And all of the
message requests of that type are directed to my own inbox, as if I were somehow the
Fox Mulder of some ancient languages X-Files. Well, perhaps I am more open-minded
than some in our group.

I've have been able to decipher some of these "alien" communications in the past, but
I was specifically asked by the experiencers not to reveal anything about the event, the



message, or the people involved. And I respect those confidences.

The important point here is that I do not advertise my willingness to perform
translation work, other than an offer to help on the website. I am not currently active
on any social media other than the answers I sometimes provide on Quora. I have
never posted on Twitter for example, and I do not currently have any YouTube or
Face Book pages. And so there was little reason for anyone to ask for my help that did
not actually need it.

Prior to starting any translation work on the symbols from the abductee provided
image, I asked myself why the extraterrestrials, with their advanced technology and
perhaps older culture than our own, would craft a message in cuneiform? That answer
did not come to me until I began my examination, and determined that Sumerian was
the underlying language of the cuneiform signs. The cuneiform writing style that was
first used by the Sumerians was later adapted to write a great many ancient languages,
including Akkadian, Old Babylonian, Elamite, Luwian, Hurrian, Hittite and by
several of the civilizations in what is now known as Syria. So theoretically it could have
been written in any of these languages, using cuneiform for the symbols. Once I was
quite sure that the Sumerian language was involved, their choice made sense. Because
Sumerian is what is called a language isolate. A language isolate, in the absolute sense,
is a natural language with no demonstrable relationship with other languages. It's one
that has not been demonstrated to descend from an ancestor common with any other
language. By using the Sumerian language, they were showing us that this message was
for the World, and not solely for the benefit of any one society or culture now on
Earth. It has no relation with other languages, and indeed, a speaker of any language
on Earth would be able to translate the symbols and receive the meaning translated
into their own language.

They seem to be telling us that this information belongs to the World and not to any
one country or civilization. I felt good about their choice, since it indicates a level of
empathy, a trait that we hope to find in our extraterrestrial visitors.

On this occasion I was asked to see if I could make any sense out of a message that was
received in the past month, and was connected with extraterrestrial contact. I was
provided with an image that was drawn by the experiencer herself. It's interesting that
most of the requests that I receive of this type are from artists - perhaps their minds are
more closely wired towards shapes and the recognition of them, and thus they are able
to remember the images more easily than others.

Sometimes I am simply not able to decipher the image. I believe that this is more often
related to the stress of the event impacting upon the recall of the artist rather than any
other reason. I have a test that I perform on the submitted image that helps me to
determine whether I might be able to take some time away from another project in
order to help this person with their image. Because it does takes both time and
concentration to interpret the characters. I would never mislead you into thinking that
this is work is easy for me, because it's not. But I have quite a bit of experience with



supposed extraterrestrial content, which helps.

My own "test" involves taking a sample of the characters and determining if they
might represent coherent and complete ideas in a language known on Earth, even if
that language might be currently classified as "ancient" or even "dead". Actually, I find
the label of "dead languages" to be an affront; it certainly was not "dead" to the
authors who used it. So which part of it is dead, other than the deceased interest on
the part of some scholars?

The next step is to determine which culture and time line seem the most appropriate
to the characters that form the message. Next I calculate what my chances might be in
garnering complete and coherent message content from those symbols. From time to
time I arrive at a result that represents an accuracy level that is not sufficiently high
enough for me to stand by the results. If, for example, I find that I can recognize only
six or eight out of ten characters in a text, I wouldn't feel confident with those results,
and I would explain that to the requester. I would not publish anything that I did not
feel was at least 90% accurate, and of course I always shoot for 100%. Sometimes, in
the case of a broken tablet or a marking that has been rubbed off by the hands of time,
I can't reach those levels of accuracy. But I always include in my report the details of
which characters I am unsure of. (This particular alien message, by the way, reached
100% accuracy.)

Almost immediately after I examined the image from our abductee, I recognized two
of the characters, and I decided that, based upon that familiarity of the symbols, the
image warranted further investigation. I nearly immediately recognized two distinct
signs that were written using the Sumerian cuneiform of the classical period of Ur III,
or about 2100 BC, which is the same form used during the Old Babylonian period
and by the Akkadians as well. Historically it was used for thousands of years and by
multiple civilizations, so one needs to be careful that the transliteration you receive
matches the language you are translating it into. But with practice and patience that
problem is quickly solved.

I recognized several complete syllable combinations, relating to medicine and perhaps
with some mention about sound, and I speculated in this early attempt that it might
actually contain a complete and understandable message. I worked as a cryptographer
for the U.S. Navy for six years in my younger days, and often that experience comes in
handy when I attempt to determine what the author of the message was intending to
convey. While I held a Top Secret clearance in those days, I have had no further
association or contact with any Government or Military group or any Intelligence
Agency of any type since that period.

But I still had the problem of determining the general theme, which a translator uses
when he or she needs to determine which of several meanings might be more
applicable to the sum of the text. And then a light bulb came on, and I realized that
my problem was not one of dictionaries or sign forms, but of having the faith to use
what the alien had proposed. I needed to have the courage to search for those terms



which fall into the theme of a medical cure and relating to a dread disease or
pandemic.

While I am normally accustomed to having to puzzle out the overall idea of a text,
here we are doing the opposite - we know that a cure is being provided, so we only
need to include those optional meanings that relate to that subject. Most of the words
that we know in Sumerian have several meanings, some of which are in opposition to
each other. But that's also the way it is with a great many of the ancient languages,
including Greek, Roman, and Hebrew among others. And the symbols themselves
have changed over time. As an example of how the same word meaning can be derived
from symbols that have changed over time, I am including an image on the next page
that shows the form changes over different time periods. Please take a quick look at
that page and then we will continue.





Once I began my translation using the oldest form of writing system recognized by
mankind (so far), everything fell into place and all of the symbols were now easily
understandable. And the message itself is not only clear and complete, it's astounding!

I will be providing a transliteration and my translation, as well as the images that help
to explain what I did and how I did it. My readers will thus be able to understand how
this can be accomplished, should any further messages arrive. Those who are already
receiving similar types of messages will be able to understand their meaning as well. I
provide my own work and sources in the hope that they might help some of you who
have received similar messages.

One of the main reasons for my decision to release my complete sources and methods
in this book relates to the work done by other authors and scholars. By publishing
"translations" that are not cited, not explained, and do not exist in any scientifically
accepted publication, or actually anywhere other than in perhaps the mind of the
author, it only serves to bring down the wrath of the establishment, and character
assassinations soon follow. For example, while the Sumerians do have syllables that
indicate a "metal object, disc, circular rim, flying," etc., they do not have a word that
resembles or even indicates, an idea of "rockets" or "space ports" or anything of that
nature. Sorry, Mr. Sitchin.

I pledge to use only those sources of information that are available from professional
publications created by skilled and degreed professionals. I further promise not to
stretch, distort, glorify, or exaggerate the contents of the messages that I translate. I ask
that you accept these results for what they are - an honest attempt to make sense out of
a message that was communicated to a human being, from an alien intelligence. A
message whose contents contain a plausibly genuine offer of help to the people of
Earth, and from another civilization that is quite different from our own. Just the fact
that we have a message that can be translated into a form also used by one of our early
human civilizations is important in and of itself. And perhaps even further
communications will follow.



Chapter 4
My Credentials

I'm going to provide a detailed translation of each of the alien symbols and reveal the
message contents that they provide for us, but first there's something that I wish to
clear up before we go any further. And that something relates to credibility. I'll speak
in a later chapter about the high reliability and credibility of the message text itself, but
right now I feel that I need to offer some form of solid evidence that will help you to
determine my own level of credibility as a translator of ancient Sumerian language
texts.

Because one question that would surely spring to my mind, had someone else
suggested that they were able to decipher alien messages by using the earliest form of
cuneiform writings, would be "has he or she any experience in this field - has he
actually translated Sumerian writings with success in the past?" Because the total
number of people worldwide that are currently able to perform this type of translation
with a high degree of accuracy is very small, perhaps in the low hundreds or so. If I
were presented with such a translation I would certainly like to see some proof of those
abilities. And perhaps you are wondering the same thing about my own efforts. I
certainly can't expect you to take my word on something as important as the first
translation of a message directed to humanity by an alien civilization, without first
attempting to establish that level of trust.

Fair enough. I have a close friend (a very special friend) that works in a city Library,
(libraries being one of the places that I have spent a great deal of my life in), and I was
asked what I might be able to do with the English word "Librarian", if I were to
attempt its transliteration into the ancient cuneiform language of the Sumerians, but
with meanings from the UR IIIa period of that civilization (or earlier). I was being
asked to both form Sumerian syllables with a bit of text from the English language,
and then to provide a meaning for those symbols from a specific time frame that
would agree with a theme from our own culture. Translating the Sumerian language is
a matter of word choices, grammar, and ensuring that the definition you reach is
appropriate for the time period that you are working with. By that I mean that if you
are attempting to create a 5000 year old message, you would not use the Old
Babylonian (1900 BC) definitions for your terms.

In order to 'read' a cuneiform tablet, you first need a professional to interpret the
cuneiform markings. He then provides what is called a transliteration - substituting
the cuneiform markings for Roman letter style words in the ancient language that
those marks represent.

Then the same or another scholar will translate those words into English or another
modern language, so that their meanings can be determined. Meanwhile the scholar
makes a determination of whether the underlying language represented by the



cuneiform markings is in the Sumerian, Akkadian, Hurrian, Assyrian, Hittite, or other
language family, since many different civilizations in ancient times used cuneiform
symbols to record their history.

In this case I was being asked to do the reverse; to take an English language word,
transliterate it into the Sumerian language, and then provide the meaning in our
language that those syllables produced. And to do so in a form that makes sense to us,
in our time.

Here we have the word Librarian in English, signifying a person who works in the area
of books. But a word containing those same syllables in the Sumerian language would
probably represent a multitude of shorter words that carry differing meanings. An
example like librarian might, for the ancient Sumerians, have been composed of
LIB.RA.AR.I.AN , (all of these are actual words in Sumerian) which could be
translated into English as:

(Sumerian) = (English meaning)

lib = dazed silence

ra = to beat, kill, to break or crush

ar = ruins, hymns of praise or fame

i = to bring in, to raise, to rear (like a child), to sow

an = sky, heaven, upper

Which might be further expressed in modern English with an idea of something like:
"Maintain dazed silence else I will beat you; these ruins hold hymns of fame, and I
care for them like the children from heaven." Very, very close to our modern concept
of a Librarian.

We can see some part of what pops into our heads when we read the word "librarian"
in English, but with greater details and more physicality of action provided by the
Sumerians. I apologize for creating such an elaborate method in which to show that I
do, indeed, have a working knowledge of the Sumerian system of writing. And I
would also like to apologize in advance to the librarians out there who might not share
my sense of humor.

This example using the English word Librarian we can see that a great deal of
information can be compacted into some very short syllabic content, if you use the
Sumerian language. And now we shall soon see that by using the Sumerian language
the alien authors were able to compress a much greater amount of meaning into a
shorter message. And shorter messages are much easier for humans to remember
accurately.

When it comes to my own historical research, the answers that I seek are to be found
somewhere in the region of "the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth".



And by that I mean that I am not satisfied until I know the "back-story," or the details
that are not revealed to us by our traditional researchers and scholars. One of the
things that has a tendency to irritate me the most is when a report is published
without looking into those background details. It's an affront to our intelligence when
they ask us to accept their "standard" answers and simply move on. So in this report
we will not be stopping with the "normally accepted answers" but rather digging
deeper, where the truth lies buried. Because that's really what we all want to know,
isn't it?

In the next chapter we will examine a reproduction of the image that was provided to
me after the alien encounter by our abductee friend. I have not altered it in any way,
except to convert it from its original size in order to fit comfortably on a page in this
book. These symbols seem so unusual compared to those that we are familiar with in
modern times, and yet they represent some very well known characters found in the
Sumerian language. So let us begin.



Chapter 5
Identifying the Image

A reproduction of the actual alien image is on the following page, exactly as it was
shown to our human abductee, Karla. It was displayed on the side of a building by an
alien visitor, especially for the benefit of our abductee, who is also somewhat of an
artist. Our abductee reproduced it in the form of neon colored lines because she felt
that it was the most accurate way to draw on paper the projection of light that she was
being shown. The alien female showed her this image, and told her that once it was
translated we would have the cure for a Covid-19 type virus. Please examine the
images on the next two pages and I will then discuss a few details that I have noticed.
The second page has image numbers near each of the individual symbols. I placed
these numbers next to the drawn shapes for ease of reference, but these numbers did
not appear on the original that was shown to our abductee.







I find that the mention by the alien female that "once it has been translated" we would
"have the cure too", is very informative. Obviously, by this statement we are to assume
that they are aware of our ability to translate the message, and that we would indeed
recognize the signs as being part of a legitimate message and not merely some type of
scrawl or graffiti tags.

I furnish links in the bonus section at the end of this book to pages which contains all
of the identified signs in the Sumerian cuneiform writing system. I offer this
information so that you may personally confirm each step of my work, and in
addition, so that you might use this same system to translate other messages from alien
sources, should you come across them. The majority of the signs have been
transliterated, and we know what they represent in the classic style of Sumerian
writing - the type that was mainly carved into clay with a reed stylus, and which we are
most familiar with today. There are, unfortunately, quite a few of the earliest signs that
we have not yet figured out. Yet even for the ones whose exact meanings remain
somewhat uncertain, some educated guesses have been published by our scholars.
Thankfully, or perhaps with the care that one would expect from an intelligent group
of aliens, none of the signs that form a part of the alien message are in this group of
unidentified signs. All of the alien signs can be clearly identified with their syllabic
representation in Sumerian, and the meanings are known and well established for all
of them. We have other examples of their use in the Sumerian texts. The aliens were
careful enough to express their message in symbols that they were quite certain we
could fully understand the meaning of.

In the next pages we will examine drawings of each of these eight symbols, in
numerical order, along with their counterpart from the actual Sumerian syllabary
alphabet included below each one. Also on the bottom portion of each image, is the
Sumerian language transliteration of that symbol. We will be working with these in
the following chapter, so you won't need to memorize them. Please notice how the
symbols drawn by our abductee artist appear to be very similar to what we see in the
Sumerian originals, and especially when we consider that the alien symbols were
displayed in neon writing on the side of a building, while the Sumerian symbols would
have been scratched onto stone or the tops and bottoms of clay tablets. Early symbols
written in Sumerian cuneiform were not totally standardized. In fact some were
slightly personalized. The basic design pattern was understood, but one author
scratched his signs into clay tablets in a slightly varied style, sometimes at a slightly
different angle, and there are noticeable differences between the curves scratched by
one artist as compared to others. They became standardized as they evolved over time.

Another consideration is that when producing "neon light" drawn letters, they
sometimes tend to be slightly "off", which is actually a result of our human eyes failing
to keep the entire collection inside of a single gaze. These letters would have seemed
strange to us, and more concentration would have been needed in order to recall them
later. And, to the difficulty of recalling the complex patterns of an alphabet that you
have never seen before, we must add the stress of an abduction scenario and the night-



time conditions. But notice, in general, how really close the alien message images are
to the recognized Sumerian characters. Our abductee artist did an excellent job, in my
opinion. Have a look at those next eight pages if you will, and then I will offer some
remarks based upon my experience. The most important thing to notice, in my
opinion, is how closely each of the hand drawn symbols matches up with a recognized
form in the Sumerian language.

As we go along in this work I will be providing some comments on the symbols
themselves, prior to undertaking a translation of them. Feel free to click back or swipe
left and return to the numbered signs for reference, if you wish.



















I would like to mention at this point that by displaying the images on one page,
numbered, and then following up with a separate page for each of the symbols, I did
not in any way intend to insult your intelligence. I chose this very simple and clear
way in which to display each image alongside its Sumerian equivalent in cuneiform so
that the Skeptics that will be examining this book will have nothing that they can
point to and cry "unclear" or "you did not prove that this symbol matched". I believe
it is very evident that they are, indeed, a close match.

On the sign numbered with a 1, you will notice that the square is not composed of
perfectly straight lines in our neon example. Most of the lack of straight lines can be
attributed to the use of neon lights to portray them - and these tend to resemble hand-
drawn rather than ruler drawn lines. However, I do appreciate the fact that our artist
remembered that it was somewhat of a square shape and did not resemble an oval or
rectangle after all. This is a detail that tends to lend credence to her reproduction.

In the sign numbered 2, you may have noticed that I provided two transliterations,
those of "ru" and "dis". The sign as drawn by our abductee lady seems to resemble a
line that curves slightly in the middle portion. Since this was not drawn at a complete
45 degree angle, it makes it difficult to determine whether this should be the Sumerian
"ru" symbol, which has that angle, or their sign for "dis", which is a vertical line. In
the image you will notice that I have placed the ru symbol on the left and the dis
symbol next to it, for comparison purposes. In my attempt to decide which of these
represented the best transliteration, I realized that, by making this nearly exactly
between the 45 degree angle of ru and the vertical mark of dis, our extraterrestrials are
telling us to use both. We are thus faced with three options. Use ru. Use dis. Or use
both. So I used all three options. This was an intuitive decision on my part, but as it
turns out, a correct one.

In the following chapters, when I reveal the hidden and much deeper meanings that
can be gained from our message, I furnish the results of all three of these options for
you. And, amazingly, the three tend to be closely related, all point to the same theme,
and taken together they form a much more detailed and complete answer than they
would individually. They're almost like a picture puzzle of only three pieces - omit one
and a large part of the image will not be revealed to you. One option gives
information, the second option adds to that info, and the third confirms the other two
and completes the data. In my experience in revealing the hidden message content
contained inside of ancient texts, this is exactly how our own ancestors once did it.

If you think about it, it's also a good answer to a puzzle that we ourselves will face
when we wish to reply to the aliens; how can we possible cram as much information
into a fewer number of symbols, and yet be completely understood? They have given
us that method, furnished it in the form of their own example, and I believe that we
must sharpen our wits and attempt to duplicate their tactics, to the extent that we are
physically able, with our reply message. Because we really should answer them, right?
At the very least, a polite "thank you" seems reasonable.



I've said "attempt to duplicate" for a reason. In a later chapter I will cover exactly how
involved and complex this extraterrestrial message is, in regards to encryption and
production techniques, and the low probability that we could come close to matching
their example, even using very hardy computer systems.

If you examine the sign that I numbered 3, you will notice that while the symbol was
drawn at a slightly upward angle, this only serves to further indicate the idea of an
"arrowhead", since one would normally aim an arrow in an upward angle in order to
obtain the greatest distance in flight. If your reading device does not offer you a large
enough image, you will find these sources on my website in a very high quality and
large size. I believe that the light symbol was angled upwards in order to more fully
indicate which of the meanings for that symbol should be applied.

Image number 4 seems to very clearly represent the Sumerian sign for their word
"ban" . I should emphasize here that this is not in any way meant to be a "cross", but
rather the "plus" sign that we are familiar with in English and other languages.
Thousands of years later the Proto-Canaanite alphabet has this very same plus sign for
their letter "taw", meaning "mark or sign". And perhaps that was the intention of our
extraterrestrial authors - to make it recognizable as the Sumerian word for ban, but
also to imply the meaning of a mark or sign to be used only by those "with eyes to
see".

Images numbered 4 through 8 are nearly identical with their Sumerian counterparts,
with the only diversion being the lack of the firm wedge-shaped marks common to
Sumerian cuneiform, which we probably would have seen had they made this in soft
clay instead of projecting it on the side of a building.

Image number 8 deserves a special mention of its own. This is "the" single image that
"told" me that the alien picture represented Sumerian writing. I know of no other
language of man that resembles this sign to the same degree that Sumerian does. I
further believe that this was done intentionally, so that the entire communication was
not ruled out immediately as some type of "scribble", but rather was given the time
and consideration that it deserves. When I observed the work of our abductee artist in
the neon light image that she provided me with, I knew right away that this was very
probably a message. And not only that, but that it contained symbols that I could
transliterate into Sumerian and further translate into English. Yes, it was a feeling, a
hunch if you will. But a feeling based upon the certainty that I had seen that very
character before, in a list of the recognized symbols from the earliest Sumerian
civilization. From the same time period as the conventional wedge-shaped cuneiform
characters that we find on the clay tablets recovered from the soils of ancient Sumer.

Therefore I replied to the email from our abductee, indicating that I believed it did
indeed represent a communication. And I also mentioned that I would get to work on
it right away, and advise her of my findings. The work that I performed and the
astounding results that I uncovered make up the bulk of this book.



Chapter 6
Translating the 
Alien Message

Now that we have had a chance to examine the eight symbols contained in the
extraterrestrial message, and to verify my ability to perform the work, it's time to
translate these transliterated signs and arrive at our meaning. (Please recall that to
transliterate is to assign a Sumerian word or word part, comprising consonants and
vowels, for each symbol representation. And by translate we mean the work of taking
those Sumerian words and aligning their closest matching meaning to our English
language).

Are there alternative meanings for each of these Sumerian words when we attempt to
convert them to a modern language, such as English? Yes, there are. And so just how
do we determine, in a professional manner, without assuming any preconceived
stances, which meaning is the most correct in this situation?

That's actually the heavy lifting that a translator performs. Because if there were really
only one simple meaning for each of the Sumerian words, we would not need a
translator at all, we could simply look up each word in some sort of a chart.

So here's the secret. First we need to ensure that the meanings we select have some
evidence that they were first employed during the period of time in which the symbols
were composed. You would not apply a definition that was popularly understood for a
word used during the Old Babylonian period (beginning circa 1900 BC), for words
from a tablet text that was composed in 3500 BC, for example.

Next, you can tell a lot about the meaning of a word by the context in which the word
appears. If the majority of the words on your example speak of a related theme, and
that theme relates to "elephants", you would not define one of the words as "camels",
unless you had good reason to do so and were very confident with that decision.

Many of us, if not all, have taken psychological, pre-employment or intelligence
measuring tests in which you are given a set of words, and asked to pick out the one
word that "does not belong". In the example: "desk, chalk, students, books, school,
football", the football does not belong, to the same degree that the others do, even
though a football might also be part of a school related sports function. It is somewhat
related to the theme, but out of the various choices you have at hand, it is the one that
fits in the least with the other words.

And a final step is to consider the authors. Why would they select one particular word
over another? Because there are multiple meanings for many of the words in the
Sumerian language, this also means that there are a number of words to choose from,
when you wish to express a certain meaning.



I don't normally work backwards, since it tends to falsely affirm your original
conclusions, but it deserves mention in this case. By working backwards, I mean that I
was able to glean several other chunks of information from the word choices used by
our extraterrestrial authors. I examined not only the front to back word order that they
are given in, but also the word choices and how they coherently form a pattern that
opens up even further avenues of information. I will get into this more fully in those
exciting chapters that follow, because they do provide us with lots of additional data,
but basically by examining the hidden content, I was able to further confirm my
translation of the obvious content. The "so below" confirms the "as above", so to
speak.

Yes, there is hidden content contained inside of each word choice, some more deeply
obscured than others, and all relating to, and forming a part of, the same contents. By
accepting these as a whole unit, the complete story that they provide us with is much
greater that it appears on the surface.

Prior to closing this book I will offer a recap of everything that we were able to
uncover in a form that makes my last statement easier to understand. So, not to worry,
let's get started on the visible meanings first.

Because many of our ancient languages, and not just Sumerian, have words in their
vocabulary that offer different, and sometimes even conflicting or opposite meanings,
the job of the translator is to be aware of the context, the culture involved, and the
time period in question, when determining, to the greatest extent possible, which
meaning best fits. And it's equally important that you do your work without the
influence of any agenda. If you are a religious person, and you do not shake off the
influence of that framework, then everything you translate will have a religious motive,
even if the text does not indicate that association. It's great to be a spiritual person, but
not so great when you allow it to flavor your results. The same holds true for strict
scientists. If your attitude is one that demands a clear scientific explanation for
everything you see, then any science that you meet that is beyond what you have ever
experienced will resemble fantasy to you. Open minds are minds that are open to new
ideas.

When I made the translation of our alien text, I actually did the work three times, on
three different occasions, just to be sure that it was as accurate as I could possibly make
it. Not only because I intended to publish this work, but also due to the enormous
implications of translating the first message from visitors located outside the Earth.

Whether the remedy offered by the aliens is a cure or partial cure, or even if it is not, is
not actually as important a our understanding that they have contacted us, and thus
we have proof that extraterrestrials do in fact exist. If their suggestion works as a cure,
it will tell us that they are trying to help us, albeit without breaking their own rules of
engagement with humans. And if their cure does not work, that will tell us something
as well.



If the contents, which are much more detailed than a simple cure, since they also seem
to point out the parties involved in this pandemic as we shall see in a later chapter, are
of absolutely no help in any way or form, then we will perhaps be justified in calling
them "tricksters" of some sort. That's a bold accusation to make, and one which we
should only make if we are very confident with that decision. And so, an accurate
translation is very important not only in revealing the contents of this alien
communication, but in determining the basis for our further conversations.

We will either be adopting a new family into the group that we refer to as "friendly",
or we will need to assume a posture of wariness while we cautiously examine any
further messages. But either of these solutions presents a better outcome than
continuing to not know whether we are alone or not. We are now, at the very least,
assured that we are most definitely not alone in the Universe.

Now, just now, I begin to more fully appreciate the modern cautionary phrase "please
don't shoot the messenger". In his work the "Life of Lucullus", (about 96 A.D.,
Dryden translation.), the Greek philosopher Plutarch informs us "The first messenger,
that gave notice of Lucullus' coming was so far from pleasing Tigranes that he had his
head cut off for his pains; and no man dared to bring further information. Without
any intelligence at all, Tigranes sat while war was already blazing around him, giving
ear only to those who flattered him". A related sentiment was expressed in Antigone
by Sophocles [Sophocles (1891) Line 277, Sir Richard Jebb] as "no one loves the
messenger who brings bad news" or "no man delights in the bearer of bad news".

Not only for my own benefit, as one of the "messengers" in this situation, but for the
good of all mankind, we must not shoot the messengers nor throw the message into a
virtual garbage can, until we have had an adequate period of time in which to evaluate
it. Perhaps, as well, we may need to contact them for further details or clarification of
one or more parts of their message. Therefore, in my own opinion, I believe that their
suggestion should most definitely be examined further, by competent chemists,
biologists, and medical doctors, prior to our reaching any conclusions.

The symbols that I have previously labeled with numbers and their definitions follow.
My sources for these definitions are the University of Pennsylvania, the University of
California at Los Angeles, and Oxford; and those links and others will be provided at
the end of this work.

I should mention at this point how very lucky we are. In the majority of cases when
beginning the work of translating an ancient message in the Sumerian language, we
have no clear idea of the theme, at least not in advance. So we must translate each of
the words, examine the various meaning choices, and professionally decide which
makes the most sense, given the context of the accumulated choices. But with this
extraterrestrial communication we have been informed in advance of the topic that is
being expressed. We are told by the alien messenger herself that "I know the cure for
Covid-19 type diseases, and when you translate these symbols, you will know as well."
That's not only helpful but very clear. These symbols relate to a medical remedy of



some type. We know the theme. Now we just need to find the best definitions that fit
into that topic, and we have our answer. I will discuss each of the symbols in their
numerical order.

Symbol 1: Lagab in Sumerian. Lagab has a variety of meanings. During the Old
Babylonian period it was defined as "a fruit, a tree, a flower, to be pure," etc., but as
you may recall, we should search for the oldest examples first, and those would be:

Malodorous (smelling very unpleasant), to be dark or stained and also bittersweet,
redolent. Other meanings are: tree, and especially a tree stump. Surprisingly, yet
another meaning that has been assigned is "to be short or tight of breath". And the
same symbol was also used to write the word "tukur", which means "important". And
when the same symbol was used to indicate their word "kid", it meant "to break off,
pinch off".

Let's see if we can assemble these into a group of related meanings. We have an
unpleasant smelling item, from a tree or tree stump, from which we should break off a
portion, and which is important when you are short of breath. And to those we add
the later relation to a flower, fruit or tree. If that sounds reasonable to you, let's
proceed. And yes, we can easily determine exactly which tree that might be, as you will
see below.

Symbol 2: Here we have two words in Sumerian to examine, ru and dis. As we
discussed previously, since the alien representation is drawn somewhere between forty
five degrees and perpendicular, I suggested that we use both terms, and perhaps that's
what they were telling us to do as well. My own opinion, after careful thought, is that
they are, indeed, suggesting that we use both words, and the results from the
extraction of deeper meanings affirms this as well.

The Sumerian word Ru has been defined as: "to place, to impose, to release," and
more importantly "to imbue". The Merriam-Webster online dictionary defines the
word imbue as to permeate or to influence, and synonyms for imbue include:
inoculate and infuse. It further explains that it means to introduce one thing into
another so as to affect it throughout. And the term inoculate has been defined as "to
introduce immunologically active material, such as an antibody or antigen, especially
in order to treat or prevent a disease." Inoculate is the word that we often refer to as
"getting our shots". And actually, both imbue and to impose or release are related
ideas when we consider that often medicines are introduced over a period of time, or
inside of a saline solution, for example. A saline solution is in the clear plastic "bag"
that they hang on metal supports over your body when you are in the hospital.

Why choose these meanings for ru and not some of the other options? Well, the other
options include: "a weapon or throw-stick, to fall or drop down, an architectural
feature (such as an arch), and a geometric figure." We don't need to play a game of
"which doesn't fit" to arrive at our meaning for this term, because these other options
do not fit in with the theme identified for us by the extraterrestrial visitor.



"Dis" should be simple to define, since it generally means "one". However, this one, or
one unit, is not actually what we might consider as the cardinal number (such as one,
two, three, four, etc.) for one, at least not in the Sumerian language. Because they used
a base-60 mathematical system, in contrast to our own base-10 method of counting,
the word dis was often used to indicate "one unit, or one unit of 60". There are many
textual examples of its use in that way.

In fact, the same symbol or mark that was used to write dis, meaning "one", was used
to write the Sumerian word ges, meaning "sixty". So we have either one or sixty for
this meaning. We just learned that ru meant "shot" or "injection" and this word dis
means 1 or 60, or more specifically, one unit of 60. Somehow I can almost hear the
words "inject 60 ml. or 60 units" in my mind as I write this. Only a qualified medical
doctor or chemist can tell us which answer makes more sense, and we await their
suggestions.

Does it seem like we might be getting somewhere in our search for the meaning of this
extraterrestrial communication? We're on our way, that's for sure.

Symbol 3: Kak in Sumerian. In later times, the symbol for kak was spelled as gag, and
defined as a "pock" or "a disease", which, if these were more ancient terms, might find
an acceptable fit inside our theme. The oldest definition for kak indicates a "nail, peg,
arrowhead", and additionally "to drive in, to impregnate, to fix, to plant", both of
which seem very clearly to indicate a needle as used in the injection mentioned earlier.
A pointed object, to be sure, is what is meant here. I know that when my daughter was
very young she referred to the needle as "the nail".

Symbol 4: Ban is our next Sumerian word. Ban has been defined as a "unit of capacity
or a capacity measure", and also as a "vessel", which can be further defined as "a
container (such as a cask, bottle, kettle, cup, or bowl) for holding something". This
still fits in with our theme, as it relates back to our idea of 60 units, but there is a
further detail that I should cover at this time.

The fact that the container is described after the measure of 60 units, may be
indicating that this mention of "container" relates to the action of placing the 60 units
inside of a container, such as a bottle or medical (liquid) flask; or in other words, it
may be intended to describe a tonic or liquid form of medication. Perhaps "these
ingredients fit inside a liquid flask" is meant.

Symbol 5: Bar in Sumerian. Bar has been traditionally translated as "back, shoulder,
outside, liver, outer form and fleece" but also as "sack, part of an animal's body skin".
With this translation I have chosen to interpret this as "under the skin", which, in
conjunction with "injection" from above, may indicate a subcutaneous injection.
Subcutaneous means under the skin. A subcutaneous injection is one method of
administering medication. In this type of injection, a short needle is used to inject a
drug into the tissue layer between the skin and the muscle. There are fewer blood
vessels in the fatty layer of connective tissue just beneath the skin than in the muscle



tissue. Thus, having fewer blood vessels means that medication injected
subcutaneously is absorbed more slowly (sometimes over a period of 24 hours). It can
also be cheaper than administering an intravenous injection. This subcutaneous
method is commonly used when administering Insulin and some hormones, and many
vaccines are also given in an intramuscular injection. And aren't we searching for a
vaccine for Covid-19 after all?

When I first read this definition, I thought that this subcutaneous method seemed like
an awkward and perhaps difficult way to administer a cure. I worried that perhaps
even hospitalization would be required. However, the medical journals inform us that
Epinephrine, which is used to quickly treat severe allergic reactions, such as bee stings
or food allergies, comes in an automated injector form called an EpiPen, which is
intended to be given intramuscularly. And then there are the many diabetics who have
adapted quite easily to this type of self-injection, in the convenience of their home or
workplace. Does it seem as if I am very concerned with the costs of any potential cure
for Covid-19? I am. I believe that we need an answer that is convenient and very
affordable, so that the entire planet can be rid of this virus, and any forms that it
might mutate into. And a cure proposed by the extraterrestrials that is inexpensive
suggests that they care about the "whole" of humanity, and not simply a chosen group
made up of those who can afford it.

Symbol 6: La2 is our next word. The number two was added in order to help
translators by differentiating this from another form of the same symbol, and has no
bearing on its pronunciation. Actually, I could have included this as simply "la", but
then those who wish to follow my work and confirm those results in published
dictionaries of Sumerian would have had a more difficult time in doing so. La2 is
defined as "to weigh out, to weigh, to balance, to suspend, be suspended, to check,"
and also "to supervise" and "to bind, or binding." All of these seem to indicate medical
terms, such as "bind this in a suspension," or "weigh out this measure" or perhaps,
"supervise - check and weigh this on a balance", all of which indicate that the amount
of the medication to take is very important. There are two factors that make the
inclusion of this term very important. One is that the ingredient indicated by the
extraterrestrials can be harmful to humans if used in large measures, but very helpful
indeed in small amounts or dosages. But that's true of a great many medications that
are prescribed today - used properly they help, too much and they may become toxic.
The second reason is that early results of other remedies, such as the quinine
derivatives, did not appear to work so well when tested by the CDC, according to
their reports. Yet we find other physicians who were complaining that the CDC was
using too high a dosage in their tests, and that smaller doses did tend to work.

Some conspiracy theorists have even commented that some members of what they
referred to as "Big Pharma" would not allow these nearly free solutions for the
pandemic to reach the marketplace. I have no knowledge of whether or not there is
any merit in their statements, but if there is, then we may be facing a similar situation,
since the ingredients given to us by the aliens can be obtained virtually free of charge,



or very close to it. Which is why some drug manufacturers might be reluctant to bring
something like this to market. In other words, what the extraterrestrials are offering us
is a yet unproven treatment, but one that, should it prove effective, would be dirt
cheap. And thus making it available, world-wide, to even the poorest of nations should
not be a problem.

Symbol 7: The next Sumerian word is "A". It's defined as "to perform, to make, to
act, to proceed, to do", but it also includes the idea of "progeny", indicating our
descendants, our offspring, or more immediately, our children. Since both children
and older adults seem to be the group most affected by our current pandemic, it
would seem reasonable to mention children in the message text. However, my own
impression is that it indicates something along the lines of "do this for your children,"
or even more drastically, "do this to ensure that your human race is able to continue".
Perhaps the aliens are aware of something that we are not; that upcoming versions of
this same virus, perhaps a Covid-21 or later, might be much more deadly than
anything we have previously faced. And then again, since we do not yet know a great
many things about Covid-19, perhaps there are some long-term factors that work to
diminish the human ability to reproduce.

Symbol 8: Ma is our final Sumerian word in the extraterrestrial message text. Ma is
defined as "land, country, Earth, house" as well as "to go, to flow". The idea of "to
flow" indicates something moving along, or moving out steadily and continuously,
such as we see in a current or stream. Coupling this with our definition for "A", above,
we have "do this for your children" plus "for the house of planet Earth to continue
flowing", which certainly reinforces my notion above that this may very well be about
the continuance of the human race. Or humanities end, if we choose to pay no
attention. Do this for your children, and for the future children of planet Earth, is my
take on it.

What might we have, as a final completed message from our alien visitors?

1. An unpleasant smelling item from a tree, from which we should break off a portion,
and which is important for those who are very short of breath. Which I will name
shortly.

2. To inject, inoculate, such as with immunologically active material.

3. Using a needle. 60 units.

4. Of capacity. In a liquid container form.

5. Under the skin.

6. Weighed out under careful supervision (for the correct dosage).

7. Do this, act now, for the sake of your own children

8. And for the children of Earth, to survive.



Does this resemble what we might call a "random" message or some form of "static" in
any way? No.

Does it appear to represent a fairly complete explanation, using ancient words to
convey modern methods? Is it something that is most definitely related to the given
topic of a cure for Covid-19? Yes, to both questions.

Can the meanings above be taken as rambling, ill-defined, or nonsensical words strung
together for someone's amusement? Not in any way.

Shouldn't we take this seriously, give it a chance, test it out thoroughly under the
proper medical supervision and see if, as they claim, it might work after all? I believe
that to do anything less than just that would be a huge disservice to mankind.

Now we have the entire extraterrestrial message translated, or at least the surface
portion, how about the message meant for those who have eyes to see and ears to hear?
As it is above (the message on the surface), so it is below (the hidden portion) seems
appropriate. We will begin our journey towards that hidden content in the upcoming
chapters, I promise, but for now we need to understand more about this ingredient
made from the parts of a certain tree, that they are telling us about. The Cure!

In the next chapter we'll discover that special ingredient; the inexpensive one that has
been used historically as a remedy for some symptoms that seem to be very closely
associated with our modern-day Covid-19. I've dedicated the next chapter to that
since it's important that we have a clear understanding of what the extraterrestrials
have proposed for us.



Chapter 7
Is this a 

Cure from Heaven?
A cure is definitely suggested in our message contents, but is this a cure from Heaven .
. . or from Hell?

The symbol that I numbered with a 1, which is transliterated as Lagab in the
Sumerian language, is our principal clue towards the main ingredient in the alien
suggested cure. We defined this as malodorous (foul smelling) and fetid (smelling
extremely unpleasant), coupled with its additional meaning of a tree or the stump of a
tree. And those are really the only clues that we need to uncover its meaning.
However, we should also examine, for additional and affirming clues, some of the
other meanings associated with the word Lagab, as well as some of the other words
that are aligned with that identical sign in the Sumerian writings.

The following words use the identical symbol that Lagab does:

tukur: to chew, gnaw , and additionally means "important"

nigin: the whole, entirety, total, sum, assembly

lugud: to be short of breath, to be tight

kir: to grovel, to roll around

hab: to be dark, stained.(This word translated as dark also holds a meaning of "the
color red, blood" in other examples of its use in the Sumerian texts.)

That it's important there can be no doubt. That the tree bark (stump) might need to
be chewed, gnawed, or in other words, shredded, seems like a reasonable step in the
preparation process. That it aids those who grovel, even beg with pain, and who might
be short of breath and feel a tightness in the chest are important clues. And these all
sound very similar to some of the symptoms exhibited in our current pandemic. And
thus we can add the color red as an additional clue towards the identity of the
malodorous tree that is being recommended by the extraterrestrials.

If we attempt to use shortcuts, or do not follow the provided directions in a fairly
strict manner, we can end up with results that are less than optimal, as I personally
discovered. I searched on several web search engines for the terms "smelly tree". It
seemed reasonable to me at the time. And I did get some search results, although not
the results that we needed, as we shall soon see.

Using smelly tree as the search term, the top results come back with a reference to the
Callery pear tree, more commonly known as the Bradford pear. The Chinese (pinyin)
name for this tree means "bean pear". This tree is found in a few cities in America,
where it was intentionally introduced due to its fast growth rate and the beautiful



white blossoms it presents.

But they found out that this tree created a huge problem. Simply put, the trees stink.
And not just a musty type smell or something that most people could ignore when
walking past it; on the contrary, they smell like dead fish. Everywhere they had the
smell of long dead fish, coming from trees with pretty white blossoms. While the
blossoms are pretty, they are not beautiful enough to allow you to get past their horrid
odor.

Well, they are trees, and they do stink, but could they be of any benefit to us in our
struggle for a cure for Covid-19? Not hardly. Three different sites that promote the
use of natural products from trees list their Medicinal Uses as "None Known". In
searching deeper we discover that, in addition, the seeds of the tree when ingested,
break down in the digestive tract to release cyanide, which, in larger concentrations,
can cause weakness, gasping, spasms, convulsions, coma, and respiratory failure
leading to death. Wow, this sounds more like the disease itself than something that
might be a cure. Not only does it not fit in with the idea of a remedy, it was originally
imported to America in the very early twentieth century, and immediately modified to
produce "better results". So it's not even something that we would have available to us,
at least not in the original form. Who would want to buy the ingredients for a Covid-
19 cure from China, and then depend upon them for its delivery at a fair price? Not I.
Where did I go wrong in my search?

Why was I unable to find relevant results for the extraterrestrial's suggestion? Because I
used something other than the phrase they had provided for us, as the search term. If
you were to enter the phrase "malodorous tree" by itself into a browser search engine,
the chances are good that one of your top three results will link to a site that discusses
the "Tree of Heaven". Or perhaps they might describe it as the "Tree of Heaven and
Hell". And that is the one they are telling us about. By inputting exactly what the
extraterrestrials were telling us, I obtained the correct results.

The Tree of Heaven, with the scientific name of Ailanthus Altissima, is native to the
northeast and central portions of China and Taiwan, although it's now found in a
great many other parts of the world. Its Chinese name is chouchun, which literally
means "foul smelling tree". So here we have a tree that is actually described as foul
smelling in the Chinese language, unlike the "bean pear" meaning we had with the
Callery pear tree.

Unlike other members of its same genus, the Tree of Heaven is found in temperate
climates, and not in the tropics. The twigs are reddish or chestnut in color, which
matches the additional meaning of "red, blood", and the individual flowers are reddish
to yellowish green in color, also matching the "red". Interestingly, each individual
flower has five petals and five sepals (the outer part of the flower), and so they
resemble a five-sided star imposed over another five-sided star.

I promise not to stray too far off topic, but I must mention that the Egyptian



hieroglyphic sign that represents the word "star", has five points, and that Sopdet, the
Egyptian deity, was considered a personification of the star Sirius, and is always shown
with this five-pointed star symbol on her head. Sopdet represented Sirius the Dog-Star
to the Egyptian people, and Sirius was the most important star for ancient Egyptian
astronomers. Sopdet's role also involved assisting the Pharaoh in finding his way to the
imperishable stars. These all appear to be clear links to a theme of extraterrestrials. I'm
sure we can uncover even further relationships between the star Sirius and Egypt, but I
must save that for a later report. Was their choice of a remedy linked to a tree with
two distinct five-pointed star references, and its further possible association with the
star Sirius and the "path to the imperishable stars" intentional? I can't answer that for
sure, but we probably should take into account the high(er) intelligence of the aliens
when we judge the merits of this possibility.

Essentially the extraterrestrials are telling us to use an herb in our treatment of Covid-
19 and its upcoming versions. What's the difference between an herb and a
pharmaceutical drug, like the ones we buy in our drug stores? Herbs often produce
multiple actions, whereas drugs are principally designed for one principal action.
Herbs tend to enhance the body's own natural healing abilities, and address the causal
factors of an illness. Drugs, on the other hand, treat symptoms rather than causes, and
while they can be life-saving in an emergency or crisis, they do not act to reinforce the
body's own healing actions. Most practitioners would probably consider drugs more
"invasive" than herbs.

In the early days of the Coronavirus pandemic, several brave and honest Doctors faced
the scorn and wrath of their peers in their attempts to help their patients with any
remedy at hand that might alleviate the symptoms and even allow them to survive this
pandemic. Some have prescribed Hydoxychloroquine to treat the disease. This was
suggested by the Chinese physicians themselves, in their early reports on potential
remedies. This is a drug that was primarily developed in the 1940s, and approved by
the FDA in 1955, for the treatment of malaria. Hydroxychloroquine is a"modern"
synthetic version of quinine which has been used for centuries in treating malaria.
This, or a variety of it, was also given to the Military personnel who served in Iraq,
Afghanistan, during Desert Storm, etc., so we can certainly hope that its use presents
no long-term adverse effects.

The United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) initially authorized it for
emergency use during the early days of the pandemic. Later, they withdrew that
authorization when their data showed them that the drug was unlikely to be effective
against that virus. And yet a few Doctors continued to prescribe it, claiming that it did
indeed work to some extent. As pressure against the use of Hydoxychloroquine to treat
Covid-19 mounted, some Doctors went to extreme lengths to continue using it for
their patients, and especially those that were severely stricken and felt that their
alternatives were limited. More recently we find that social media outlets such as
FaceBook and others were taking down Hydoxychloroquine contents and blocking
users who mention it.



When looked at from the FDA's perspective perhaps this censorship makes sense -
they simply didn't wish to encourage any false expectations on the part of the public
for a drug whose efficacy (effectiveness or success) they question. And, if we settle for a
less than perfect solution very early on in the search, we may limit the resources
directed towards finding the "ideal" cure. More skeptical persons, however, have
questioned whether this decision might have been influenced by Big Pharma (the
global Pharmaceutical Companies), who may, in their opinion, be reluctant to
compete against a drug that is both relatively inexpensive and whose patent has long
expired. Equally strange is their decisive position against using the drug, citing long-
term adverse effects, and yet they did not voice those same concerns when this was
being injected into the arms of our relatives in the military.

Quinine, of which hydroxychloroquine is a refined version, was first isolated in 1820
from the bark of a cinchona tree, which is native to Peru. Beginning about 1632,
extracts from its bark were used to treat malaria, based upon suggestions by the South
American natives, and it was soon after introduced to Spain by Jesuit missionaries
returning from the New World.

No company has a monopoly on the production or sale of hydroxychloroquine, which
was once covered by U.S. Patent No. 2,546,658, issued to Surrey and Hammer in
1951, but which has long since expired. And even worse, as far as a Corporation's
bottom line is concerned, is the fact that there are ten companies who had been
approved by the FDA, prior to the COVID-19 outbreak, to manufacture various
generic versions of hydroxychloroquine. I would imagine that one of the "unholy
names that must not be uttered", at least in the inner circles of Big Pharma, is the
dreaded word "generic". Branded products, in contrast to generic offers, represent
prestige, power, and income for the pharmaceutical companies; they increase
awareness of the "brand" as well.

I won't discuss or present any research as to whether or not hydroxychloroquine could
or should be used. I am not qualified to do so, and it really has no bearing upon our
story here. I merely wished to remind us all that another "relatively free" option, and
one that may very well help with Covid-19 and its 2nd and 3rd wave mutated forms,
is likely to attract similar reluctance on the part of for-profit organizations to bring it
forward for use by the general public around the world. A lot, and I mean a great deal
of money will be lost by some, should this virtually free solution suggested by the
aliens prove to work in a majority of the cases, and without any harmful side-effects. I
believe that a solution which includes quinine actions might be what the aliens are
suggesting, but just not hydroxychloroquine, whose source is not associated with a
malodorous tree.

I'd like to make something else clear at this point, if I may. I have no assumptions to
offer, and make no claims, towards the efficacy of the cure suggested by the
extraterrestrials. I present this only as my personal translation of an alien suggestion. I
also don't see any real "rights" that I might have in the matter of the ownership of this
potential "cure", other than those afforded by the copyright of this book.



However, I would like it known that I hereby 'quit claim' toward any patent rights or
benefits that might accrue to me in regard to this potential "cure", and release the
ideas expressed by the aliens in regard to the ingredients of a remedy for Covid-19 into
the public domain. I sincerely hope that these suggestions are studied, extensively
tested, and any medical treatments that might result from this are provided openly and
inexpensively to all of the citizens of the world.

I retain the information contained herein as my own copyright, but if anyone,
anywhere, wishes to use these suggestions from the extraterrestrials towards coming up
with an inexpensive cure for the Covid-19 virus that uses the Tree of Heaven as an
ingredient, they will not owe me a penny, other than the purchase price of a copy of
this book. I would ask to be clearly mentioned as the author, and this book title
prominently cited. I have no connection to any drug companies or manufacturers of
health products, and you will not find any links in this book to any health products or
ingredients, natural or otherwise, nor for any pharmaceutical companies.

Humanity deserves nothing less than an inexpensive and effective cure for this
pandemic that has cost us the lives of our friends and family. Just to still those voices
shouting in the background about the Covid-19 being a 5G component and not
actually a deadly disease, there are no 5G or even advanced 4G towers within 300
miles of my writing desk, and yet people near me are most definitely exhibiting what
we have labeled as Covid-19 symptoms. And quite a few are even dying. I personally
lost a good friend to this disease during the time that I took to write this book. So yes,
it is Covid-19, and not 5G, that is behind these deaths, although 5G waves may
increase its potency.

In finishing with our topic of the quinine derivatives that have been tried, it should be
mentioned that there is some evidence that chloroquine and the closely related
hydroxychloroquine are effective against related viruses such as the one that causes
SARS. But it is not necessarily effective against Covid-19. And there have also been as
yet unpublished reports from China that chloroquine is beneficial when given to
people with covid-19 associated pneumonia. It would seem that something about the
quinine component may indeed have a benefit towards at least some of the associated
symptoms of Covid-19. And that's precisely why our alien suggestion seems so
plausible, as I shall discuss below.

Before we discuss the Tree of Heaven aspects of this alien cure, it will be helpful to
understand the motivation for those Tree of Hell claims, and how the reasons behind
those assertions might actually represent a benefit in this situation.

Ailanthus altissima has spread to many other areas beyond its native range, and has
been considered as a noxious weed internationally. In many countries it represents an
invasive species due to its ability to both colonize new areas quickly and to suppress
any competing plant growths by using a phenomenon called Allelopathy.

Allelopathy is a biological situation in which an organism produces certain



biochemicals that influence the growth, reproduction, and survival of other organisms.
These biochemicals can have either beneficial or detrimental effects on other
organisms. In this case the Tree of Heaven produces an allelopathic chemical called
ailanthone that acts as a plant defense mechanism by inhibiting the growth of other
plants. It does not like competition.

These natural inhibitors are present in the leaves and seeds of the plant, but are the
strongest in its bark and roots. As an example of its effectiveness, one study showed
that a crude extract from the root bark inhibited 50% of the seeds of garden cress from
germinating, and it proved able to kill nearly 100% of many seedlings with the
exception of velvetleaf, which showed some resistance. The same chemical that it
produces does not, however, affect the Tree of Heaven's own seedlings, indicating that
it has a defense mechanism to prevent that.

Ailanthus has been declared a weed in Australia (New South Wales and Victoria
especially), while in New Zealand, the Middle East and Pakistan it is classed as an
"unwanted organism", and in South Africa it is listed as an invasive species which
must be controlled, or removed and destroyed.

In addition to its allelopathic qualities, the tree also re-sprouts vigorously when cut,
making its eradication difficult and time-consuming. This has led to the tree being
referred to as the "Tree of Hell" among some gardeners and conservationists.

A very tough to kill and easily grown tree, the Tree of Heaven is resistant to most
diseases and is also reported to be tolerant of alkalinity, drought, frost, heat, high or
low pH levels, industrial pollution, and excessively dry or wet soils. In fact, the plants
thrive even when grown in inner cities. Male flowers are malodorous and the crushed
leaves are also malodorous.

What we seem to have here is one tough tree that, when involved in a situation of
resource competition, kills its competition with internally produced chemicals that do
not harm its own seedlings. And a tree whose struggle to dominate allows it to sprout
from the very cuts made to it; making it seem to be almost indestructible to gardeners.

Would introducing a refined extract from the roots or the bark of this tree into our
human bodies resemble something like a World Competition Title Match, pitting the
Tree of Hell in one corner and Covid-19 in the other? Both seem to be tough street
fighters and the top competitors in their field, and both seem to have an aversion to
losing any battle that they are engaged in.

Some of the descriptive terms that have been awarded to this tree by the various city
planners and departments of agriculture, who wish to see it disappear, are "invasive,
pest, weed, toxic," and "alien". Wait, did they say alien? That's just another silly
coincidence.

However, what we should keep in mind about the Tree of Hell designation is this:
Ailanthone, the allelopathic chemical in the Tree of Heaven, the one that it uses to kill



its competition and ensure its own survival, is a known antimalarial agent. Just like the
quinine that we spoke of above. And it contains other important chemical properties
as well.
If it's really such a pest, why is it also called the Tree of Heaven? The name Ailanthus
altissima is derived from the Ambonese [an Indonesian ethnic group] word "ailanto",
meaning "heaven-tree" or "tree reaching for the heavens". And Altissima is Latin for
"tallest", and refers to the sizes the tree can reach. The tree of heaven is a very rapidly
growing tree, possibly the fastest growing tree in North America, and, oddly enough,
the American trees in general grow faster than Chinese ones.

In the novel A Tree Grows in Brooklyn, written in 1943 by Betty Smith, she uses the
tree of heaven as an analogy for the ability to thrive in a difficult environment. In her
introduction she writes: "There's a tree that grows in Brooklyn. Some people call it the
Tree of Heaven. No matter where its seed falls, it makes a tree which struggles to reach
the sky."

The Tree of Heaven is mentioned in the oldest existing Chinese medical dictionaries,
and it has been included in many of the Chinese medical texts for its reported curative
powers. In Chinese traditional medicine, nearly every part of the Tree of Heaven has
found a use in some treatment.

TCM, or Traditional Chinese Medicine, which the higher Government officials in
China have been promoting recently as an alternative to the expense of modern
medical treatments, has tested the Tree of Heaven and determined some of its key
properties. The bark, or root bark, they tell us, contains quassinoids, such as
ailanthone and quassin, alkaloids, flavonols and tannins. They report that these
quassinoids are intensely bitter, antimalarial, and act against cancerous cells.

Chinese researchers have also given the Tree of Heaven to patients with acute
dysentery, and cured 81 out of 82 patients, with abdominal pain generally eased
within two days. They are currently investigating its anti-cancer properties, and
laboratory results indicate that the entire plant has a marked anti-malarial activity.
Wow, this sounds like quinine, doesn't it? Except that the anti-cancer part is an added
benefit.

When the root bark is made into concentrated liquid form (a tincture), it has been
used successfully in the treatment of cardiac palpitations, asthma and epilepsy. The
above are peer-reviewed and documented facts, and not simply local folklore.

As a folk remedy the Tree of Heaven has also been used for the treatment of fever,
spasms, sores, malaria, breast tumors (in China) and as a homeopathic remedy for
cancer.

Is the Tree of Heaven something that popped onto the scene in fairly recent years?
The earliest examples from the geographic records show that examples of this same
tree were extant in North America and Asia during the Early Eocene period (roughly



55 million years ago), and in Europe during the Middle Eocene (about 44 million
years ago). Based upon the stratigraphic and geographic records, Ailanthus favors a
western North American origin, or possibly an eastern Asian origin, and subsequently
a diversification into Europe. But then something happened. We don't know why or
how, but the Tree of Heaven was wiped out in North America and Europe, and
perhaps this happened some millions of years ago. It next raised its head in ancient
China, where the history of Ailanthus is as old as the written language of that country.
From there it spread to Europe and then North America, and throughout the northern
hemisphere.
The Ailanthus seeds were first carried from Peking to Paris in about 1740 by Pierre
d'Incarville, a Jesuit priest who was attached to the China Mission. Seeds from this
original importation were shared with England in 1751, and it arrived in the United
States in about 1784, when William Hamilton of Philadelphia planted it in his
garden. By 1888 Ailanthus was running wild in Virginia and in neighboring states.
Well, here's another silly coincidence; a Jesuit brought quinine to the New World
when he returned from Peru, and a Jesuit also brought the Tree of Heaven to Europe,
although not for its medicinal properties.

So here's the spooky part about the worldwide spread of the Tree of Heaven. I took a
map of North America and marked the areas where it is most prevalent. The marks fall
on the east coast, mainly in the New England states, and on the west coast they center
around the State of California and to the north of that area into Washington State,
with Texas being the focal point for the central portion of America. And then I
realized that I could overlay a map of the areas where Covid-19 first spread out of
control and took hold, and these two maps matched! Is it a coincidence that the Tree
of Heaven grows most profusely in the same areas that the Hell of this pandemic has
sprouted? If we use the same map of the spread of Covid-19 in China, we find that
those areas near Hunan where the disease first arose are also heavily populated with
trees of the Tree of Heaven variety.

There's an important story in the Metro Times Detroit by Lisa M. Collins, dated
December 10, 2003. In her article, titled "Ghetto Palm", she discusses some
comments made by Ingo Vetter, a German artist whose visit to Detroit in connection
with the Shrinking Cities project brought him into contact with the ghetto palm,
which is also our Tree of Heaven. He explains that they are called the ghetto palm
because they are found in corners that nobody takes care of, and in abandoned lots
and trash-dumps; principally in the poorer areas of the city.

Am I the only one seeing in this a link to the poor, the down-trodden, to those who
have been marginalized or generally ignored by the so-called rich and famous? And
why is that important to our story? Because I do not believe that any one of the word
choices from the message provided to us by the extraterrestrials were done without
careful thought and intent of purpose. An inexpensive cure based upon an Earthly tree
that existed 55 million years ago, linked to an ancient homeopathic medicine,
delivered in one of our most ancient languages, and linked to the down-trodden (who



may not find themselves on the top of the list when a cure is found) in contrast to the
rich and famous (who will)? Those are not necessarily coincidences, in my opinion.

In The Herbal Medicine-Maker's Handbook, a compilation of natural home remedies
written by one of the great herbalists, James Green, the author emphasizes the point
that herbal medicine-making is fundamental to every culture on the planet and is
accessible to everyone.

He explains that the principal ingredients used in homemade herbal medicines can be
obtained at virtually no cost, once you learn how to correctly harvest and prepare them
for use. What I found most appropriate from his various helpful suggestions is this: "...
the art and empirical science of Herbalism was engendered eons ago by the wit and
enduring ingenuity of some remarkably intelligent, resourceful, and visionary people -
our ancestors. This is our cultural heritage."

What I believe we need to keep in mind with this communication from the
extraterrestrials, is that they are providing us with a suggested cure from our own,
human heritage, since the Tree of Heaven has been used as a medicine for thousands
of years. And that they presented it to us in a form of communication from our own
human past, in a language form employed in the region that has been described as the
Cradle of Civilization. Was this particular ingredient, and this method of contact,
decided upon because it violates fewer of their own rules regarding harmful contact
with less-developed species? And is it appropriate that a tree from "heaven" might
somehow be responsible for the cure of this Covid-19 disease from "hell"? It certainly
seems so to me.

The voice of this book will share my knowledge, observations, and opinions based on
my experiences, and punctuated by what wisdom I have gathered. Every individual has
a share of wisdom to pass around. Please make note of any disagreements you may
have, get back to me, and point out the possible errors of my current beliefs. This way
we can interact and communicate as co-seekers and creators, and as co-members of a
species that obviously has much to discover about itself and about the universe in
which it thrives.

We have seen that it was used very early in the history of Chinese medicine, but has
the Tree of Heaven ever been employed in American medical practice? King's
American Dispensatory is a book first published in 1854 that covers the natural herbs
that were then in use in American medical practice. Its co-author was John Uri Lloyd,
Phr. M., Ph.D., formerly Professor of Chemistry and Pharmacy in the Cincinnati
College of Pharmacy, and Ex-President of the American Pharmaceutical Association.
The medications listed represent an extension of early American herbal medicine
traditions and included Native American medicines as well.

The discipline of medicine practiced by Dr. Lloyd was famous for treating the patient
and not the pathology, and it represented a last attempt to stem the tide of "standard
practice medicine". Most modern publications cast aspersions upon this school of



medicine, its practitioners, and their suggested remedies. But then again, "standard
practice medicine" won the war against "treating the patient and not the pathology",
just as factory manufactured pharmaceutical drugs replaced the homemade
preparation of natural herbal remedies. And so it goes.

King's American Dispensatory continues: "For medicinal purposes, the bark of the
small bushes and roots is to be preferred. In the year 1875, Dr. H. L. True published
an article in the E. M. Journal, which revived an interest in the therapeutical uses of
the bark; since which numerous communications to medical journals have created a
demand for it, the bark being supplied in abundance in most localities."

In the section titled Action, Medical Uses, and Dosage we learn: "The bark of
ailanthus has been employed by Roberts, Dugat, and others, both in the recent and
dried state, as a remedy for dysentery, etc. Fifty grammes of the root-bark are infused
for a short time in 75 grammes of hot water, then strained, and when cold,
administered in teaspoonful doses, night and morning. To lessen the disagreeable
impression following its use, as well as to mask its bitterness, it may be administered in
sweetened orange-flower water, or in some other aromatic." [I wonder if their mention
of 50 grams as an effective dosage is similar to the "60" that we find in our alien
message translation? ] We might perhaps wish to recall my own less than optimal
results when I attempted to sway slightly from the instructions provided in the alien
message, in regard to search terms; even though it was previously delivered in tonic
form, it's perhaps best if we investigate the inoculation delivery system first.

His report continues with: "Dr. H. L. True, of Ohio, states, that he has successfully
employed a tincture of the root-bark in cardiac palpitation, obstinate singultus,
asthma, and epilepsy. Its use in epilepsy has gained in reputation. It should be studied
for its action in sick and nervous headache, with nausea, and an indescribable burning
sensation in the forehead." Webster states, "the remedy, in 2x dilution, will cure
malignant sore throat, ulcerated tonsils, and other tonsillar inflammations, marked by
adynamia and persistency." "He states that he has been pleased with it in treating
putrid, malignant, typhoid scarlatina, (scarlet fever)."

Scarlet fever is a disease resulting from a group A streptococcus infection, also known
as Streptococcus pyogenes. The signs and symptoms include a sore throat, fever,
headaches, swollen lymph nodes, and a characteristic rash. The bacteria are usually
spread by people coughing or sneezing, but it can also be spread when a person
touches an object that has the bacteria on it and then touches their mouth or nose. In
the early 20th century, before antibiotics were available, it was a leading cause of death
in children.

It is important to point out that this tree has anti-fungal, anti-parasitical, antiviral and
antibacterial properties. Since many types of illness are caused by pathogens such as
these, I think we need to realize just how medically important this tree might actually
be. In regard to its healing aspects, it certainly does appear to be a very heavenly tree.



If we now examine recent, modern research on the Tree of Heaven, we find that,
rather than falling by the wayside when homeopathic medicine was replaced by
traditional medicine, there has been instead a recent resurgence of interest in this tree.
New research tells us that the Tree of Heaven contains Canthin-6-one, with the
molecular formula C14H8N2O, which is an alkaloid that has a role as an
antimycobacterial drug. Antimycobacterial drugs are used in the treatment of diseases
caused by members of the Mycobacterium genus, including tuberculosis (TB) and
leprosy. A broad range of biological activities has been reported for canthin-6-ones,
such as antitumor, antibacterial, antifungal, antiparasitic, antiviral, anti-inflammatory,
antiproliferative, and even aphrodisiacal properties.

Here's some recent information that I located in PubChem, about a patent, CN-
110302221-A, (yes, the CN prefix indicates a Chinese Patent) obtained in 2019:

Patent: CN-110302221-A

Inventor: SONG SHAOJIANG, etal.,

Assignee: UNIV SHENYANG PHARMACEUTICAL

Date: Priority: 2019/03/15

Patent Summary: The Root Bark of the Ailanthus Altissima total alkaloid and
preparation method and application. .Total alkaloid provided by the invention has
good resisting liver cancer activity, can develop into a kind of new anti-tumor drug.

It seems that, in addition to having promise as an anti-tumor, anti-cancer medication,
the ingredients in the Tree of Life also exhibit a cytotoxcity in its canthin-5-one
component against multidrug resistant leukemia cells. Cytotoxicity is the quality of
being toxic to cells. What they are telling us is that this component of the Tree of
Heaven can kill the really tough to exterminate leukemia cells that even the standard
multi-drug regimens have not been effective upon.

Just to recap what we have so far and then I will move along, the Tree of Heaven is
being actively investigated and has shown some potential towards tackling: tumors,
sleeping sickness, tuberculosis, leprosy, tough to kill forms of leukemia, ulcers, malaria,
harmful bacteria, inflammatory diseases, blocking cancer cells and as an antiviral
agent.

I don't expect a professional, medical opinion here, unless you are indeed qualified to
give one, but I am asking for your opinion. Does the alien's suggestion of using an
ingredient from the Tree of Heaven in the fight against Covid-19 seem reasonable, on
its surface? Like something that we should at least look into further? Because, it's not
as if they suggested that we try aspirin and chicken soup. Their message indicates an
herb that has proven effective in the fight against a great many tough medical
conditions, and this, in my opinion, also lends credence to the accuracy of the message
translation as I have offered it.



I

will admit, frankly, that when I first translated the symbol that mentioned a
malodorous tree, I had no idea at all that this would actually result in a suggested
remedy that not only contains quinine, which some feel has been at least partially
effective, but also strong chemical components that are claimed to be helpful against
many of the so-called "dread diseases" that threaten mankind today. I personally
believe that their suggestion has at least some degree of merit, and I thank them for
their efforts.

We will be finding even more mention of the color red in the following chapters, so
please keep that idea in mind. I've given a quick but comprehensive summary of the
suggested cure itself, and the potential that this might, after all, represent something
that competent researchers from the medical field should examine further. At this
point we might be slowly leaning towards an affirmation of the authenticity of this
communication, and in the following chapters, where we begin to uncover some of the
possible "players" in this event, I believe that this feeling will become even further
solidified.

Now I believe that it's time to reveal some of the deeply hidden content that was
included for those "with eyes that see and ears that hear", and perhaps learn a great
deal more regarding the "players" and the origins of this pandemic.



Chapter 8
Meanwhile, back 
in the Virus Labs

Biohazard Labs and "Mistakes Were Made".

Before I share with you the next sections, and their extra contents from our alien
communication, I believe a bit of background information will come in handy. It will
help us to understand a bit more about the scientific research procedures that are in
common practice today. This chapter has some complicated terms in it, with some
from the medical field and others the legal field. But the more that you can glean from
it, the more the revelations in later chapters will make sense. So please bear with me.

In the laboratories that conduct research and development of new and exciting virus
and bacteria strains, as well as DNA modifications, there are some requirements that
the Governments of the world have instituted. These are intended to protect the
public from exposure to dread diseases. The various Governmental bodies decided that
safety standards needed to be applied to laboratories that work with dangerous bacteria
and virus concoctions. Four biosafety levels have thus been designated (1 through 4)
by them.

The level assignments are based upon how dangerous the materials are that you will be
handling or storing. Factors such as how easily it can infect someone, how severe the
disease is, and whether and how it can be transmitted to others are important. And
along with those risk factors they take into consideration the nature of the work being
conducted. Based upon your "score", they assign a Biological Safety Level (BSL) that
you must maintain at all times.

Higher numbers signify more dangerous materials, stricter requirements and more
frequent safety inspections. And of course, a higher level also indicates more elaborate
and therefore more costly safety requirements. Lower levels, such as BSL-1 and
possibly BSL-2 in some circumstances, do not require inspection by outsiders, but
rather are considered to be relying on "self-policing" measures. And the policing is
often performed by members of the same educational entity or laboratory staff that
runs the facility.

When they speak of Containment or Biocontainment, they refer to the
microbiological practices, safety equipment, and facility safeguards that protect
laboratory workers, the environment, and especially the general public, from exposure
to infectious microorganisms and toxins that are handled and stored in the laboratory.
Or at least those safeguards that do not tend to "bother" the scientists, or "hinder"
their work. Because experience has taught us that even scientists and techs that work
with deadly diseases get sloppy or even lazy from time to time. They are human, after
all.



In the journal Annals of Health Law Volume 22, Issue 1, Winter 2013, there is an
interesting article by Clark J. Lee, JD, Patrick P. Rose, PhD, and Earl Stoddard III,
PhD. It has the descriptive title of "Enhancing Communication Between Scientists,
Government Officials, and the Lay Public: Advancing Science and Protecting the
Public's Welfare through BetterMulit-Stakeholder Interfacting." It's available online
at: https://lawecommons.luc.edu/annals/vol22/iss1/8, and it explains the situation in
layman's terms. But one paragraph in particular grabbed my attention and I believe
that it deserves to be reproduced here in its entirety:

"Because most scientists believe that their research should be conducted without
interference from codes, rules, regulations, or laws that might impinge their
intellectual endeavors, there is often disagreement between scientists and government
officials as to what truly is in the 'best interests' of the public's welfare."

I'm not attempting to bash scientists here. But I think it is important to keep in mind
that some highly intelligent people such as our top scientists, seem to have a proclivity
to become annoyed at strict government regulations, and to sometimes respond by
either ignoring or bypassing them from time to time. Which leads us to wonder just
how much of this "self-policing" is actually being done.

Why should this concern us, when these "self-policing" labs are mainly the BSL-1 or
BSL-2 facilities that we are speaking of; the laboratories that handle materials that are
not as potentially dangerous as others? Because this same attitude and lower level of
enforcement and inspections can lead to one colleague from a much more dangerous
BSL-3 or BSL-4 laboratory, deciding to "share" his "amazing, life-changing, Nobel
prize-worthy" latest discovery with a friend in a BSL-2 lab. Just to see if they have
something that might be patented, published, or both. And the situation can then go
south very, very quickly.

Most of this chapter will be concerned with BSL-3 and BSL-4 laboratories, as those
are the ones that impact the most on our story. Let's briefly examine the differences
between the two, in regard to security and safety levels. This will be helpful in the next
chapter when we uncover supplemental meanings included in the message from our
extraterrestrials.

BSL-3. A Level 3 lab is allowed to handle such agents as "Yellow fever, St. Louis
encephalitis, West Nile Virus, and bacterial infections such as Brucellosis" among
others. We are assured that the work with these agents is strictly controlled and must
be registered with all appropriate government agencies. But I will be providing hard
evidence below that this is not actually the case.

Something that comes to mind when we read about Biological Safety Levels in labs is
the word disingenuous. This five-dollar word is something that we should perhaps
keep in mind, since this method is employed in many scientific publications, and
especially in those from NASA. And no, I am not picking on all of the good people at
NASA, but I can provide the evidence that some of their publications employ



disingenuous methods. It may be defined as the actions of someone who is not being
candid or sincere, who is pretending to know less about something than he really does.
What we might call a calculating person.

An easy example might be: "This town is super-safe, we've had only fifteen murders
since 1947 - about the same number as you would have in many small towns in
America." This might be a correct statement, but also a disingenuous one. The town
actually had no murders in its first fifty years and fifteen in the past twenty-two. It's
roughly equivalent to not telling the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth.

Here's another example of a disingenuous statement, made in respect to the materials
that one is allowed to work with in a BSL-3 lab: "These are indigenous or exotic
agents that may cause serious or lethal disease via aerosol transmission, i.e., simple
inhalation of particles or droplets." This tells us that a laboratory scientist or worker
could be exposed to something floating in the air that surrounds him or her. It
continues with "The pathogenicity and communicability of these agents dictates the
next level of protective procedures and barriers." So, we need to tighten up the lower
level safety barriers, and just how do we do that? "Add to all the BSL 2 practices and
equipment even more stringent access control and decontamination of all wastes,
including lab clothing before laundering, within the lab facility." So basically, wash
your hands, which we Covid-19 sufferers have heard a few times. And? "More
protective primary barriers are used in BSL 3 laboratories, including solid-front
wraparound gowns, scrub suits or coveralls made of materials to keep the elements out
(such as Tyvek) and respirators (fancy face masks with filters) as necessary." Did you
catch the disingenuous phrase that was included? Yes, it was "as necessary."

By using the phrase "as necessary", it implies that a decision is to be made regarding
whether we take this extra step of protection or we do not. Perhaps a word that would
make me sleep a little better at night would be "required", as in "respirators with
adequate filters are absolutely required at all times".

On the next page is an image provided by the US Centers for Disease Control in
Atlanta, Georgia. It shows a researcher who is working with influenza virus under
BSL-3 conditions. He has a respirator, and his hands are inside of a biosafety cabinet.
Please examine that image and we will continue.





What seem to be wrong with that picture? Well, for starters, that biosafety cabinet
resembles the cheap plastic shield that my Bank recently put up to protect its tellers
when they handle banking transactions during the Covid pandemia. It's open at the
top and bottom, and is really only a sort of shield around the middle area where the
money and documents go in and out. Pathogens are, or could become, smart enough
to escape to the bottom or top of this "cage", could they not? Perhaps they could if we
trained them properly? (I jest.)

And while his exhaled breath seems to be contained within the face-shield respirator,
his ears and the entire back of his head and neck are exposed. So when those pesky
viruses manage to escape the cage to the top or bottom, they could land right on the
back of his head. Supposedly the negative air pressure inside the chamber tends to
keep the air inside and not allow the air-born particles to escape to the area where the
lab tech is working outside. Unless, that is, he happens to scratch his neck. But that
almost never happens in real life, right?

And by the way, this public domain image is courtesy of the US Centers for Disease
Control in Atlanta, Georgia. In the photo description it tells us: "This 2005
photograph depicts one of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention's staff
microbiologists examining reconstructed 1918 Pandemic Influenza Virus contained
within a calibrated vial with a supernatant culture medium." It continues with: "The
1918 virus was recreated in order to identify the characteristics that made this
organism such a deadly pathogen. Research efforts such as this, enables researchers to
develop new vaccines and treatments for future pandemic influenza viruses. The 1918
Spanish flu epidemic was caused by an influenza A (H1N1) virus, killing more than
500,000 people in the United States, and up to 50 million worldwide. The possible
source for this was a newly emerged virus from a swine or an avian host of a mutated
H1N1 virus, and their image shows one of their researchers who is working with
influenza virus under BSL-3 safety conditions." Since the Spanish flu epidemic killed
as many as fifty million people, and it is being worked on in a Level 3 Biolab, how
much of a threat to mankind's existence are the items that they are working on in a
Level 4 lab?

We've been assured by responsible government authorities and medical staff that
Covid-19 can land on body surfaces and remain there for quite some time. So my fears
of neck-scratching or contamination from unprotected surfaces might not be so far off
after all. And this is the CDC's own image of someone working on nothing less than
one of the deadliest diseases in history.

BSL-4. A Level 4 lab is required when agents are extremely dangerous and pose a high
risk of life-threatening disease. Highly dangerous (kills millions of people) and a High
Risk of life-threatening diseases falls in this category. I repeated that for emphasis, and
we will soon understand why I did. Examples of agents that require the safety
standards of a BSL-4 laboratory are the Ebola virus, the Lassa virus, and any agent
with unknown risks of pathogenicity and transmission.



Consider a new virus, one that has no cure at present, and one for which we don't
really have "patient zero" to examine. A brand new virus about which we have no real
knowledge of the long-term effects, or what secondary effects might accompany it or
become triggered by this virus. Would that meet those standards given above, for a
BSL-4? And if it has already taken more than a million lives, wouldn't that be
considered at least somewhat "High Risk" and "life-threatening"?

So you can probably guess which biohazard level a laboratory is required to maintain
in order to handle or work on the Covid-19 type viruses, and any new versions that
mutate from that original strain, right? No, they only require BSL-3. Yes, the one
from the previous image with the researcher's neck open to the air, ready for
scratching. But that shouldn't really surprise us, since we learned from the first image
above that the 1918 Flu virus that killed fifty million people is also being worked on
in a BSL-3 lab. Should we be at all concerned? Or petrified?

And speaking of "any agent with unknown risks of pathogenicity and transmission" ,
which requires a BSL-4 laboratory, or one with the absolute best in security and safety,
wouldn't that include any newly discovered swine, or bird flu virus, at least until they
are studied further? No, not that is, until it makes the list of the CDC or other
Governmental bodies and is declared as high risk and life-threatening (to either
humans or animals or both). When it hits their list, the requirements are upgraded.
First you hit the Government's list, and then you obtain a protection level. Sort of like
shutting the barn door after all of the horses have .... well you know what I mean.
Having to obey some human imposed regulations prior to their being accepted as
factual reminds us of the human-imposed speed of light limitations that the aliens
seem to pay no attention to.

Of course, responsible scientists are allowed to declare, in any emergency outbreak,
that a new virus discovery seems to meet those requirements for higher safety - if they
want. When they are sure, as in when they have studied it, handled it, and passed
samples of it around to fellow researchers, and carefully checked all of the existing
publications, etc. Something like, "hey guys, we figured it out, don't touch that that
new virus anymore!" Because we don't want them to be like the boy that cried wolf,
do we?

Yes, please be that boy, for our sakes.

BSL- 4 facilities provide the maximum in protection and containment. To the BSL-3
practices, we add requirements for complete clothing change before entry, a shower on
exit and decontamination of all materials prior to leaving the facility. Higher safety
and security standards are applied in a BSL-4, so that "any agent with unknown risks
of pathogenicity and transmission" do not go on to infect the general public, let alone
the poor lab technicians. In fact all of these unknown types are considered to require
BSL-4, at least according to the Centers for Disease Control. And yet newly discovered
and not yet fully understood swine and bird flu viruses, whose patient zero or first
location of contagion remains undiscovered, are studied in BSL-3 labs and not BSL-4.



Why, other than for the convenience of the laboratory owners, is that allowed? Well,
so the greatest numbers of scientists and pharmaceutical companies have the potential
to find a patentable and profitable solution. And they are getting paid while they
search. And also, so that we can more quickly come up with a cure for Covid-19, and
save lives! And then attain fame and fortune for its discovery.

On the following page is an image from a BSL-4 lab. Notice that both members of the
scientific team are both protected and protecting us as well, from any contamination,
by wearing positive pressure suits, with their own filtered air supply.





Which level of protection do you think that we should we be using when handling the
Corona Virus or any other new, unknown killers, in your opinion? Yes, the BSL-4 labs
cost quite a bit more to operate. So the Military will need to use more of its budget in
their search for the next "protection" from "possible bio weapons" that they study,
solely in the interests of "defense". And the pharmaceutical companies will have to
explain to their stockholders just why their research and development expenses
increased this quarter. But at least they will still have shareholders left alive to explain
things to.

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention inspect BSL-3 facilities and review
commissioning documentation, but no single agency has oversight over all BSL-3
facilities. Just how many BSL-3 facilities are there in the United States? We really have
no idea. And that's the scary truth.

In 2005, two separate surveys were carried out by the National Institutes of Health
(NIH) and the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), to determine just
how many operational BSL-3 laboratories there were in the United States. A similar
survey by the American Society for Microbiology reported 292 facilities, but in a
report for Congress by the Department of Homeland Security and the Department of
Health and Human Services they reported "more than 600". Ten thousand is also a
number greater than 600.

In 2007, a report to the US Government Accountability Office by K. Rhodes, titled
"High-Containment Biosafety Laboratories: Preliminary Observations on the
Oversight of the Proliferation of BSL-3 and BSL-4 Laboratories in the United States",
indicates that a check of the registered BSL-3 laboratories with the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) or Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service of the
US Department of Agriculture (APHIS-USDA) for select agent research, revealed
1,345 laboratories. Wow, it went from a bunch, to more than 600 and now more than
1,345. Notice that the word "select agent research" is used, which means that they are
only counting the laboratories that work with certain specified biological hazards, and
thus this is not an indication of the entire number of BSL-3 laboratories. (Yes, fellow
readers, the disingenuous word in that paragraph was "select".)

This might be confusing, so I'll break it down for all of us. There is a list of what they
consider "select agents". If you work on something that is on that list, you must be
registered. And SARS-associated Coronavirus (SARS-CoV) is one of those listed
agents. My point is that until it makes the list, that is until a scientist has studied its
characteristics, it is not published on the "select agents" list, and thus you don't have
to register with the CDC the location of your laboratory, nor the work you do with it.
Thus the truly "unknown" number of BSL-3 laboratories.

For some time, SARS has been on the select agent list, but Covid-19, the 2019 strain,
had not yet been placed on the list. It's sort of like dipping your hand into a barrel
without knowing just what is inside it. Once someone learns what is inside, they can
place a label on it and warn people with "watch out, this is some deadly stuff!" but



until then, it's just another barrel. And of course, a scientist researcher wouldn't want
to disclose anything about those contents until they know if it's worth publishing, or
might be good for gaining some grant money, or perhaps has the potential to be
patented. So in the meantime, it's just you and the barrel, and all of your technicians,
and fellow scientists, and the pharmaceutical representative that came to look at it, and
all of their families, etc.

And so, how many of these BSL-3 type laboratories are there in the US? The truth is
that the number of BSL-3 facilities in the US is currently unknown because federal
registration is required only if select agent (very dangerous pathogens listed in the
National SA Registry) or NIH-funded recombinant DNA (rDNA) work is conducted.
By the way, this last comment is straight from the The National Institutes of Health, a
part of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services website. So if they don't
really know how many there are, and the CDC and Homeland Security are also
ignorant of the correct numbers, as we saw above, then officially "nobody knows".

So you could easily be experimenting on recombinant DNA (rDNA) or on very
dangerous pathogens, as long as they have not yet made the National Select Agents
Registry list, and you happen to be self-funded. Laboratories run by Pharmaceutical
companies are self-funded, for instance, as well as home or garage type labs. My
understanding is that Frankenstein's lab was self-funded. Under those conditions you
would never need to report where your laboratories are physically located, and they
would thus not be inspected by the CDC either. That seems to be very convenient for
some laboratories, I imagine. By the way, I gathered some of the above information
from the web pages online at the Centers for Diseases Control and Prevention.

Are things any different, regarding the disclosure of BSL-3 and BSL-4 laboratories in
China? China has, as they stated in June of 2020, "more than 20" BSL-3 laboratories
as part of the Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention, including at least
one mobile unit. In response to the COVID-19 pandemic in China, authorities in
May of 2020 "unveiled a plan... that requires every province to establish at least one
BSL-3 lab, and major cities to have at least one BSL-2 lab." I'm a bit confused by their
stated reasons for constructing BSL-3 labs in every province in China. Perhaps they see
these as possible revenue sources.

The Covid-19 virus possibly started in China, and yet they are going to construct even
more laboratories that are able to handle the most dangerous materials? Wouldn't
these new labs also be used to "create" something biological that makes money, and
not just be a byproduct of spending those huge sums of money to "protect" the
Chinese people when a dread disease next raises its head? And wouldn't having fewer
BSL-3 labs also mean less potential exposure points? China tells us that they have only
"more than 20" BSL-3 labs. Yes, and the 1,345 that the US has counted so far, is also
a number "more than 20", and thus we see the "less than the whole truth" tactic being
employed once more, this time in China. If we are naive enough to believe their figure
of "more than 20" represents a number that is close to 20, then so be it. The number
5,000 is also more than 20. It seems as if the Chinese understand how to be



disingenuous as well. Can we, as a human race, survive anything less than complete
candor from our scientists?

While we don't know for sure the true origin or cause of the Covid-19 virus (because
you have probably not yet read what the aliens tell us in the next chapter), the chances
of it being related to a laboratory accident are very "slight", correct? I mean, this type
of thing hasn't happened in many years, right?

On November 24, 2019, just prior to the date when the first Covid-19 case was
reported, the US Centers for Disease and Control (CDC), entered the Army's premier
biological laboratory at Fort Detrick, Maryland, for an inspection of their safety
procedures. Yes, this was a surprise inspection. This resulted in a report of two
breaches of containment and led to the CDC issuing a cease and desist order, halting
the high-level research at that base. Both the BSL-3 and BSL-4 laboratories were
closed due to noted lapses in biosafety protocols. Can we even imagine just how
potentially dangerous the situation was that it required the closing of a major Military
facility?

The U.S. Army Medical Research Institute of Infectious Diseases (USAMRIID), was
not restored to full operations for nearly eight months, while investigations were
underway and remedial actions taken. We learn about their return to full capacity,
allowing them to conduct work on infectious diseases, from a press release given by
Senators Ben Cardin and Chris Van Hollen and Representatives David Trone and
Jamie Raskin. No political pressure was applied to re-open those lucrative employment
centers with opportunities for grants, I'm sure.

The lab itself reported that the shutdown order was due to ongoing infrastructure
issues with wastewater decontamination, and the CDC declined to provide the reason
for the shutdown due to national security concerns. However, TV Station WJLA-TV
in Washington, D.C., available online at their Virtual Channel 7 webpage, tells us, in
an article by Diana DiGangi on January 22, 2020, that CDC documents outline the
violations that they uncovered, some of which they labeled as serious.

Apparently the base labs were working with "non-human primates", who had been
infected with an unknown agent, the identity of which had been redacted (covered
over in the infamous black ink we see so often on reports that are released via a
Freedom of Information Request). This editing of the report was reportedly done
because by disclosing even the identity of the agent or the locations where the agent
was undergoing research would "endanger public health or safety".

One of the violations that the CDC noted during their inspections at Fort Detrick was
that of an individual who partially entered a room, on multiple occasions, without the
required respiratory protection, at a time when researchers were performing
procedures on a non-human primate, secured on a table. They also observed a lab
worker disposing of waste in a biohazardous waste bin without gloves on. On a side
note, and strictly out of curiosity, why do they feel the need to add the words "non-



human" as a prefix to the "primate" they speak of? Humans are primates after all, but
generally when we speak of research on humans we simply say "human trials", right?

Another violation involved personnel who were propping open a door while removing
large amounts of biohazardous waste from an adjacent room. They further noted that
this second room contained people who were typically not required to wear respiratory
protection. As you may recall, this is similar to my thought that perhaps a high-safety
level BSL-3 or BSL-4 lab scientist or technician might contaminate a lower level BSL-
2 or BSL-1 lab, by accident.

More "moderate" safety violations include some personnel not having the proper
safety training, failure to maintain an accurate or current inventory for a toxin, and
cracks around a conduit box, cracks in the ceiling, and in the seam above a biological
safety cabinet, in one laboratory building. You would think that the Department of
Defense could afford to patch those cracks. But these labs are back in business as of
this writing.

According to Aaron Davis, Michael E. Ruane and Nelson Hernandez, in their article
"Lab and Community Make For Uneasy Neighbors", in the August 2, 2008 edition of
the Washington Post, the Fort Detrick facility acquired the nickname "Fort Doom"
while offensive biological warfare research was undertaken there. (5,000 bombs
containing anthrax spores were produced at the base during World War II).

Even more interesting, we learn from author Peter Knight in his "Conspiracy Theories
in American History: An Encyclopedia," Volume One, ABC-CLIO, 2003, that "from
1945 to 1955 under Project Paperclip and its successors, the U.S. government
recruited over 1,600 German and Austrian scientists and engineers in a variety of fields
such as aircraft design, missile technology and biological warfare. Among the
specialists in the latter field who ended up working in the U.S. were Walter Schreiber,
Erich Traub and Kurt Blome, who had been involved with medical experiments on
concentration camp inmates to test biological warfare agents. Since Britain, France
and the Soviet Union were also engaged in recruiting these scientists, the Joint
Intelligence Objectives Agency (JIOA) wished to deny their services to other powers,
and therefore altered or concealed the records of their Nazi past and involvement in
war crimes." So Nazi scientists, who formerly experimented on concentration camp
inmates, were transported to America to work on dangerous pathogens, in Maryland?
Can we trust that the same group that "altered" the records of their past war crimes,
(in effect assisting them with their illegal entry), will tell the public the whole truth
when something very, very bad happens?

It seems that the Chinese are not "immune" to accidents either. In an article in the
Sixth Tone online news letter, by Yuan Ye, on December 9, 2019, also very near to
the time of the first official announcement of the Covid-19 infection, we learn of yet
another situation. The Lanzhou Veterinary Research Institute published the results of
an investigation by local authorities to determine the causes of a recent release of
brucellosis bacteria into the air. Apparently fumes from the factory were inadequately



sterilized, and thus this bacteria was released into the air. The pharmaceutical factory
has been ordered to suspend its operations, and over 200 people in Gansu province
were infected, including many at the nearby Lanzhou University.

Brucellosis is normally an animal-borne disease that causes flu-like symptoms and,
potentially, lingering problems, according to Chinese officials. (The reality is that it
can also trigger potentially fatal complications in people). Brucellosis - also known as
Malta, Mediterranean, or undulant fever - is a zoonotic disease (similar to Sars and
especially Covid, a disease that has passed from animals into humans) that mainly
affects animals, including livestock and dogs, which can in turn transmit the bacteria
to humans through direct contact. Symptoms include fever, chills, sweating, lethargy,
and aches and pains, according to the World Health Organization. In the absence of
early diagnosis and treatment, brucellosis can become a chronic condition that is
difficult to cure. (It is nearly impossible, actually, as it requires a combination of
strong antibiotics).

In China, brucellosis is a Class B disease, ranking below a more serious category that
includes cholera and plague. And yet, according to a report from the World Health
Organization (WHO), in China COVID-19 was also included in the statutory report
of Class B infectious diseases on 20 January 2020.

A previous brucellosis outbreak occurred in China in 2011, when an agricultural
university in the northeastern province of Heilongjiang reported 28 cases stemming
from infected goats that were being used in lab experimentation. The school publicly
apologized, two of the administrators were fired, and the government offered each of
the students affected around 61,000 yuan (then $9,550) in compensation.

The Lanzhou Veterinary Research Institute is China's only authorized research center
for working with the live virus that causes foot-and-mouth disease, (which is highly
contagious) and is reportedly one of the few in China (out of 20 or more, see above)
with Biosafety Level 3 labs. And again we find here the waffling phrase, "authorized"
employed. In a report from the Beijing News we learn that students at the institute
often forgo wearing masks and taking other precautions.

Recall how above we were told by Chinese authorities that as many as 200 people had
tested positive for brucellosis after this "accident" at the factory near the Lanzhou lab?
As of November 15, 2020, a total of 21,847 people had been tested, of whom 3,245
had been confirmed positive by the Gansu Provincial Center for Disease Control and
Prevention, a report in the Global Times of China, said. It seems that unless we follow
the updated reports, we really will not be properly informed as to the severity of these
outbreaks.

In an article from the South China Morning Post, a Hong Kong-based English-
language newspaper founded in 1903, (owned by Alibaba by the way), which in a
2019 survey by the Chinese University of Hong Kong was regarded as the most
credible paid newspaper in Hong Kong, we finally learn more about the cause of the



accident.

From July 24, 2019 to August 20, Zhongmu Lanzhou biological pharmaceutical
factory, also known as the Lanzhou Bio-pharmaceutical Plant, and owned by China
Animal Husbandry, used expired disinfectant in the process of Brucella vaccine
production for animal use, which led to the incomplete sterilization of the waste gas
from the production fermentation tank. The Lanzhou Veterinary Research Institute is
located close to the factory that produced the vaccines, the Gansu Provincial Health
Commission said recently. People working at the Lanzhou Veterinary Research
Institute, which was downwind from the factory, developed antibodies from breathing
in waste air in July and August, the Government report said.

According to their advertisements, China Animal Husbandry Industry Co., Ltd.
(CAHIC), who owns the pharmaceutical factory, is the animal husbandry backbone of
China National Agricultural Development Group Corporation which is an
agricultural conglomerate under direct Assets Governance of the State-owned
Supervision and Administration Commission of the State Council. CAHIC is
important in China's veterinary drug and animal feed sectors, and a supplier of
vaccines against animal diseases such as the highly pathogenic avian influenza. Their
veterinary vaccines and drugs are used in nearly 60 countries around the world.

Notice that they had an incident at their plant as described above, involving some
thousands of infected people, and this incident was related to their using expired safety
equipment. And, that they are controlled by the State or Government of China, and
that they provide vaccines for avian (bird flu or bat flu) influenza and swine flu,
among others.

America and China are not alone in having had accidents relating to research in
dangerous pathogens. In an article by J. Kaiser titled "Synthetic biology: attempt to
patent artificial organism draws a protest", published in Science, 2007, we learn that
in 2007, an outbreak of foot-and-mouth disease occurred at the Pirbright Institute for
Animal Health in Surrey, England, leading to the slaughter of more than 2,100
animals (cows and pigs) at neighboring farms in Surrey and Berkshire. A study of the
case showed that pathogens likely leaked through wastewater treatment pipes attached
to the facility, according to P. Ghosh in his 2011 article in BBC News Science &
Environment.

At the time of the incident, official investigations indicated that the virus could have
originated from the Pirbright site, where two separate organizations were based: the
Institute for Animal Health and the private firm Merial Animal Health Ltd. No
prosecution was brought against either organization after Surrey County Council said
there was a lack of evidence to pinpoint the exact source of the outbreak, which cost
the farming industry tens of millions of pounds.

The twenty-one kilometer spread of the disease was probably due to a live virus used
in the development of a vaccine leaking from faulty pipes and spreading from the site,



but since both the government facility and the private one used the same drainage
system, neither could be found at fault. However a later report indicated that the UK
Government provided compensation for the farmers directly involved.

In a joint statement, the Institute for Animal Health and the Biotechnology and
Biological Sciences Research Council said: "The nature of the world leading research
carried out at IAH means that it is necessary for work to be conducted on dangerous
viral pathogens. Since it is impossible to guarantee that pathogens will not occasionally
escape from primary containment, for instance due to accidental breakages or spills in
the laboratory, the facilities at IAH are operated within multiple layers of
containment." None of which, apparently, helped in this situation.

In the scientific community, scientists often keep their research findings close to the
chest, and do not let colleagues know the details until the results are published in a
referred journal. Only then are their colleagues free to comment in that journal's
"Letters to the Editor" column or start projects of their own to replicate or build upon
the original findings. Conversely, some set out to prove that their colleagues' results
are flawed. This is called the scientific method. But what happens when their scientific
method results in another Covid-19 or other dread disease contagion due to their
delay in letting other scientists and the general public know just what is going on?

Yet another worry arises from the military aspects of this research. Biological warfare
has been termed "The Poor Man's Atomic Bomb," and Dr. William R. Beisel,
USAMRIID director of science, stated in a New York Times interview that "any
terrorist organization-or Third World country, need not go to the expense of
recombinant DNA to produce effective biological weapons. You can produce
biological weapons in your basement with very little money." Or in your very own
garage laboratory, the one that is not required to report either its location or scientific
operations to the CDC.

Well, my rant is complete, for now. I think that it is very clear that the truth, the
whole truth, and nothing but the truth, is not being told to the general public by any
of the players involved in biological research of dangerous pathogens, worldwide. Any
precautions that I may have instigated in your minds should be considered as actual
concerns and not "conspiracy theories", in my opinion. Let's continue in the next
chapter with what this means for us in regards to the alien message contents. And see
what they tell us about who might be responsible for this Covid-19 mess. Yes, fingers
will begin to be pointed, so to speak.



Chapter 9
What's in a Name?

In the previous chapter we learned a bit more about the laboratories and the players in
this pandemic. And we discovered that some scientists, both Military and civilian,
seem to play fast and loose with the whole truth. So who is actually responsible for this
mess? Can our alien message provide clues towards that answer? Yes, it can.

By examining human history and especially ancient cultures, we learn that it was not
only common but completely normal to find two complete, and sometimes
completely different, meanings contained inside of what was apparently one message
text; as in the idea of "as above, so below". One simple presentation appeared to
represent the entire contents, and this version was designed specifically for the
ordinary folk to read and understand. The deeper, semi-obscured meaning was meant
to be shared only among the inner acolytes, those with "eyes that can see"; the faction
of the brotherhood that exhibits Gnosis or Knowledge.

A hidden meaning is included for those with "eyes that can see" as a part of our alien
message as well. In the obvious Sumerian version, translated using "traditional"
symbol meanings, we learned of their suggestion towards a cure for the Covid-19
virus.. And the inside meaning, while seemingly obscured to those not initiated, so to
speak, provides an even clearer meaning, rich in details. And it seems to provide us
with clues towards answering our questions concerning the "who" and the "how" of
the global pandemic.

Let us suppose for a moment that you were part of an extraterrestrial group that could
not stand by and watch humanity destroy itself in a worldwide pandemic. I'm not
necessarily speaking only about Covid-19, but perhaps Covid-21, or one of the
potentially deadly mutations of this virus. Or perhaps they were worried that a Big-
Pharma [large Pharmaceutical Company] proposed cure might instead do a great deal
of long-term damage to humanity. You might broadcast your ideas into the minds of
receptive humans, keeping the patterns simple and thus easy to remember, and hope
that someone, somewhere, receives it.

As the sender of the message, would you be content with those efforts alone, or might
you not try to improve upon your chances as much as possible? By this I mean not
only broadcasting to humans in a great many distanced locations, but also placing as
much data as possible inside of a smaller package. After all, the freight has already been
paid, so to speak, so why not stuff as many extras as possible into the container?

With those possibilities in mind, I decided to take second and third looks at the
message contents and see what they might provide for us. To me, this is just part of
being thorough. And we really deserve to have thorough research performed when it
comes to deciphering alien communications, right? Am I being too paranoid by
offering these obscure possibilities for included meanings from our extraterrestrial



message? Am I unintentionally stretching things very thin, going out on a limb, or
pulling some item from way off of the table and attempting to serve it to you?

Or aren't you, as the reader, in effect "paying me" by purchasing this book, with the
understanding that my job is to provide you with all of the possible or plausible
explanations, and allowing you to both judge and select the one or ones that you feel
are most correct? In the hope that you agree with this level of thoroughness, I will
continue with the revelation of everything that I have uncovered.

Another method that we might use to extract any and all included meanings from our
alien message text is to use the initial letters of each of the transliterated words in
Sumerian. If we use the first letters of each of the Sumerian words and assemble them
into a single group, and do this for all of the alternative versions that we have, would
this tell us something in addition to the surface message that we have translated? It
can, and it does.

In other words, when they give us Lagab, dis, ru or kak, ban, bar, la2, a, ma, perhaps
they are telling us to use the letters "LDRKBBLAM" in order to receive additional
information, over and above what the ancient Sumerian meanings provide for us. That
would seem to be an intelligent method to employ in order to provide the greatest
amount of content meaning using only a few symbols.

And when we do that, some very interesting information emerges. There are actually
three ways in which we should do this. Because of the alternative but inclusive
transliteration of the third symbol, we have seen that we can arrive at either ru or kak
as the intended symbol. In this case, we should probably examine all three of the
possibilities, in all fairness, in order to research this thoroughly. In other words, with
dis, with ru, and with both dis and ru, since both serve to provide greater details in the
message. You may recall that the same written Cuneiform symbol that they provided
can be accepted as equally representing either ru or kak.

We might think alike or somewhat similar to the alien authors of our message, but
perhaps we would be making a error in selecting only one of the three potential
patterns, only to later discover that the extraterrestrial authors were indicating another
option entirely. It's better to be safe and use all three potential versions. And if all
three provide us with information that is both relevant to the general theme at hand
and provides us with additional details as well, then so much the better.

Case 1: using Lagab, dis, kak, ban, bar, la, a and ma, we have LDKBBLAM. (This case
uses the 'dis' option only, and not the 'ru') I like to use one of the free online anagram
solvers to get me started, and when we examine these letters we have:

LAMB

B

KLD



It's pretty straightforward just as it is, and this seems, on the surface, to tell us that the
"lambs will be killed". Reading it just as it is doesn't seem at first glance to provide us
with any helpful information. But if we understand that "lambs" are not the same as
"shepherds", then perhaps we could assume a meaning that points to the fact that the
general public, or common people, will be killed, but not those in leadership positions.
So the "non-sheep" might represent the wealthy, the Military, Government leaders,
actually leaders of all types. This is limited to the small percentage of humanity that is
not considered to be in the lambs group, or what some currently refer to as "sheeple".
The sheep and not the shepherds are at risk.

But if you had the chance to read my Author's Note section in the beginning of this
book, (if you have not read it you might want to skip back and take a look) then you
may recall that I mentioned that we would be seeing a reference to "lambs" in a later
chapter. I quoted a translation of Chapter 6 from the book of Revelations, the part
concerning the Last Judgment. I explained that according to this final book of the
New Testament the specter of Death will come, riding on a Pale Horse, in order to
take up to one forth of humanity. And that this was due to happen "in the days when
the lambs fell". Are the extraterrestrials using this phrase of "Lambs be Killed" in order
to provide us with yet another, more dire warning? Are they warning us that Covid-19
might indeed become Covid-21 and other variants, which might eventually take up to
1.8 Trillion people from the Earth - or one fourth of the current population? The
aliens would not necessarily need to be religiously inclined themselves but may have
simply chosen to include a phrase that would strike a familiar chord within the hearts
of humans. Or they could easily have a similar form of religious belief - it's something
that we should perhaps put on our list of questions to them.

Case 2: using Lagab, ru, kak, ban, bar, la, a and ma, we have LRKBBLAM. (This case
uses the 'ru' option only, and not the 'dis'). We might have:

MLR

KABBL

The letter "C" is not a part of the Sumerian alphabet, and so a "K" is its closest
approximation. This seems to indicate that a Military Kabal (Cabal) or something
similar is responsible. A Kabal or cabal is a group of people united in some design.
This might point to a group of the Military that is involved in some way with Covid-
19, either in its design, deployment, or both. But it could also indicate a group that
was being paid with funds designated for the Military, and yet accomplishing that
work in an undisclosed or private facility.

Case 3: using Lagab, dis, ru, kak, ban, bar, la, a and ma, we have LDRKBBLAM.
(This case uses both the 'ru' option and the 'dis'). We might have:

LAB

MRLD



KB

I think we can safely assign "LAB" as indicating a laboratory, based upon our medical
theme and the subject of Covid-19 virus experimentation. The letters "MRLD" would
certainly seem to indicate Maryland, a State on the East Coast of the United States,
home of Fort Doom as well as other installations.

The final letters, "KB", relate to a common terminology used in Molecular Biology. It
indicates a kilo-base pair, or kb, which is a unit of measurement of DNA or RNA
length used in genetics, equal to 1,000 nucleotides. DNA, RNA, Genetics,
nucleotides; all of these are terms that are related to Biology and genetic studies,
perhaps using virus materials, in particular.

To sum up, we have, "A Laboratory in the State of Maryland, associated with genetic
studies or DNA/RNA research". It seems to be a clear reference, and one whose
meaning is difficult to dispute.

However, there is another equally likely solution to the word puzzle that we can obtain
by including both of the alternate translations for the second symbol. (Actually there
are possibly even more solutions for all of the letter combinations than the ones that I
am offering here, and if you arrive at one that you feel is a more relevant or more
elegant solution, please share it with me so that I can include the results in a revised
edition of this book).

Those same letters, LDRKBBLAM, could also provide a meaning that has nothing to
do with a lab in Maryland. We could also arrange them so that we have:

ARK

B

BDLLM

The "Ark" is (or be, or represents), Bedlam.

The Ark, as featured in the Bible and in Sumerian epics, is a vehicle in which only a
select few, actually a very tiny representation of the planet's population, who are
considered to be "righteous" or more deserving, are saved when a world-wide disaster
wipes out the rest of mankind. But what if the Covid-21 survivors, for example, were
not composed of a small group of religiously righteous people, but rather a core group
of the upper "One Percent" of the world?

Bedlam is a word for an environment of insanity. Insanity, madness, and craziness are
terms that describe a spectrum of individual and group behaviors that are characterized
by certain abnormal mental or behavioral patterns. Bethlehem Royal Hospital, also
known as Bedlam, is a Psychiatric Hospital in the city of London. The word
"bedlam", meaning uproar and confusion, is derived from that Hospital's nickname.

So here it appears that they are telling us that the conspiracy theorists who claim that



one or more select groups of people have planned the Covid-19 pandemic as a tool for
the depopulation of planet Earth might be correct after all. And thus only the "one
percent" will survive, with death being the outcome for the rest of us. Generally these
chosen ones are said to represent those who might be termed as our modern day
"righteous" ones; those who worship the gods of money and power. Any quick search
on "depopulation and the rich" will provide you with a few of those suspects, at least
according to the conspiracy theorists. Most rational people believe that these particular
notions represent nothing more than social media inspired madness, but I present
them here in the interest of being balanced in my report.

But notice what the aliens are saying here. They are assuring us that the "Ark" idea is
madness. Not the discussion of who survives and who doesn't, but the whole idea that
a small representation of the human race would be able to somehow repopulate the
planet in, presumably, a better form. Perhaps they are aware of a similar experience
that arose in one of their own civilizations or even that of another planet. One whose
people faced the same overpopulation problems, (which really seem to be more of a
failure to properly distribute the wealth of a planet), and attempted to solve it with
this same lunatic solution. And they failed.

And before we go rushing off with a possible connection to Fort Detrick (or Fort
Doom as it has been called) in Maryland, home to biological warfare experimentation
in the past, there are a few other possible locations that could be described similarly.
How many others? We don't really know for sure, at this time, since the reporting on
BSL-3 labs in both China and the United States has been less than adequate, as we
learned in the last chapter.

And, by the way, what happened when they closed the biohazard facilities at Fort
Detrick for those eight months? Some were able to reopen rather quickly, while others
needed more time in order to rectify the problems uncovered by the CDC inspection.
But did this biohazard research, which is very important to our National Defense
efforts, actually come to a complete halt?

The State of Maryland legislative House Bill HB383, put on the floor by the
Maryland Department of Health, relates to the safety of Biosafety Level 3
Laboratories. It was first introduced on January 30, 2019, but it died in committee.
Next it was listed as having a Hearing scheduled, and noted that it was pending in the
House Health and Government Operations Committee.

In its Summary from the State of Maryland Legislature page at
https://legiscan.com/MD/bill/HB383/2019, we learn that it concerns: "Requiring the
Maryland Department of Health to develop and make available a certain form;
requiring certain biosafety level 3 (BSL-3) laboratories to report, on or before
September 30 each year, certain information to the Department; requiring the
Department to report, on or before December 31 each year, certain information
regarding the number and location of the laboratories to the Maryland Emergency
Management Agency and certain local officials and the total number of the



laboratories to the Governor and the General Assembly; etc."

The Bill eventually passed, and resulted in an addition to the Maryland Code, as
outlined in Md. Code, Health-Gen. § 17-701 - Biosafety level 3 (BSL-3) laboratory.
These changes from the 2020 Legislative Session of the State of Maryland, become
effective beginning October 1, 2020.

I won't bother repeating the entire code, but here are some highlights that I noticed.
The section of code applies to each BSL-3 laboratory in Frederick County that does
not work with federally regulated biological select agents and toxins of their products.
Presumably because the ones that work with federally regulated products will be
properly regulated by the federal agency responsible (we hope). The new law applies to
commercial or for-profit laboratories, labs that are part of a teaching hospital or an
institution of postsecondary education, and privately funded biomedical research
laboratories.

And just how does the enforcement of this new code function? The code explains that
the Department shall develop and deploy a standardized form for a BSL-3 laboratory
subject to this section to use to provide the information required under this section.
And what information is to be provided? On or before October 30 each year, each
BSL-3 laboratory subject to this section shall report to the Department:

(1) The address of the laboratory;

(2) The name, telephone number, and e-mail address of a contact person for the
laboratory; and

(3) Any other information required by the Department to determine the location of
the laboratory.

In other words, please let us know that you exist, and where you are located. After
receiving said reports, on or before December 31 of each year, the Department
[Maryland Department of Health] shall report to:

(1) The Maryland Emergency Management Agency and the health officer and
emergency management officials of Frederick County the number and location of
BSL-3 laboratories subject to this section; and The Governor and, in accordance with
§ 2-1257 of the State Government Article, the General Assembly the total number of
BSL-3 laboratories subject to this section.

Doesn't this presuppose that, prior to this new code, which is just now going into
effect, and whose initial reports are not due until the end of 2020, the Maryland
Emergency Management Agency and the health officer and emergency management
officials of Frederick County did not actually have any knowledge of the existence or
location of the laboratories? It sounds like that to me, based on the wording of the law.

So it seems that now the emergency management teams and the general public will
have knowledge of any and all Biolabs in Frederick County, Maryland, their exact



physical location, and the name and contact information for the person who is
designated as the responsible contact party in the event of an "incident". Does this
mean that any and all citizens will finally be able to learn if they are living next door
to, or if their children's school is nearby, a BSL-3 lab that works on deadly pathogens?
Sadly, that is not the case.

Because the new law code continues by explaining that "any information the
Department collects from BSL-3 laboratories subject to this section is confidential and
not subject to inspection under the Public Information Act." Although there is a
provision that the information that is collected by the Department shall be made
available if requested by the BSL-3 laboratory's insurance carrier or in a legal
proceeding.

It certainly seems that keeping this information out of the Public Information Act
might serve to cut down on the number of complaints from people who might have a
position of "you're not putting that virus experimentation lab in my back yard!"

If a BSL-3 laboratory subject to the law fails to report the information required, then
the laboratory shall be considered "ultra-hazardous and abnormally dangerous", which
would make them strictly liable for damages for any injury, death, or loss to person or
property that is caused by the BSL-3 laboratory. "Damages" is a term that normally
relates to money damages from a civil law suit, rather than a prosecution under
criminal law. But the consequences to the public could be very serious, given the fact
that any lab that doesn't report its location would also probably not be receiving
regular inspections by the health officials of Maryland.

And therefore do we even know where all of these laboratories in Maryland are
located? Apparently not, and we will not know until the end of 2020, when those first
written declarations arrive at the Maryland Department of Health. That is if the
laboratory decides to file one, and the department receives their declaration. Why am I
so skeptical concerning the timely filing of these declarations?

Well, it's because the bill as originally presented contained a provision for a fine of a
whopping $100 for those who fail to report. And this would be followed by $500 per
day fines for any continued failure to comply. Isn't $100 sort of like the fine for
parking in a handicap spot? No, I remember, that fine is $150. But those hidden labs
don't really have to worry, because when the bill was finally approved and passed into
law, the fines were removed from the statutes! Yes, that's our Government at its best;
protecting the rich and powerful ones from the general population.

In the background comments on the new code, there is a section that speaks about the
Local Effect of this new code, it explains that the local effect is basically "none". The
local health officers and the emergency management people have no additional duties
under the bill, but they might benefit from knowing about BSL-4 labs in their areas of
jurisdiction. By the way, this information is all contained in the code itself, and thus is
considered as public records.



And in the section titled Current Law/Background we learn that: "However,
according to the October 2013 Report on the Health and Safety Issues Associated
with High Containment Laboratories in the State of Maryland, published by MDH,
no government entity regulates or provides oversight of laboratories working with
BSL-3 pathogens that are not on the 'select agent' list." And additionally "there is no
Federal or State regulatory standard requirement for non-select agent research." And
we learned about this in the prior chapter.

Thus, there is no Government entity tracking everyone who operates a BSL-3
laboratory or who knows where those laboratories are located. Private BSL-3 research
laboratories not working with select agents may adopt safety standards voluntarily, and
they are self-policing. Here we see that the self-policing I mentioned previously and
the use of the word "may" rather than "must" tells us all we really need to know about
the situation.

When some of the labs at Fort Detrick were closed, does it seem possible that they
simply moved the research work off-base, and continued the work in private
laboratories whose location was unknown to the local government in Maryland?
Because the Health Code changes mandated by this legislation specifically apply only
to "Locations in Frederick County, Maryland, that handle Biosafety level 3 type virus
and other materials", and Fort Detrick is located in Frederick County. That would be
a good reason for passing this change to the code of the Maryland Health statutes.

I read elsewhere that one of the considerations that lead to the proposition of this code
change was that when members of the Maryland emergency response team questioned
the Military about the locations of their labs, the Military declined to reply, based
upon "National Security" matters. Isn't it difficult to determine whether or not a
laboratory is working illegally with select agents when they won't tell you what they
are doing or where they are doing it? How fair is it to ask an emergency response
worker to lay his or her life on the line, and yet not let them know what they might be
up against?

The Maryland Department of Health Laboratories Administration has determined
that two part-time positions are needed to develop a comprehensive electronic
questionnaire to collect the required information, design, develop, and maintain a
database that holds the information; conduct outreach to and follow up with the
affected laboratories; conduct risk assessments on each BSL-3 laboratory; and analyze
received information. The Laboratories Administration has also previously noted that
there is no existing viable mechanism to identify BSL-3 laboratories in the State and
prior attempts to identify these laboratories via survey have been unsuccessful. So my
suggestion that "self-policing" and "doing the right thing" might not be working that
well, seems to be confirmed by this Maryland Department who received less than
adequate cooperation with their previous surveys.

I'm spending some time on making this clear because, to me at least, the truth of what
is going on is just too incredible to believe. Hidden labs, no inspection, no



cooperation with State and Local Authority; in fact, no information provided even to
the ones who put their lives on the line when an emergency arises. It begins to sound
like a total disrespect for the law. But it took an extraterrestrial message for me to
research this subject in greater detail. Because I naturally assumed, like many of us,
that our Government was looking out for us.

The Maryland code changes also note that General fund expenditures are estimated to
increase by a total of $ 40,119 in the fiscal year, so the two part-time positions (half
for each?) will probably not be filled by rocket scientists from NASA, or WHO
workers for that matter. But it's a decent, if possibly thankless job, and we certainly
wish them well.

I have no information to offer you on the other counties in Maryland either. They
were assumed or considered to be self-policing, although that's just a fallback answer,
since there really need not have been any policing of any type. Thus someone working
out of their garage in a home-made laboratory, in effect taking their work home, could
have been, or could still be, working on materials that might lead to a Covid-21 or
Covid-22 outbreak in the future.

So, in all honesty, we can't start pointing our fingers at Fort Doom quite yet. There
are a great many known and unknown individuals, in Maryland alone, to place in the
lineup. Increased budgets (approximately $50 billion) have been reported for agencies
involved in bioterrorism-related research, so it's a big business with lots of interested
players.

In the next chapter we will discover the astoundingly clear clues that are provided by
taking, not just the first letters of each word, but all of the letters of each word. As we
go further it will begin to be very obvious that in crafting a message whose clues can be
extracted using so many completely different methods, this communication was
authored by highly intelligent beings, and with great planning.

In the next chapter we will begin receiving clues about the humans who might
possibly be responsible for the Covid-19 pandemic, and as we go along, those targets
will be moving closer and closer into the range of our bows and arrows. In the next
chapters the evidence will also provide us with hints as to why the extraterrestrials
rushed to get this message out to us. Why were they willing to break what has
apparently been a very long period of silence? Why the urgency? Those questions and
more are addressed in the next chapters.



Chapter 10
A Simple Explanation

A simple explanation is not always the best available one, but it certainly is worth our
while to at least examine it. In this chapter I will be furnishing the simplest answer to
the meaning behind the Sumerian word choices that our extraterrestrial authors used
in their message to us. Actually there are many different words in the Sumerian
dictionary that our extraterrestrial authors could have used in order to express their
message. And don't we deserve to examine "why" they might have decided on using
these specific terms over others? Perhaps it will tell us something about the way that
they think, or at the very least reveal additional meanings.

I'm including this in a later chapter, and offering it only after you have had a chance
to examine some of the more elaborate options because if we saw this one first, we
might be tempted to claim a victory, declare the quest complete, and continue on to
the subsequent chapters. But if we did that, we would be missing some very valuable
pieces of additional information.

I don't believe that we should discount any of the optional solutions that I have
suggested previously. There really is no "one" answer for the message sent to us by the
aliens, but rather several meanings that we need to puzzle out and carefully assemble,
in order to see the big picture. I think the simplest answer provides us with valuable
additional clues, and should be used to supplement the existing evidence rather than
supplant it. We should accept this simple or more obvious answer, but we should not
be completely satisfied with it. We should not call it "job done" and go home, since
the contents from our alien message might be critical to our very survival.

Here's an example of why I am being very careful in making this point about the
simplest answer and the fact that we should not rest our case using that as the sole
evidence.

Let's suppose that a bright, silvery object is observed glowing in the night sky. It
begins drifting downward into its ultimate meeting with the ground. Several sane and
competent citizens observe its movement along a path and its subsequent crash
landing, and they report it to the "proper authorities". Scientific investigators
employed by one of our Intelligence groups arrive, and pronounce it as "swamp gas".

Was that because it seemed to be the obvious and most uncomplicated answer in their
opinion? Not really. They came to this conclusion not necessarily because it was the
best answer. It is much simpler for them to write this off as some natural phenomena
that happened to be misunderstood by all of the observers, than it would have been for
them to take the time to accumulate evidence supporting what actually happened.
Here we see an example of the theory of Occam's razor being applied by those
particular scientists.



Occam's razor posits that in the case that there are two or more possible answers, the
one that requires the smallest number of assumptions is usually correct. This means
that if there are several possible ways something might have happened, the way which
uses the fewest guesses is probably the correct one. Unfortunately for science, this is
also sometimes employed as a crutch to explain away something that flies in the face of
the entrenched positions established among scientists. And it also leaves no room for
the possibility that "all" of the possible answers are correct. In the example above, it
was simpler for the scientists to ascribe the crash to swamp gas than for them to
investigate a possible UFO, which they do not believe exists in the first place. They
might have had to physically investigate a witnessed crash, which would require leg
work on their part and possibly involve their getting "dirty". And if they did
investigate further, and if they were to be honest, the report which they generated
would likely not be appreciated by their employers (Intelligence groups) and their
colleagues would likely mock them.

By the way, in the example above I am loosely parodying the investigation of an
incident involving a UFO that was reported in the state of Michigan, in 1966. The
scientist involved was J. Allen Hynek, who was the first to employ the "swamp gas"
finding as his guess towards what occurred, in lieu of the standard "weather balloon"
answer offered by traditional government "investigators". Let's not forget the planet
"Venus" confusion and high-flying flock of birds solutions either.

The use of Occam's razor in science is a matter of practicality; since obtaining funding
for a much more simple hypotheses tends to be easier, as they are often cheaper to
prove. But is it "good science"?

So here's what we have using our simpler method. If we take all of the words
employed in the alien message, and put them into one group. And then use all of the
letters to arrive at our clues, as opposed to using only the first letters or initials of each
word, we have some amazing clues to add.

"Lagab + dis + ru + kak + ban + bar + la + a + ma", or "lagabdisrukakbanbarlaama",
with the spacing removed. Online there is a program that helps me from time to time
in my research, as I use it to solve anagrams, which are jumbled words, or words that
can be formed from a collection of letters. And here we have just such a collection of
jumbled letters with which to form our clue. I often use Andy's Anagram Solver, at
http://www.ssynth.co.uk, written by Andrew Gay, since it provides simple but elegant
solutions. In this example, the number of letters in the collection is too large for his or
any of the other available anagram solvers online to work with easily, but it did give
me a place to start. And here's what I found after a few hours of contemplation.

That collection of letters, given to us by grouping the words selected by our
extraterrestrial communicators, provides us with:

A

Dr



Bac

Submarginal

Lab

ACAA

When I say "provides us with", I mean that by using all of the letters of each word,
with none left out, and none needing to be added, we arrive at the above result. And
this is a perfect match for this group of Sumerian words. Perfect matches are almost
never a result of coincidence.

The word submarginal is commonly defined as "falling below a necessary minimum",
and this should concern us since it tends to point towards the type of lab that has a
history of poor maintenance or disorder of some type. In other words, these represent
the same types of laboratories that make the news when a virus "escapes" and harms
(or kills) people.

The word Bac would seem to best describe a bacteriologist, since it fits within the
theme of our message. A bacteriologist is responsible for studying various kinds of
bacteria, and they typically do their research in a laboratory, mainly for Government
or pharmaceutical agencies.

The "A" designation seems to be telling us that it is the work of a single bacteriologist
working alone, and one who has a Ph.D. degree. Perhaps they included that "a"
designation so that we would not waste our time in searching for a group to point our
fingers at.

"A bacteriologist, a Doctor working in a submarginal laboratory," plus the letters
ACAA, are our clues. Most of these are very obvious, but what do we have in this
ACAA reference?

I can offer some paths that seem to me to lead towards the most productive areas to
examine further, but the scientists, and especially those that work in DNA/RNA fields
of research, can perhaps provide us with other associations and amplify these clues
much further than I can. But I did find a couple of interesting associations with the
letters ACAA.

Acetyl-Coenzyme A Acyltransferase 1 (ACAA1) is an enzyme that in humans is
encoded by the ACAA1 gene. Many of the links that I brought up in a search engine,
associate this ACAA with the words "Human ACAA Recombinant Protein" , and then
proceed to amplify that with terms that are completely beyond my level of
understanding. So I won't bore you with them here.

However, I was able to learn that a recombinant protein is a protein encoded by a gene
- recombinant DNA - that has been cloned in a system that supports expression of the
gene and translation of messenger RNA. And that the modification of the gene by
recombinant DNA technology can lead to the expression of a mutant protein.



Recombinant proteins are formed by transfecting foreign genes into a host cell, and
most importantly for our story, they are commonly used to produce pharmaceutical
products, protein-based polymers for drug delivery, antibodies and enzymes for disease
treatment, protein scaffolds for tissue engineering, as well as for a myriad of other uses.
This word transfecting is an interesting one, and very appropriate to our story.
Transfecting is the process of deliberately introducing naked or purified nucleic acids
into euaryotic cells. And the terms "Gene modification, drug delivery and mutant
protein creation" are the terms that seem to stick out the most, in my opinion. We
probably should listen very carefully when we are being advised by our extraterrestrial
authors that the Covid-19 event has very direct associations with these types of
procedures. In fact, according to what I have read, some of the latest and most popular
Big Pharma solutions to the pandemic involve these very actions.

The National Center for Biotechnology Information is a division of the National
Library of Medicine (NLM) at the National Institutes of Health (NIH), and it
provides access to biomedical and genomic information. They create and maintain
biomedical databases as part of their function. On their web page I noticed that the
ACAA1 [ Homo sapiens ] gene encodes an enzyme, and genes that are similar in
structure and evolutionary origin are conserved in the chimpanzee, Rhesus monkey,
dog, cow, mouse, rat, chicken, zebra-fish, frog and others. More importantly, it
mentions that there appears to be an association of increased cytosol ACAA and
prostate specific antigens with prostate cancer. And that ACAA1 appears to represent a
prognostic marker [serving to predict the likely outcome of a disease] in renal cancer,
head and neck cancer, and breast cancer.

Which, to my layman's ears, sounds like our ACAA researcher might be working
towards a cure for cancer, or on a pharmaceutical product based in that broad area of
research. And doesn't this help us to identify them?

Another clear association that was brought up in my search is more disturbing.
Apparently, in genetics a locus, or specific fixed position on a chromosome where a
particular gene is located, is found in position (5-CAAA-3)n of the Yersinia pestis
strains. This was mentioned in an article by authors S. V. Balakhonov, M. Yu.
Shestopalov & I. F. Romanova, published in Molecular Genetics, Microbiology and
Virology volume 24, Article number: 128 (2009). It reports on the results of a VNTR
analysis of that (5-CAAA-3)n genetic marker position in Yersinia pestis strains from an
active natural area of plague in Siberian Russia.

The article also mentions that in the former Soviet Union, as well as in China and
Mongolia, there are large areas of genetically diverse Y. pestis strains that are being
intensely studied by scientists in those countries. It further explains that the results of
those investigations are not generally known outside of those regions.

In the article's summary we learn that increased interest in the pathogenic potential of
Yersinia pestis has emerged because of the potential threats from bioterrorism. And
that most of the strains available for study in the United States were derived from



cloned copies from a strain of Y. pestis introduced into the United States in 1902 via
marine shipping. Plague? Yersinia Pestis strains? What are these authors talking about?

In 2010, researchers in Germany [S. Haensch et. al.] definitely established, using
evidence from samples obtained from Black Death victims, that Yersinia pestis was the
cause of the medieval Black Death. This Black Death was one of the most devastating
epidemics in human history. It was the first outbreak of medieval plague in Europe,
and it killed tens of millions of people, an estimated 30-50 percent of the European
population, between the years 1347-1351. Yersinia pestis can infect humans via the
Oriental rat flea. It causes the disease plague, which takes three main forms:
pneumonic, septicemic, and bubonic.

The location of the natural focus of Y. pestis in the former Soviet Union that the
article mentions is in the Transcaucasian mountain area, which roughly corresponds to
modern Georgia, Armenia, and Azerbaijan. (Which are located due north of the area
of ancient Sumeria). Some studies have suggested that the spread of this disease may
be linked to the Neolithic age human population decline of 6,000 years ago or so,
which would date it to roughly the same time period as the emergence of the
Sumerian symbols that were used in our extraterrestrial communication.

To bring all of this geographically closer to home and closer in time to our modern
day, we learn of the unfortunate death, in September of 2009, of Malcolm Casadaban,
who held degrees from MIT and Harvard University, and was an Associate Professor
of Molecular Genetics, Cell Biology and Microbiology at the University of Chicago.
His death at age 60 was linked to his work on a weakened laboratory strain of Y.
pestis. He apparently had a pre-existing health factor [an iron overload disorder] that
possibly was a contributing factor in his death from this "attenuated" [having been
reduced in force or effect] strain that was used in his research. He had checked into a
hospital five days earlier but died within hours. According to a CDC report on the
incident, the strain that killed Casadaban (KIM D27) had never been known to infect
laboratory workers, as it was an "attenuated" or weakened strain.

This unfortunate incident, along with the report from the Russian scientists and the
Neolithic emergence of the black plague, leads us to form circumstantial but
informative associations. The Black Plague emerged at nearly the same time as our
Sumerian symbols were first used, the same symbols that the extraterrestrials employed
in their message to us. Strains of it are still extant today in an area to the north of
ancient Sumeria. While Russia, China and Mongolia seem to be intensely studying
this plague, their results are not widely known outside of those regions. Weakened
strains of Y. pestis are being studied in the United States and other countries as well,
and evidence of that research is fairly recent. Even weakened strains, such as those
studied in University laboratories, can be deadly under certain specific conditions. And
the Y. Pestis strain has a connection to our human ACAA gene location, and that gene
location is also associated with ongoing cancer research.

It is perhaps easier now to understand why the aliens included these clues in their



message to us. Perhaps it also represents a warning to humanity, to guard against
"accidents" that might arise from the study of this very deadly plague; a plague that
has already proven its power to reduce human populations very effectively. Is this the
reason why they finally broke "radio silence" and risked the wrath of other space
civilizations in order to provide us with this important warning? Is this the answer to
the "why now" of our previous chapter? It certainly seems so.

In this case, the simpler answer seems to rank among the better ones, and we should
add it to our list of assembled clues for sure. There are many more clues to come,
which will be revealed in the following chapters, and I will be providing a recap of all
of the exposed clues in a later chapter for you to study. Only when we have all of the
clues laid out in front of us will we be able to arrive at our own personal conclusions in
respect to this, the first alien message to humanity.

Please. Prepare to be astounded, in the very next chapter.

Rather than using the simple method of taking the first letters of each word to provide
us with further details, we will be examining a simple Cryptologic system that I have
applied to the alien message contents, in order to decipher any deeply hidden
meanings. By using this system, first extensively used by mankind in the Early Middle
Ages and later perfected by Dr. John Dee, Agent 007 for the Queen of England, we
will uncover the type of data that enables us to get much closer to our complete
understanding of the alien message content. Yes, I broke the secret code used by John
Dee several years ago, during my research into that period of history. My years
working as a Cryptographer were certainly helpful in that regard. These methods have
not previously been published, so that's yet another first for us in this book.

Having obfuscated content included in a text message is similar to the idea that there
is one, surface message, meant for the eyes of the common folk, and a deeper, hidden
meaning for those who are generally considered the "initiated." So let's find that
hidden content.



Chapter 11
Word Plays for
Those That See

THIS IS THE MESSAGE CONTENT FOR THOSE WITH EYES THAT SEE.

Isn't it time to get even more specific concerning the possible causes of our Covid-19
pandemic? Should we start examining some of the potential directions for fingers to be
pointed? Yes, I believe so. In this chapter I go to the ultimate lengths to pry out all of
those juicy details that we all need and love to see uncovered. I'm very happy with
these results, since they required quite a bit of thinking on my part in order to bring
them out, and what they tell us is so important to our story.

It's not difficult to understand why the extraterrestrials would want to keep this
particular information from the eyes of the general public. At least not until that
public understood more of the background to the story and would not set off on some
type of vigilante crusade. After all, according to what the extraterrestrials are telling us,
there may very well be more than one country involved in this pandemic situation.

Secret societies have flourished throughout human history, with the Royals as well as
our own Founding Fathers counted as members. We have quite a few well-known
secret societies recognized by modern society, such as The Knights Templar, the
Freemasons, the Illuminati, Skull and Bones and Bilderberg, to name but a few. And
all of these have one thing in common: a secret code or method of communication
amongst its members. Other aspects common with these groups include such things as
having rules blocking attendees from sharing what actually happens in meetings,
journalists being barred from reporting on it, and the meeting minutes not being
released.

Having a select group that understands the greater depths of truth in relation to an
historical event is thus not new to human history, and apparently the aliens recognize
this facet of our culture. Is that a result of their having studied our historical accounts,
or could it be because they have been here, alongside us, since man first stood erect?

We are constantly being assured by our Governments and others that there are certain
aspects of the extraterrestrial and UFO situation that the public "can't handle". Our
Government leaders assure us that they are only reserving the disclosure of those
portions of the truth that might result in "panic", in order to "protect" us. Well, if you
are reading this work, you will be learning some of the truths concerning
extraterrestrials at the same time as, or perhaps even earlier than, the Government
does. I believe that you can handle it. Please don't let me down.

Some of my readers may not consider themselves to be Christians of any sort. I respect
that position, and I do not wish to offend anyone or anyone's belief system. I do,
however, believe that wisdom that arises out of any and all intelligent sources, from



whatever age of history, and whatever religion they may or may not espouse, should be
listened to. If nothing more than to see if there is something there that strikes us as
being both true and important. I don't normally quote Biblical verses as sources, in
respect of the sensibilities of some members of the worldwide public in general, and I
will keep this quite short (the next seven paragraphs), but this particular example
seems highly appropriate both to our theme and its reception among humanity.
In the New Testament Book of Matthew, (American Standard Version), in Chapter
13, we learn that certain information was indeed obfuscated (rendered obscure,
unclear, or unintelligible), in order that the close disciples would understand, but the
rest of the public would receive the information only as parables. Much like our alien
message, in that everyone receives the message, but some portions of it we receive in
the form of parables for us to puzzle out. And this is just what we now find with our
message from space.

In any event, Jesus tells us in verse 9: "He that hath ears, let him hear." Apparently
signifying that any who gathered around would be able to receive his communication,
although for many it was in the form of a parable.

In Verse 10 we see that the disciples questioned him about this delivery system, and
asked "Why speakest thou unto them in parables?" And he answered and said unto
them, "Unto you it is given to know the mysteries of the kingdom of heaven, but to
them it is not given. Therefore speak I to them in parables; because seeing they see
not, and hearing they hear not, neither do they understand."

My personal understanding of this passage is that, because some of the listeners would
not be open to examining new ideas, he left it to them to puzzle his message out as
they wished. Although an intelligent person who was open to new ideas, and studied
his parables, would certainly be able to decipher them, it would take time and
dedication to do so - quantities which the dull ones who paid very little attention
anyway, lacked. Skeptics seem to fall into this category, in modern times.
Unfortunately, a great many people today tend to make judgments without even
examining any hard evidence to the contrary. I'm fairly sure that some skeptics will
condemn this book of mine without even having read it, but that's just part of what
can be expected in the world of today.

Jesus continues in Verse 15 with an explanation that I think fits well within my own
thoughts, above: "For this people's heart is waxed gross (thick), and their ears are dull
of hearing, and their eyes they have closed." Jesus understood that the humans of his
time were often not open to new ideas or new understandings. They get scared, adopt
a stubborn position (thick hearts), and refuse to even examine the evidence for
anything that is beyond their current ability to accept as truth.

Unfortunately, many of the reports about UFOs, extraterrestrials and abductions,
from honest, intelligent citizens, get placed in the garbage can by those whose hearts
are thick and whose ears are dull of hearing. They close their eyes to anything not



acceptable to their own limited way of thinking.

But I believe that we should act, in receiving this first communication from the stars,
as Jesus suggested in the next Verse, 16. "But blessed are your eyes, for they see; and
your ears, for they hear." Rather than viewing any message contents that were
purposefully hidden inside our alien text as being suspect, solely for the reason that
they were given in the modern equivalent of a "parable", let's examine them with eyes
that see, shall we?

Perhaps because I had a childhood filled with hours of solving picture puzzles, and
more especially word puzzles, plus my training in Cryptography, I sometimes notice
when the wording of a certain communication seems to be somehow "off" from what
one would normally expect. It's very subtle, and not that frequent, but from time to
time it seems to me that the words used are not what would normally be expected. It's
almost as if they were stuffing words into their paragraphs, or selecting less than
obvious words when others would be more normally anticipated in regular
correspondence.

And I experienced that feeling, quite strongly, when I examined the communications
exchanged between Dr. John Dee in England and Gerardus Mercator in the
Netherlands. Because the strange factor that never left my mind was that these
awkward communications of Mercator, containing mixed subject matter, incomplete
sentences, and sometimes whole paragraphs that did not fit in with the theme of those
surrounding it, was written in Latin. Although Mercator was fluent in six languages,
he and John Dee communicated in Latin, which at the time was considered a
"universal" language. So these "strange mistakes" that I noticed were not due to
translation errors, but seemed to me to be intentional in nature.

I'll only provide you with the barest background, because this is actually part of
another book that I am in the process of publishing, but it is directly pertinent to our
topic, and interesting, because the fact that this encryption method was used by these
two great scholars has never been published previously. Historians and archaeologists
seem to be good at what they do, but may not be very good at solving puzzles,
perhaps? While I do consider myself to be a Historian, I am perhaps of a different type
than most.

Gerardus Mercator, who lived from 1512 - 1594 A.D., was a geographer,
cosmographer and cartographer from the County of Flanders, a part of the area
historically known as the Netherlands.. He is most renowned for creating the 1569
world map based on a new projection which represented sailing courses of constant
bearing as straight lines. And these are still used on nautical charts. He was a notable
maker of globes and scientific instruments, and he was also interested in such topics as
theology, philosophy, history, mathematics and geomagnetism. He had a great many
contacts among his fellow Protestants, during a time when the Catholic Pope was
attempting to add that country to the ones under a Catholic domain.



But one of the important things to remember about Mercator, was that, unlike other
great scholars of the age, he traveled very little. His knowledge of geography came
from his library of over one thousand books and maps, from his visitors and from his
vast correspondence (in six languages) with other scholars, statesmen, travelers,
merchants and seamen. And the largest library in all of England in that period of
history was the great collection in the home of John Dee.

John Dee (1527 - 1609 A.D.) was an Anglo-Welsh mathematician, astronomer,
astrologer, occultist, and sometime alchemist. He was the astronomer to the court of
Queen Elizabeth I, and one of her advisors. He had a close relation with the Secretary
to the Queen, Sir Francis Walsingham. His occult studies led him to perfect the
persona of a Wizard, and he encouraged that idea with his research and practices in
spiritualism and esoteric subjects. This gained him entrance to many of the Royal
courts of mainland Europe, which helped him tremendously in his primary, but
hidden occupation. For John Dee was the original spy with the designation 007, and
produced a great deal of secret information in his travels, which he dutifully passed on
to Walsingham, who was known as the "spymaster" to Queen Elizabeth I. And,
undiscovered until now, Mercator was one of his sub-agents or collaborators.

Perhaps Dee recruited Mercator with ideas of maintaining a strong Protestant presence
in Europe, since England at that time was also Protestant. Or perhaps it was his
sharing of the library and many of the little-circulated papers that Dee had access to;
we can't know for sure. But if any one of the dozen or more messages that had been
encrypted by Mercator fell into the wrong hands, it would have led to his death at the
hands of the Catholics. Yes, the contents were just that inflammatory. The messages
were written during the time of the Protestant revolt against Spain, a very Catholic
country, and represented news updates, philosophies, tactics, and other topics.

So how did John Dee and Gerardus Mercator manage to pass so much intelligence
between the Netherlands and England, during a time of war, and using a system that
none had discovered until today? Dee used the same encryption method that the
Anglo-Saxons had used, although over eight hundred years earlier. In some of their
encoded messages, which I have also deciphered, Celtic Christians call the Pope the
Anti-Christ, so they had good reason to hide their content as well. It's probable that he
independently discovered their methods, but equally possible that he simply came up
with this method on his own, since he was a famed mathematician, among his other
talents.

He would never have used a substitution cipher, such as those employed in ancient
days by the Romans, nor similar ones used by the Catholic Church itself, for obvious
reasons. Many of the messages from the new colonies in South America sent by the
local Friars contained Cryptographic contents meant for the home office in the
Vatican, and these encryption schemes were also eventually solved, although others
beat me to it.

After deciphering a great many of the messages from the Early and Late Middle Ages, I



came up with a template, to make it a bit easier for me when I needed to decrypt
another example. Along with the template, which I turned into a computer program
for my own use, I developed some rules to follow, so that I am sure that the
deciphering works accurately. It's a system of three basic rules, so it's fairly simple in
construction. All of the alphabetical characters of a selection of text, or entire text as
the case may be, are assembled together, without spacing. Then each letter is awarded
a point for each time that letter occurs in the text. The higher numbered letters are
placed at the top, going down to the lesser frequency letters at the bottom.

Rule one is that all of the letters are to be used; no others can be added, and none can
be ignored from the list. If, by the time you reach the middle of the frequency table,
you can no longer construct words from the remaining letters, your decryption has
probably failed, or you have made an error. I always check my work, give it another
try, and sometimes that helps. If I do not have a minimum of 90% accuracy, that is, of
ten possible words at least nine must come out after applying all of the rules, then I
consider it a failure, and do not publish that example. When I do have less than 100%
accuracy, I let the reader know in advance. In the examples from this particular
extraterrestrial communication, all three combinations of words provide 100%
accuracy in their results, as you shall see.

Rule number two is that, beginning at the top with the most frequently occurring
letters, you proceed to the next letter and only stop when a word is formed. For
example; suppose your list appears as so:

a is there 11 times

x is there 10 times

o is there 10 times

e is there 10 times

u is there 9 times

t is there 8 times , etc.

We start with the most frequent letter, in this case "a" and proceed down the list. The
letter "a" by itself is a possibility, but first we try to see what else we might have.

You don't stop with the letter x, since no complete word is formed.

You don't stop at the letter o, since no sensible word is formed.

You would stop at axe, since that is the first whole word formed.

You would not necessarily search past axe, or attempt to fashion especially long words,
and definitely not if you discover the next word in order, which in this case is "out".

After the axe combination is formed, you must go back and use the "o" to form the
next word, but it does not necessarily need to begin with that letter. In this example it



does, but in many real cases it would not.
Remember rule one, all the letters must be used in making whole words.

It takes time, and patience. In fact, sometimes it takes me hours, days even, to figure
out what the authors were trying to tell us. Having a high level of empathy certainly
comes in handy in these situations. In this instance I define empathy as being able to
place yourself in another person's shoes, hypothetically speaking, and "feel" their time
and location.

And the final rule, number three, is this. You may reuse the first vowel that appears
near the top of the list. In other words, the vowel that occurs most frequently can be
applied to complement the consonants when needed, after it has first been used at
least once.

For example, in the case of:

a appears 11 times

x appears 10 times

b appears 10 times

e appears 10 times

t appears 8 times

You used the letter a once, in forming axe, and so now you are perfectly free to re-use
the vowel, a, in order to form the word "bat".

You can also use the "a" to make additional words more than once, as needed - it's
considered an integral part of the encryption method.

Why is it an integral part of the method? Because otherwise, the number of times you
would need to use certain vowels in your communication, in order to make your
frequency list work to produce the words you wish, would expand to such a degree
that it quickly becomes obvious to an outsider that something is very "strange" in your
text.

As a true example, I have observed Mercator, for instance, spell Latin words that
normally used the letter "V", with a "U" instead. And vice versa. Historians and
linguist translators have even remarked in their research that Mercator seems to have
used an "ancient or older form of Latin" in his spelling of "certain words".

No, he was just stuck on how he could get away with putting another "U" into the
text, to make sure that the U would later come out in the right position on his
frequency of letters!

In my personal experience, on many of the occasions in which I have noticed a remark
by a Historian or Archaeologist to the effect that "these early people had difficulty
with their spelling of words", or "these primitive people did not understand the correct



use of grammar," it actually was a similar case of the early author using that technique
to hide content in his text. Once our Historians get used to the idea that our ancestors
were no less intelligent than we are today, if not more so, then we will probably have a
much more honest version of history to read in our textbooks.

In the interests of giving you every single possible meaning that can be garnered from
a message that extraterrestrials took a great deal of trouble to get into our hands,
(which I consider to be both my job and my pleasure), I have decrypted the Sumerian
text given to us, and these are those results. By the way, I wrote a simple program in
the computer language called Perl, that puts the text into letter frequency order, and
you may download it freely from my website if you wish.

Or, if you wish to use old-school methods, a paper and pencil works just as well. But
you might need plenty of paper, and you would want to have an eraser handy as well.

Case 1: using Lagab, dis, kak, ban, bar, la, a, and ma. (This case uses the 'dis' option
only, and not the 'ru').

We have: "lagabdiskakbanbarlaama"; after I have removed the spaces, as normal.

Here are those letter frequencies, and the words that they form. Yes, the words are in
the Sumerian language, since the text is as well. Perhaps I should add a new rule,
number four, that you should employ the same language as the original, and then
translate it into English. No, too many rules.

Letter, number (x) of times it appears:

a: 8 x

b: 3 x ab = official, elder

Notice how I stopped here, because I had my first word completion?

k: 2 x kir = hyena = the second word.

l: 2 x l(a) - g(a) = thief, criminal, plunderer, seize wrongfully or by force.

i: 1 x (And here I reused the first vowel, Rule 3)

r: 1 x

g: 1 x

s: 1 x   s(a) - (a)d = a trap, the cries from a net or trap (Rule 3).

d: 1 x

m: 1 x   m(a)n = a companion, partner (Rule 3).

n: 1 x

Were all of the textual rules obeyed, as in all letters were used, none added, none
removed? Yes.



Does it return a readable message that makes sense on the face of it? Yes.

Is it relating to, alluding to, or forming a part of, the general theme of our topic? Yes.

I would assign this decryption a high degree of accuracy, based upon those three Yes
answers.

Why is it important that all of the words you receive fit the same theme or topic?
Because when they fit into one neat idea or theme, you can feel more confident that
this is truly what the author was telling us. If he starts off warning you of a war that is
approaching, for example, and then the next words relate to some completely different
topic, then something is very probably wrong. Because each message can contain only
a very few words, no matter how long your original text is. Words were not wasted.

Why do I say that only a few words can be included using this system of encryption?
You normally need at least two letters for a word, and often three to five, and our
alphabet contains only 26 characters. So you could never compose a message of greater
than 13 words in length, mathematically speaking. Usually the message length is
somewhere between five and eight words, in my experience. So you have to adopt the
skills of a telegraph operator of the late 19th century; when each letter was charged a
certain amount of money to send. You need to be clear, get your point across at the
start, and yet remain within the boundaries of what can be created given those
limitations.

Does this tell us anything about our extraterrestrial authors? Actually, yes it does.
Based on the form that they chose to get their message across, we are fairly confident
that they have an excellent grasp of both the Sumerian and other languages. And that
they are able to be concise when needed and that they understand quite a bit about
our culture, history, and the ways in which we express relational concepts. Nothing in
any of the message contents, nor in the various encrypted texts that can be produced
from those contents, is unclear, unknowable, unreasonable or inept. While many
people have assumed that the extraterrestrials are more intelligent than we are, based
solely upon the technology that they express, I have a different criteria for measuring
intelligence. Mine says that only the truly intelligent person can communicate with
those of lesser intelligence, in a way that makes both parties happy with the end
results. So yes, they are intelligent.

What do the results from Case 1 tell us? "An elder official, (we might say senior
official), who was a hyena and a thief, traps his confederate (or partner in the crime)."

The word Official here is also tied to a meaning of elder, and so we should probably
count on this as representing a senior official or a well-established member of the
Government or the Military. Premiers and Presidents come to mind, but heads of
commerce would work just as well.

There is nothing to indicate whether this has already happened or not. It may relate to
an upcoming event, as in "eventually this thief will try to trap his partner or attempt to



place the entire blame on him or her." However, this does not indicate that the aliens
are shaping our futures, or can "see into" our own futures. It could easily mean that
some of the actions taken by the principal thief, seem, based upon existing evidence, to
be leading towards him setting up his co-conspirator in order to frame him for the
crime, at some point. Such things as a paper trail that has been laid, research that has
disappeared, the moving of players across the field, re-assignment of managers or roles,
etc., would be clear indications that something like this is in the works. And of course,
this is my own supposition, and it is subject to change based upon wiser interpreters,
and may be amended as further evidence arises.
Do we have here something that resembles an inside job, where one senior, perhaps a
scientist, military leader, or businessman, plunders the original Covid-19 data, and
then sets a trap that his partner in crime or co-confederate, will fall into? Perhaps he is
cheating him out of his share, or using him as a fall-guy? Because a Hyena does not
attack until his prey is ill or injured. They scavenge; they steal the carcass that others
have hunted and brought down. After someone else has done the hard work, the
Hyena moves in and runs off with the scraps.

The Hyena does not make his home near where the Lion does, although he follows his
actions closely, in order to steal the prey when the Lion's interest in it has waned. He
does not need to live nearby and neither do our co-conspirators. One could easily be
located in China for example, and the other as far away as the United States.

And we really should consider some of the characteristics of the hyena. They are able
to run very fast (up to 37 mph or 60 km/h), and they are also able to keep up a
constant speed for long distances. Historically hyenas have been linked to grave
robbing, stealing livestock, and even abducting children. Many cultures have linked
them to witchcraft, and their body parts are still used in some traditional African
medicine.

When attacked by lions or wild dogs, a hyena will either feign death or defend itself
ferociously. Hyenas are primarily nocturnal animals, which we might equate in our
message context with some official who likes to hide behind the scenes. One of the
interesting attributes of Hyenas, especially considering the subject of Covid-19, is that
they are one of the few mammals, other than bats, known to survive infection with
rabies virus. They show little or no disease-induced mortality during outbreaks in
other groups of carnivores nearby.

In the Mtwara Region of Tanzania, it is believed that a child born at night while a
hyena is crying will likely grow up to be a thief.

And Al-Damiri, in his Hawayan al-Kubra, written in 1406 A.D., writes that striped
hyenas were vampiric creatures that attacked people at night and sucked the blood
from their necks. This is in line with Arab folklore that tells of how hyenas can
mesmerize victims with their eyes. Until modern times the Greeks believed that the
bodies of werewolves, if not destroyed properly, would haunt battlefields as vampiric



hyenas that drank the blood of dying soldiers.

No, I am not attempting to link our text contents with Vampires or Werewolves, or
any other creature from mythology. But by having chosen to use the word hyena, are
the extraterrestrials telling us that there is a connection between our hyena "thief" and
"blood", and rabies "virus resistance" similar to "bats," and possibly describing his
"mesmerizing eyes" or even someone who "laughs like a hyena"? I believe that we
should at least consider these ideas.

In closing out this discussion of hyenas, I should also mention a Sumerian Proverb
from the City of Ur, near the mouth of the Euphrates, birthplace of Abraham, where
they advise us that: "Like a hyena, he will not eat it unless it stinks."

I believe that the final words indicating the cries from a trap, linked to an idea of a
companion, or confederate, might also be understood as a "whistle-blower". When
seemingly trapped or framed into an accusation, perhaps he or she will come forward
and explain the plot.

As we mentioned in the previous chapters there are three possible combinations of
words using the characters in Sumerian that were provided to us by the
extraterrestrials, so let's examine those solutions (Cases 2 and 3) as well.

Case 2: using Lagab, ru, kak, ban, bar, la, a and ma. (This case uses the 'ru' option
only, and not the 'dis').

We have:   "lagabrukakbanbarlaama"; and when we order those letters according to
their frequencies we have additional, and interesting results. In the last example we
used ab as a solution, meaning senior official, so this time let's look at another, equally
plausible, explanation.

a: 8 x

b: 3 x = ba = to divide into shares, to halve, to allot.

k: 2 x = kur = east, easterner, east wind and this word also means country, land. So
perhaps this indicates an eastern land or eastern country?

l: 2 x = l(a) = to supervise, to check, weigh, balance, suspend, to bind, which certainly
seems to indicate a supervising scientist, or biologist working with measures.

r: 2 x

u: 1 x = g(a)n(a)m, ganam = an ewe, or female sheep, especially when fully mature.

g: 1 x

n: 1 x

m: 1 x

Were all of the textual rules obeyed, as in all letters were used, none added, none



removed? Yes.

Does it return a readable message that makes sense on the face of it? Yes.

Is it relating to, alluding to, or forming a part of, the general theme of our topic? Yes.

I would assign this decryption a high degree of accuracy, based upon those three Yes
answers.

It's possible that we have: "The gains were shared with the eastern country female
supervising scientist," which seems to be bringing us ever closer to a suspect. Of course
an eastern country could indicate China, but a great many countries could also be
described in this way.

When we see the connection to weighing, balancing, placing in suspension, etc., it
certainly seems to point to a scientist or more especially a biologist of some type. And
with the connected meanings of supervisor, and a female, the noose seems to be
tightening.

Of course, if the gains were indeed shared with someone in the east, it indicates that
the other party to the crime was not located in the east.

But I want to be fair and unbiased in this work. I really don't have a dog in this fight,
and the truth matters more to me than being able to place the blame on anyone. Is
there a good alternative to this solution? Yes, there is.

a: 8 x

b: 3 x = Kab(a)r = to open the mouth; to talk.

k: 2 x

l: 2 x = l(a) = supervising scientist, or biologist.

r: 2 x

u: 1 x = gun = to smear on, apply makeup, also: to be speckled (freckles or birth
mark?).

g: 1 x

n: 1 x

m: 1 x = am = a bird.

Were all of the textual rules obeyed, as in all letters were used, none added, none
removed? Yes.

Does it return a readable message that makes sense on the face of it? Yes.

Is it relating to, alluding to, or forming a part of, the general theme of our topic? Yes.

I would also assign this decryption a high degree of accuracy, based upon those three



Yes answers.
And I believe that we could accept this alternative as indicating; "The one who talks is
a supervising biologist, who applies makeup or is freckled, and with a bird's name,
features or stature."

Something to consider here is that the person who is described above can be someone
who wears makeup, someone who is freckled, or someone who wears makeup and is
freckled. Normally when there are associated meanings for the same word, I tend to
apply both of them, but realistically either solution will serve.

Speckled in Chinese is Ban or Ban Dian, and there is a village named Ban Dian Xiang,
in Runan Province, due north of Wuhan. But I'm sure that my readers that speak
Chinese will come up with even better suggestions for the meaning of speckled. And I
hope that they will share them with us.

Describing someone as a "bird" could indicate a thin, slightly built man or woman, or
someone with a beak of a nose, or hair that sticks up like a bird - there are many
possibilities.

In the modern world, we don't limit the application of makeup to women, and having
the name of a bird or the build of a bird, could indicate either the slight build of a
man or a woman.

And, in all fairness, if we were to search for someone who had a name that meant
"bird", or a similar nickname, we should search in both languages, English and
Chinese, for our answer. It will be interesting to see which of these solutions, if any,
fits closer to the truth; that is, if we are ever able to uncover the complete truth.

In this final case we will be searching for meaning from an inclusion of both
alternative words from the Sumerian text.

Case 3: using Lagab, dis, ru, kak, ban, bar, la, a and ma. (This case uses both the 'ru'
option and the 'dis').

We have: "lagabdisrukakbanbarlaama"; which could give us:

a: 8 x

b: 3 x = bal(a) = outside, stranger, other side, behind, shoulder.

l: 2 x

k: 2 x = (a)k = to do, to make, to act.

r: 2 x = rig = a concoction, to boil down, infusion.

i: 1 x

g: 1 x

d: 1 x = dun = to profit, to knot together, to weave.



u: 1 x

n: 1 x

s: 1 x = sa = to be red, to be red-brown (but mostly red).

m: 1 x = ma = land, country.

All of the textual rules were obeyed, all letters are used, none added, none removed, we
have a message connected to the general theme, and thus we can assign this decryption
to a high degree of accuracy as well.

Now we appear to be getting closer to our complete answer. I would take this to mean:
"A stranger, an outsider, backed this plan, to make a concoction (a mixture of two
medical substances); the plan was woven together, for profit, in the red land." Since
the plan was woven together in the red land, we could also check travel records to
determine which of our suspects either visited or had one of his close associates or
family members visit that red land area. But just where is this red land? Hang on,
because we will find out exactly where that is, and the implications will further help to
seal the case against these scoundrels.

An optional meaning for the second word is infusion. And when we speak of infusion,
or the extracting of chemical compounds from plants, of course the subject of
Traditional Chinese Medicine naturally comes up. Not only are the leaders of the
Communist Party in China pushing TCM as an alternative to more costly modern
medicines and treatments, the initial remedy that was given to the Chinese citizens
when Covid-19 first began to spread, was a mixture of dozens of traditional Chinese
medical ingredients.

What we seem to have here a well-woven plan for profit and an association with the
"red land". In the past we have sometimes referred to Communists as "reds". This was
basically a reference to the red flags that they displayed, and especially the primary
color of the flag of the Soviet Union, and the Red Star as a Communist emblem.
During the old Cold War days, we heard phrases such as "the Red Menace" and "Red
China." Red is said to refer to the blood that was shed by the working class in its
struggles against Capitalism. Red, as a political adjective, referred to supporters of
Communism or Socialism. The flag of China, officially the National Flag of the
People's Republic of China and also often known as the Five-starred Red Flag, is a
Chinese red field charged in the upper corner with five golden stars. So it's not too
hard to associate "red land" with China. But actually, that would be too easy.

There is a much better meaning to be gleaned from the words "red land" than simply
"Communist China".

The word "red" in Chinese is "Hong". But we aren't talking about Hong Kong here.
The name Hong Kong is thought to have its origin in an early phonetic rendering of
the Cantonese pronunciation "heung góng", which translates as "fragrant harbor". So,
it's not really connected to red in any way.



However, the word for mountain in Chinese is "shan". And one of the thirteen urban
districts of the city of Wuhan, the capital of Hubei Province, China, is Hongshan. Yes,
the same Wuhan where the Covid-19 virus first erupted, and the location of China's
first BSL-4 laboratory, which opened in 2015.

Very near to Wuhan city itself is the low mountain called Mount Hong, in English,
but it translates as Hongshan in Chinese, and that's what the urban district in Wuhan
is named after. Hongshan, or "red mountain" is the area of Wuhan that is directly
north of and adjoining the district of Jiangxia where the Wuhan lab is located. Since
the rocks of the mountain reflect a bright red color, people call it "Hong Shan", and it
can certainly be seen from the laboratory.

You may recall that in solution or Case number two, above, the word east or easterner
is included in the message text, and Hongshan district, the Red Mountain and the
Wuhan laboratory are all situated on the east bank of the Yangtze River, which skirts
the city of Wuhan. A famous tourist attraction, the East Lake is also situated on the
outskirts of Wuhan City. Using Google maps, I checked some distances, and Mount
Hong is about six miles north of the center of Hongshan district, and only twelve
miles north of the Wuhan laboratory. The Wuhan Institute of Virology (WIV) has
been an active research center for the study of Corona type viruses.

The official reports tell us that the Wuhan Institute of Virology is a research institute
on virology administered by the Chinese Academy of Sciences. It hosts the BSL-4 lab,
which means it is set up to work with the most dangerous pathogens known to
mankind.

Wuhan city is considered to be one of the potential sites of the pivotal Battle of the
Red Cliffs, which stopped warlord Cao Cao's incursion into southern China at the
end of the Eastern Han dynasty, in the winter of 209 A.D. The Red Cliffs battle took
place near the Yangtze River, and the red mountain cliffs near Wuhan are identified as
one of the potential locations for that epic battle.

I feel confident that we have located our "red land". And since Case 3 informs us of a
partner in crime who is also an outsider, or a stranger to the red land, this accomplice
must be from outside of China. According to the extraterrestrial message sent to us, we
can not entirely blame China for the Covid-19 mess, since there is at least one other
confederate from outside China who is involved. And each of these partners in crime
may actually be a representative for a company, Military group, or Governmental
body, and thus we have more work to do before we can reach the end of our quest for
the origins of this virus. But it's certainly a good start.

What we might ask ourselves is the following. Do we now, after reading the contents
of this alien communication, know a great deal more about what might have occurred
with the release of Covid-19 into the world, or do we not? And if we answer that with
a yes, which I believe we should, then it serves to validate the authenticity and
accuracy of the message contents, and affirms my belief that these alien authors were



and are attempting to help mankind in these dire times.

Are we to accept all extraterrestrials as being "friendly" or "helpful" in their actions
toward humanity? No, we can't afford to do that. But we can safely assume, I believe,
that there is at least one faction of the extraterrestrials that are interfacing with humans
today that might one day be accepted as friends, given time. I'm not disclosing
anything new here; a great many UFO investigators believe that there are more than
one group of aliens, and that some appear to express a friendlier attitude (or at least
less gruesome) towards humans than others.

Do the aliens know all of the details about who did what, when and why? I'm fairly
certain that they do. Before I completed all of the translations, I suspected that they
would not provide us with the information that China was involved, since this would
have the potential to escalate into a Military conflict. Because, when the bottom line
of costs in money and human lives of Covid-19 is calculated, it will be a huge sum, for
sure.

Therefore, why did they tell us that at least two parties are involved? It's because that
information is true. And perhaps it's also because they need to build a level of trust.
And the best way to do that is to provide us with as many of the facts as possible.

When we take off our dull caps, and put on our thinking caps ( an old kindergarten
saying), we will realize that this is the exact reason why some countries, such as the
United States, have not declared this a Military assault and retaliated with Military
force. We've certainly declared war on other countries when even less American lives
were lost. And I believe that the reason we have not done so is due to the fact that our
leaders are very much aware of the fact that some person or some entity in America or
Britain, or an allied country, is equally involved in this, and has been from the
beginning.

But that could not happen, right? We don't have scientists from top Universities
cooperating with Communist China in their secret developments, do we? According
to headlines from January, 2020, we may very well have a few doing just that. We
learn from these news reports that Federal prosecutors have recently decided to charge
a scientist from the department of Chemistry and Chemical Biology at Harvard
University with allegedly conspiring to hide his ties to Chinese National research
entities and the Chinese Government. The alleged crimes involve hundreds of
thousands of dollars collected after acting as a "strategic scientist" with the Wuhan
University of Technology. Wuhan? The scientist who is alleged to have committed
these crimes is an American, and not one of Chinese origin. Alleged, and not yet
proven guilty.

After the publication of this book, we may find that the clues provided herein result in
even further investigations, on both sides of the Pacific.

Also charged was a Chinese citizen who enrolled as a student at Boston University,
and who was later discovered to be a Lieutenant in the People's Liberation Army.



Another Chinese national was detained at Logan airport in Boston when he attempted
to smuggle out vials of cancer research material that he had stolen from a research
facility. All of these reports are from this year (2020). As U.S. Attorney Andrew
Lelling said at a press conference at the U.S. District Court recently, "This is a small
sample of China's ongoing campaign to siphon off American technology and know-
how for Chinese gain."

Perhaps by informing us that there is not one hyena, but a pack of hyenas involved,
they intend also to cool down the tempers on both sides; to help re-sheath the
sharpened swords, and use this opportunity to uncover the truth, the whole truth, and
nothing but the truth.

I would like for those that read my deciphered text to kindly take into account the fact
that nobody taught me how to do this. There was no school, and there still is none to
my knowledge, that teaches us to look for hidden meanings, or to think for ourselves
for that matter. I wanted the whole truth and nothing but the truth. And I would not
stop with the traditional answers that were being fed to us, such as "we have no idea
how this virus started, or where". My point is that we need to teach ourselves to do
this type of investigation when we want the truth about our history. We can't rely on
our schools to teach this. You can't teach what you do not know. By working together
I believe that we can arrive at that truth, and that we will survive anything that they
throw at us if we only put our heads together and refuse to be satisfied with the
patented answers that they feed us.

To sum up, I would say that the message, exactly as it was given to us by the
extraterrestrials, may indeed be very accurate, and at the very least, something that we
should investigate further. In the following chapter I will offer a recap that includes all
of the clues that we have uncovered so far. We can then examine them in one group
and decide for ourselves which seems to represent the most reasonable explanation for
the causes of this Covid-19 pandemic.



Chapter 12
Close Encounter 
of the Fifth Kind

A summary or recapitulation of what we have learned so far will be found in this
chapter. It restates the main points of our discoveries and places all of the clues that
were obtained by various means in one single area for our consideration.

We translated the information concerning their suggested "cure" for Covid-19, which
is very informative and actually very detailed as well, considering that it was entirely
expressed using 6,000 year old terms. The extraterrestrials were able to suggest a
modern method of delivery. The ingredient that they suggest represents a very
plausible remedy for this dread disease, based on the many other illnesses that it seems
to help with. And yet they apparently managed not to break too many rules in regard
to providing advanced technology to less advanced peoples. Bent perhaps, bowed even,
but surely not broken. Here's what we have in respect to the cure for Covid-19:

1. A main ingredient, derived from the Tree of Heaven, from which we should break
off a portion, and which is said to be important for those who are very short of breath.

2. To inject, inoculate, such as with immunologically active material.

3. Using a needle. And 60 units.

4. A measure of capacity. In a liquid form or inside of a container.

5. Under the skin.

6. Weighed out under careful supervision (for the correct dosage).

7. We should "Do this, act now" for our own children.

8. And for the children of Earth, to survive.

Why does the extraterrestrial message tell us that we need to do this now, in order for
the children of Earth to survive? From all accounts, Covid-19 can be deadly, and more
so for some groups, and it is always something to be taken seriously. However, the
percentage of those that contact it and later die of related causes does not seem to be
high enough to evoke a warning of "for the children to survive".

That sounds like a very dire warning for this situation. Is there perhaps something new
coming out that we don't yet know about? Is there a strain, or hybrid, or mutation if
you will, of the Covid-19 just around the corner, and does this one represent a
potential for even greater death tolls? Or are they warning us about the long-term
effects of a cure that has been proposed by Big Pharma? We don't know for sure, one
way or the other. But based upon what they have told us so far, and the very detailed
contents of their first message to us, perhaps we should pay some attention to this



warning. We should at the very least investigate their suggested cure. It would seem
like the reasonable and prudent thing to do. I would certainly suggest that we include
questions concerning this warning in our reply to the extraterrestrials.

What's that you say, a reply to the aliens? Well, sure. Now that we have the tools of
the language that they feel most comfortable conversing in, why would we not take the
next step and reply to them? We probably would not be able to offer the many levels
upon levels of encrypted meanings that they provided, but surely a straight-forward
response is our next step. I'll have more about that in the final chapter of this book,
and meanwhile we have our collection of clues to examine.

1] The "lambs will be killed" or "the sheeple will die." And that has already happened
and continues to happen. This also ties in with the language concerning the Last of
Days in the Book of Revelations, as we saw.

2] A Military Kabal (Cabal) or something similar is involved.

3] A Laboratory in the State of Maryland that is associated with genetic studies or
DNA/RNA research seems to be involved somehow, but this could also mean that
they were the ones who instigated the initial research. They may no longer be actively
involved, at least not on the surface.

4] The "Ark" idea, or some plan to save only a small representative group of humans
while leaving the rest to perish, represents Bedlam or insanity. We can't simply run
away from this disease.

5] A bacteriologist, a Doctor working in a submarginal laboratory on ACAA research
is involved, one that seems to have some connection to either cancer research or with a
strain of the deadly Black Death; the plague that wiped out early Europe.

The information above is included with the surface clues, for the general public to
find. And now, from the hidden content area, meant only for those with "eyes that see
and ears that hear", we have:

6] "An elder or senior official, who was a hyena and a thief, entraps his confederate (or
partner in the crime)." This could indicate that he frames him for the deed in order to
avoid capture, or perhaps uses blackmail, threats, or money, to trap his confederate
into cooperating in the first place.

7] "The gains were shared with an eastern country female supervising scientist," or, as
an equally possible optional translation: "The one who talks is a supervising biologist,
who either applies makeup or is freckled, and has a bird's name, features or stature."
Only time will tell which is the more correct answer to this clue, unless, of course,
both are. We should not forget that the mention of a bird's name could equally apply
to a city or location, as well as indicating a nick-name. And we need to check the
Chinese language associations as well.

8] "A stranger, an outsider, backed this plan, to make a concoction (a mixture of two



medical substances). The plan was woven together, for profit, in the red land." And we
further discovered that this "red land" mention is a clear indication of the Chinese city
of Wuhan and nowhere else.

Are we to solve the puzzle of the Covid-19 pandemic with only these eight clues?
Apparently, the extraterrestrials felt that these are sufficiently specific to aid us in
doing so, while at the same time not coming out with the actual names of the parties
involved in this pandemic. Perhaps this is as far as they can safely go without breaking
any interstellar conventions, if there are such. I'm not ashamed to say that I would
have mentioned it if a person was indeed named, but I probably would not have
mentioned the actual name of that person. I'm just not that brave. And I would be
especially cautious if Intelligence Agencies might be involved. Luckily, I was not put to
that test.

I am reasonably sure, given the numerically small group of people that are qualified to
work in these fields of research, that these clues will be sufficiently clear enough to
enable them to understand quite easily the identity of likely suspects. When they are
provided with the clues in this book, I'm sure that human nature will crank up the
engines of speculation.

Another very important point of course is that the extraterrestrials are clearly affirming
that this pandemic was "not" the result of some random accident. That's pretty much
completely off the table after we examine their clues.

Another point to consider is your humble servant. Perhaps I have been adequate
towards uncovering a great many of the clues, but I may have overlooked one or more?
It's certainly possible. While I have dug very deeply into this, and given it quite a bit
of my time and effort, I am actually only "human" after all. I certainly hope that one
of my readers who happens to notice something that I missed, or is able to more
intelligently examine the evidence, will offer up his or her own clues that they may
have uncovered. This is a job for all of humanity, and it should not rest solely upon
my own shoulders, in all fairness. Your comments, suggestions or additions will
certainly be taken into account when the next edition of this work is published, and
credit given accordingly.

And now, at this point in our story, some very sincere CONGRATULATIONS are in
order. Each and every one of my readers has now officially participated in a close
encounter of the fifth kind, in the comfort of your own homes! Just by reading this
extraterrestrial communication with its multi-layered meanings qualifies as a CE-5
event. According to the official definition, as proposed by prominent Ufologists,
reading and examining a communication from extraterrestrial sources qualifies as a
Close Encounter Level 5 incident. Rather than pinning an "I Voted" button on your
shirt collar, you can now pin on a "CE5 Participant!" label if you wish. Yes, it really is
just that simple.

In Ufology, a close encounter is an event in which a person witnesses an unidentified



flying object, or has some form of contact with a species from outside the Earth itself. .
This terminology and the system of classification behind it were first suggested in
astronomer and UFO researcher J. Allen Hynek's 1972 book The UFO Experience: A
Scientific Inquiry. Yes, that's also the same Hynek who came up with the "swamp gas"
theory for UFOs. Originally he was a strong skeptic of anything UFO associated.
That's perhaps why he also postulated only three categories of encounters. He never
believed strongly enough to ever consider a human being actually making close contact
or communicating with an alien, much less being abducted by one. The new category,
CE-5, that we have now become a part of, was added later by more informed
investigators of the UFO phenomenon.

A Close Encounter of the Fifth Kind (CE-5) is a UFO event that involves direct
communication between aliens and humans. And yes, that communication can be in
the form of written communication, although no researchers to date have actually
dreamed that we might receive those messages from the stars prior to officially opening
contact and beginning an exchange of some sort. This type of close encounter was
named by the CSETI group, the Center for the Study of Extraterrestrial Intelligence,
formed by Dr. Steven M. Greer and his associates. In fact, their definition "Close
encounters of the fifth kind, in which humans and aliens intentionally communicate
through ordinary light and sound," seems especially appropriate given the fact that the
extraterrestrials chose to employ a form of light in which to portray their message
symbols, high upon a wall, for us to use. The type of expertise that CSETI presents
might be invaluable when it comes time to plan our own reply to this message from
the aliens. Hopefully, some of their members will join us in our efforts.

In anthropology, a first contact is defined as the first meeting of two communities
previously without contact with one another. Some of the more notable examples of
first contact are those between the Spanish Empire and the Arawak natives (and
ultimately in all of the Americas) in 1492, with Columbus. Or the even earlier contact
between the Vikings and the natives of Northern Canada. Well, we know that those
meetings didn't always come out well for the natives, to say the least. But this
unilateral and straightforward offer of help to the human population from another
group that is literally not of our own planet, seems to represent a very promising start
towards some type of friendly relationship in the future.

And we can now all breathe a collective sigh of relief that their first message was not
one of "take me to your leader" or even worse "your world belongs to us." But instead
it is an offer to help all of humanity, rich and poor alike, during a very difficult period
in our modern history.

In the upcoming chapters, I will offer a symbol that we might use in our first steps
towards replying to the alien communication, in a way that is both free and easy. I will
also be providing the links to some bonus material that is meant exclusively for my
readers to enjoy, including an mp3 recording that pronounces the Sumerian words
used by the aliens, and the reasons that might make that verbalization very important
in our process of healing. As well as some final thoughts on the form that the



extraterrestrials chose to use in their communication, and what that might indicate to
us, the ordinary citizens of our world. I think you will enjoy them.



Chapter 13
Full Disclosure? Not!

ARE WE RECEIVING FULL DISCLOSURE ON COVID-19?

I wanted to take a short chapter to address the situation surrounding the public
knowledge of what causes the virus, where it might have originated, and how it can be
cured. Not only from the standpoint of what the aliens have told us which is much
more extensive than anything anyone has told us to date. But also from the perspective
of what we are being told, and not told about the situation, by the ones that we trust
to keep us informed about threats to the national peace.

One thing that the evidence clearly shows is that we are not being provided with full
disclosure, on a timely basis, by either the scientists at the Wuhan Biolab, or by
anyone else in mainland China. Actually the general public is not being adequately
informed by anyone, on any continent, (even in America) in my opinion. We can
piece together part of what they are telling us, or selling us, from official reports.

On February 19, 2020, the Wuhan lab released a letter on its website that outlines
their success in obtaining the whole virus genome for Covid-19, which was named
2019-nCoV by the Wuhan Institute. A team from the lab, the report tells us, began
on December 30, 2019, with samples from Wuhan Jinyintan Hospital, organized the
entire group and worked overnight, and for 72 hours straight, in order to solve the
problem. It's important to identify the entire virus genome in order to begin work on
how to stop its spread. And by January 2, 2020, they had determined the entire
sequence. In other words, they worked three straight days and nights to obtain this
data, according to their report.

The Wuhan lab had the entire sequence on January 2nd, 2020 and on January 21,
2020, it was reported that China's Wuhan Institute of Virology of the Chinese
Academy of Sciences, with the support of the Military Medicine Institute, filed a
patent for the commercial use of Remdesivir in China. They sought to secure this
patent "out of national interest". Remdesivir is an experimental drug patented by
Gilead Sciences in California, which the Wuhan Institute found inhibited the virus in
vitro, when used along with chloroquine, a common treatment for malaria. Recent
results suggest that Remdesivir is probably not the cure that we were hoping for.

Three days to sequence the whole virus genome, nineteen days to: search for a possible
remedy, extensively test it to be sure that it works, and fill out all the paperwork on a
patent application for their "cure". Sure. We learned that hyenas are very fast, and
now it appears that the scientists at Wuhan work fast as well. But why was there such a
rush? Was it to save the lives of the billion or so Chinese that were at risk, since their
BSL-4 lab was the safest place to study the virus? Or, as some cynics might suggest,
was it to stop the spread of something that they themselves had unleashed? If I had
applied for a job in a Chinese lab that "experimented" with a deadly Coronavirus



derived from bats or other animals, I know that one of my early questions in the
employment interview would have been "is there a cure readily available, just in case?"

There's an excellent article online by the Washington Post at
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2020/04/14/state-department-cables-
warned-safety-issues-wuhan-lab-studying-bat-coronaviruses/. On that page, columnist
Josh Rogin comments in the Opinion section about some of the early warnings that
trouble might one day arise in the Wuhan lab.

In State Department cables from U.S. Embassy officials regarding a U.S. delegation
who visited the Chinese research facility, fully two years prior to the worldwide Covid-
19 pandemic, we learn of apparently inadequate safety at the lab, which was engaged
in conducting risky studies on Coranaviruses from bats.

We also should consider another aspect of this situation. Some research is just too
dangerous for even the Military to embrace. The type of research known as "gain-of-
function" (GOF) experiments are designed to find ways in which to make a virus more
deadly, more contagious, or both. Make no mistake this is only valid in Military
applications. Rather than trying to discover a "cure", these experiments are designed to
produce weapons.

From the website of the National Institutes of Health, we learn that on October 16,
2014, the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy announced the
launch of the U.S. Government gain-of-function deliberative process to re-evaluate the
potential risks and benefits associated with certain GOF experiments. During this
process the Government decided to pause the release of federal funding for GOF
studies anticipated to enhance the pathogenicity or transmissibility among mammals
by respiratory droplets of influenza, MERS, or SARS viruses.

The Government paused the funding of experiments designed to make MERS, SARS,
or influenza viruses, (Covid-19 is a newer member of this family), more deadly? And
what's the deceptive idea included in this communication? Yes, paused was used, and
not "stopped". I would salute the Government for their service to the community,
except that, as you remember from an earlier chapter, when Fort Detrick closed for
those eight months, the State of Maryland passed new Health codes because they
feared that the experiments would simply be moved off-base. So these gain-of-function
experiments; where were they moved to? Were they moved to sub-contractor
operations outside of the country, and perhaps even to China?

There's a modern media statement that we see repeated, over and over lately, much
like "wash your hands." It usually follows a script that assures us: "As many scientists
have pointed out, there is no evidence that the virus now plaguing the world was
engineered. In fact, most scientists seem to agree that it came from animals." They
repeat that a great many times in the media, perhaps under the illusion that a lie
repeated often enough becomes the truth. And here we see just another example of
providing us with less than "the whole truth and nothing but the truth". Because



stating that it was not engineered is not the same thing as saying that it did not come
from a laboratory, as we learn from Xiao Qiang, a research scientist at the School of
Information at the University of California at Berkeley.

The Chinese Government, meanwhile, has put a total lockdown on information
related to the virus origins. The Shanghai, China lab that published the novel
Coronavirus genome on Jan. 11 was quickly shut down by authorities for
"rectification." And several of the doctors and journalists who reported on the spread
early on have disappeared.

Rectification is an interesting word choice for those Chinese authorities. On the one
hand it indicates the action of putting something right; making a correction. Yet
another meaning relates to the conversion of an alternating current to direct current.
But perhaps they are correct, and I am wrong, since they may actually be employing
alternating current (AC) electricity in their process of "correcting".



Chapter 14
Good Grammar is Important

There is one other important item that we need to consider in regard to the
composition of the extraterrestrial message. This is something that was not hidden
inside of the message text but instead represents an integral part of it. It relates to the
way in which the message itself was fashioned. We can often tell a lot about another
civilization just by looking at the way in which they express themselves in their texts.

In their normal arrangement, a sentence written in the Sumerian language was not
composed in the same form as what we have in our own modern English language.
Their grammar differed from ours. Sumerian is classified as a subject-object-verb type
language. In linguistics, a subject-object-verb (SOV) language is one in which the
subject, object, and verb of a sentence always or usually appear in that order. If English
were SOV, for example, "Sam oranges ate" would be an ordinary sentence, as opposed
to the actual Standard English of "Sam ate oranges", which is typical for the Subject-
verb-object (SVO) order that English follows.

About half of the world's languages use the SOV or subject-object-verb order, while
about a third of the languages of the world use the SVO or subject-verb-object order
that we use in our English language. SOV is the order used by the largest number of
distinct languages; it is employed with languages that include Japanese, Korean,
Mongolian, Turkish, the Indo-Aryan languages and the Dravidian languages. And this
is the order used by the ancient Sumerian language as well. A sentence glossing as "She
him loves" would be grammatically correct in these languages.

Some of the languages that use our own SVO word order include English, Bulgarian,
Macedonian, Serbo-Croatian, the Chinese languages and Swahili, among others. "She
loves him" would be grammatically correct in these languages. Notice how both
English and Chinese speakers would use the same word order that the message was
delivered in, (SVO)? And both of these groups are mentioned as players, inside the
alien message text?

Yes, the message was delivered to us using symbols. And those symbols were placed in
the same SVO word order that we would find acceptable and ordinary in the English
or Chinese languages. And that's a problem. Because placing the text in that word
order would not be correct for a communication written in the Sumerian language.

Based upon the extremely high order of thinking that went into the composition of
the alien message to us, I have to believe that this was done intentionally, and not by
accident. But what could their reason be for doing that?

If we were to change the symbols of the extraterrestrial message around slightly, we
could amend this to represent the expected SOV word order very easily. Simply by
changing one of the symbols for another (exchanging the positions of the third and



fifth symbols would do it), we could easily conform this into a proper SOV word
order. And which of the eight clues, both from the visible and the hidden groups,
would have changes made in their meanings if we were to do that? None of them! It
would make no difference at all in either the translation of the cure itself or in the
clues offered to us about its source. So why did they do it?
Here's an easier example of what I am referring to. In the structure of a sentence, the
subject is the person or thing doing something, and the object is having something
done to it. The verb, of course, represents the action that is being accomplished.

However, in our extraterrestrial message we find:

The Tree of Heaven, received by injection (inoculate), under the skin (of a human).

Tree of Heaven is the (S)ubject, to inoculate or inject is the (V)erb, and human skin is
the (O)bject.

We can see that the message as provided to us by these extraterrestrial authors, is
created in the English (and Chinese) form of SVO and not in the Sumerian form of
SOV.

If this message had been crafted by a human translator of Sumerian, he or she would
have, as a professional linguist, followed the Sumerian grammatical system of SOV, or
Subject-Object-Verb, and we would have received, instead of the above, a message like
this:

The Tree of Heaven (S), under the skin (O) is injected (V).

Without giving it another thought, our human scholars would have done what they
always do - crafted the message with perfect Sumerian grammar usage. Not because
they simply "wished" to be very precise, but because they almost had no other choice.
They had to. And here's why.

Differences in word order complicate a translation, and sometimes to the point of
making them completely illegible. Reordering of words can also run into problems
when transcribing stories. Rhyme scheme can change, as well as the meanings behind
the words.

Sumerian Cuneiform symbols often have several meanings attached to them. The way
in which a linguist is able to determine the correct word choice for a given piece of
text, is by examining the options to determine first of all which one fits in with the
expected word order for that language.

I can offer you an example that is much closer to "real life" and very pertinent here.

Imagine that you are a newly assigned translator of Sumerian texts, on your first day of
work in a major Museum. You have been assigned the task of translating the first
group of characters from a tablet that has recently arrived from Iraq at the Museum
where you work. Your superiors are very probably using this as a test of your abilities.



The first Sumerian cuneiform character is actually a combination of two signs, and
they are very common and easily identified; you immediately recognize them as
representing the words "EN.KI" and you understand that this is a reference to Lord
"Enki".

The third character is also easy to place - it's "gu", meaning to eat, to consume. So we
have Enki SOMETHING ate. But what did Enki eat? (I know, my example sounds
like something from a Curious George story for children, but bear with me).

The second cuneiform character in our example text represents the word bilga in
Sumerian. You are quite sure that it is the character for bilga, but you are not as
certain in regard to which definition choice for that word fits best within the context
of the sentence and the theme of the tablet you are working on. The word's position
within a text, and the context of the text, are your main tools towards helping you
make a determination as to which of the possible meanings is best suited to the
example at hand.

Your choices for the Sumerian word bilga, are:

[fruit, flower, fruit-shaped jewelry, an ancestor, a male ancestor]. (These are the actual
choices provided by the Sumerian dictionary.)

Recall that this is not the English word order of Enki ate SOMETHING, but rather
the Sumerian language order, which was written as Enki SOMETHING ate. (SOV)

To be thorough, you must examine all of the possible meanings. Which are provided
below.

1] Enki flower ate. The Sumerian gods are said to have enjoyed an offering of fresh
flowers, but none that we are aware of were said to consume flowers. So no, this
wouldn't work.

2] Enki jewelry ate. None of the gods have been reported to consume jewelry. No,
again.

3] Enki ancestor ate. Possibly, but more likely humans were sacrificed to Enki rather
than being eaten by Enki personally. This also is a no.

4] Enki fruit ate. Yes, this is not only possible but it is the best answer, and the one
that you will turn in to your supervising Professor. You are promoted to scribal-slave
second class, in the Museum division. Metal chains will now be forged to secure you
to your work station.

How did this highly educated but newly arrived translator arrive at his correct answer?
He remembered his training. And he followed the word order routine that we know to
be not only present, but most commonly used, in the writings of the ancient Sumerian
people. We know that because it conforms to the many other texts that we have
previously translated with success. All using that word order.



Would a University trained translator, probably working under a Governmental grant
of some type, or a talented self-taught translator, have made the simple mistake of
using English word order and not Sumerian word order if he had been asked to
manufacture this message from the aliens? No. It doesn't seem reasonable that he
would, and it seems much more likely that he would follow the correct grammar
should he have been tasked to do this. This is just one example of the types of mistakes
that another trained linguist would pick up on very quickly. It would scream "fake" to
one who knew what to expect.

Is it likely that a Governmental worker or Military person, or perhaps someone with
ancient language skills that works for an Intelligence agency (NSA?) could be the
author of our message? No, it would not be likely at all. That would be the least likely
explanation for one simple reason - both Chinese and American scientists are named
as possible suspects in the alien message translation that I have performed. It would
seem highly unlikely that they would craft a message that implicated themselves and
pointed the blame straight as an arrow in their direction. They would surely have
created a message that implicated others, and not themselves. Other the other hand,
they would represent the best candidates for seeing that this information never reaches
the public.

And that, as far as I can tell, is the answer to our question as to why the aliens would
offer us a message in a very clean example of the Sumerian language form and yet
appear to have made a very easy, beginner type "mistake" in the grammar. I don't
believe that it was a mistake at all. I believe that they were proving to us that nobody
from the world of academia, from an institution of higher learning, or anyone else that
is dependent upon grants of money from the Governments or Military of our world,
was the author of this message. They knew that they were the authors of the message,
of course, but they wished to show us, in a very clever way, that it did not originate
from any of our own, human scholars. And of course this worked, since I picked up
on it, but others would have as well.

In the next chapter I will examine some of the ways in which those who have
absolutely no belief in the idea of UFOs, or extraterrestrials, or in messages or
communications from same, might react to this disclosure. Is it too soon? Are we not
yet ready for this news?



Chapter 15
The Impact of 
this Message

A further problem arises when we consider the corpus of the Sumerian writing that is
understood and able to be translated, as of today. Not all of the transliterated symbols
have been aligned with an agreed upon meaning. Thus a construction in Sumerian is
sometimes even more difficult to translate than one would assume.

There are perhaps a few hundred or so scholars in the world who would have been
able to create the general public version of the Sumerian message accurately. But they
would not have done it using the incorrect word order that I pointed out in the last
chapter. Add to that number the numbers of students that are now enrolled in these
types of University courses and the amateurs who have attained those skills, and it
increases the potentials substantially. But how many could do the rest of it, unless they
used a world-class computer system (perhaps a Cray) to solve the problem? It's actually
more difficult than the 3-D chess as played on the Star Wars TV episodes, because it
involves two languages to solve it, and one of those has not been spoken in over four
thousand years!

Gaining access to those types of heavy-duty computers also presents problems. Access
time for using those super-computers is valuable and restricted, as well as being logged,
due to the costs of operation and the number of people awaiting access. There simply
are not enough of these available to satisfy the demand for them, worldwide. I find it
less than credible to assume that a student would have unrestricted access, and even
less plausible that a professor would even bother to attempt this.

That just leaves us with the Governments and Military of the world. But, as I
mentioned previously, with the message contents itself seeming to implicate a person
or persons unknown from both the United States and China as possible co-
conspirators, I find it hard to believe that anyone in the Government concocted this.
And of course we would have to know why they would even attempt to do so, given
the fact that they have made it crystal clear that they are not interested in any natural
types of medicines, nor anything that does not come out of an FDA approved
Pharmaceutical company (perhaps one in which they share an ownership position as
well). It almost seems as if they are telling us that, "if we can't weaponize it, and we
can't profit hugely from it, we don't need it".

Another factor proving that Intelligence Agency related people are not the authors, is
that by publishing this it tends to undermine the expense and work that they have put
in, over the past sixty and more years, towards convincing some of us that aliens are
not real. Disclosure is not actually something that they have asked for as a Christmas
present this year.



And we can be reasonably sure that it was not someone with a financial interest in a
Big Pharma compnay, since it offers a nearly free ingredient as a cure. One that is
herbal in nature and probably not able to be patented. In fact, several stocks might see
a fall if this cure turns out to be successful.

Another complication arises when we ask the question: "How did the aliens know that
I, or someone with my qualifications, would be able to solve their multi-tiered system
of obfuscation?" But that one we can answer, because on our website there is a page
that displays a complete alphabet system that we found hidden inside of the Codex
Seraphinianus, which is one of a few difficult texts that many have attempted to solve
over the years. While we have not managed to solve the entire Codex, this represents a
good first step. And the fact that I personally have prior experience as a Cryptographer
has also been published on our website.

And of course, all of the complications that I have listed above would also apply to our
abductee that forwarded the alien image to me. And what would be the gain for any
human entity to work so hard on concocting this message? Surely a human would
have offered us a much simpler version.

The remedy that the text outlines, in very clear terms, consists of one major
component, and that ingredient is one that can be obtained at a very cheap cost in
most of the world. And, as you may recall, I have already renounced any patent rights
and released the remedy itself to the public domain. Yes, I am publishing this book on
the experience, but I have quite a few other books that are nearly complete, and that I
dropped work on when this arose. Because this is more time critical than anything else
that I am working on. The lives of a great many people are at stake, and if there is even
one tiny sliver of a chance that their suggestion might help to some degree, I felt that it
was imperative to get this information out as soon as possible. I also lost a friend of
many years recently, who fell to Covid-19 even though he was in good health and
barely middle aged.

Neither the abductee nor I created the message or the contents that they represent.
The Government and professional translators have not, so what does that leave us
with? It seems that this is actually the first extraterrestrial message to mankind.

One friend who I confided with in general terms about these contents, commented
that many will question the very release of this data; in terms resembling "if this were
true, why am I not reading about it on main stream news outlets?", to which I have a
ready answer. If I had released this to the media prior to publication, do you really
believe that you would be reading this right now? Would not your humble author
perhaps be in the company of something equivalent to the "Men In Black"? Perhaps
not, but I do not wish to take that chance.

I place this before you as a simple researcher who has uncovered something amazing.
Something that represents a friendly contact between ourselves and an alien group that
appears to wish the best for us. I don't have all of the answers yet, and perhaps we



never will. But they have made the first, important move.

Yes, there are alternative meanings that could be applied to the some of the image
characters in our message in question, but I have sincerely, and without any agenda,
attempted my best and most honest presentation of the contents. And even the
alternate meanings that might be applied in one or more of the words do not serve to
change the overall theme. And when the words indicated a meaning that could be
accepted as either "the number 1" or as "one unit, which equaled 60 in their number
system", for example, I have pointed those options out and made it clear. I have not,
and will not, "drive" or force the contents in any way. This is too important for any
agenda, and I am not an employee of anyone other than my readers.

Does the message translation "satisfy" or "gratify" me as a translator or author? Not
entirely. I am fascinated by the revelations concerning who might be behind this
pandemic, and the fact that we have written confirmation of aliens after all, is life-
changing for many of us. However, while I am grateful that they offer us a cure, I
would have preferred that they provided us with a remedy that did not need to be
injected, for example. I have to say that my trust factor regarding inoculations by
medical personnel has dropped to an all-time low recently. Perhaps it's a consequence
of all of the conspiracy chatter that has me spooked, but I know that at least a fourth
of you feel the same way, according to national polls (and perhaps even a much higher
percentage). Don't get me wrong, I'm not a rabid anti-Vaxxer (those against
government provided vaccinations) by any means; it's simply the cautious position
that I have adopted at the present time.

And again, the extraterrestrial authors were very probably not in a position to supply
us with the direct formula, written in clear English, and with the actual names of the
parties involved, for reasons relating to the disclosure of advanced technology to less
technically advanced races. And if they had named names, it could have led all the way
to a nuclear exchange.

I also did not write this solely to make money. I would like to be paid for my time and
experience, as would all of us. But for me the importance of any income from the sale
of this e-book is that it will allow me to complete some of the other books that I am
working on, that much sooner. I decided to self-publish this primarily because I did
not wish to reveal its contents to anyone ahead of publication. Sometimes, by pure
coincidence, bad things happen to people that share unique knowledge of
extraterrestrial contact with everyday citizens. And I published it solely in an e-book
format so that it would be available to the largest number of people in these times
where the attitude of "stay at home" (and especially don't visit your local book store)
seems to prevail. And no, I did not even attempt to offer it to a publisher, since then
the control over its publication would fall on them. In my research I discovered at least
one example in which an unknown agency purchased the complete rights to a book,
only to then bury the book and never publish it. It does and has happened, I assure
you.



I will admit that I wrote this, and decided to publish it ahead of my other books, for
the simple reason that people deserve to know about any possible alternative and
cheap cures, even if they do not pan out quite the way we hope.

As to the books reception, my family has (jokingly?) indicated to me their concern that
we might need to change our names and go into seclusion, after the publication of this
book. And change the names of our dogs as well. And some of my friends have
expressed the opinion that it will be received by the mainstream media with attitudes
ranging from "same stuff, different day" to "nothing to see here". But I happen to
believe that the general public will indeed care. And perhaps some will care much
more than others.

To all of those who hold steadfast to the idea that "aliens do not exist", I have to say,
"I'm sorry, but you are wrong." And I will add, "No offense intended, and can we
now please move on, together, into our future?"

So, here we stand. The First Publication of an Extraterrestrial Communication to
humanity. Interesting times we live in, right? Because the truth is, whether their
remedy helps us or not, we did receive it, and they crafted it in a format that we can
understand, and we can even use the same method to reply to them, if we choose to
do so.

So how much different can these extraterrestrials really be from ourselves? Physically,
who knows, but mentally? I have to believe that they may very well be more
intelligent, but not so radically different in the way that they form ideas into phrases,
and express their thoughts. Could we eventually communicate openly with them, and
perhaps even one day become friends or associates? Perhaps we will. But the "perhaps"
we have today is certainly much better than the agony of not knowing that has been
stressing us out since the landings at Roswell. Now we know.

Another thing that I need to place on the table now is a request for a favor from you,
the reader. I've done my best, and presented what I have uncovered as completely and
honestly as I know how. But should the information in this book not turn out to be
exactly correct, in one section or another, please blame me, and not the aliens. My
skills at understanding how an extraterrestrial civilization might present information to
us may be more at fault than any minor error on their part. And keep in mind that
this is still the first published translation of a message from extraterrestrials, and that in
itself is a great accomplishment for all of mankind. We've truly been contacted, and
now we know that we are not alone after all!

I am not now nor will I ever ask you for any money to help in this cause. I would
however appreciate your help. If there is any way in which you can help to get the
information out that there is now a book that provides clues towards the pandemic
causes and cures, I certainly would appreciate it. I have been forced by circumstances
to self publish and self-advertise this book, and my own funds are very limited. Thank
You.



Chapter 16
Is this Example Unique?

Many new ideas are at first attacked, and only later accepted as amounting to the
most logically sound answer for a complicated situation. When those who embrace a
long-held and strong belief that the extraterrestrial question represents a form of
madness on the part of those reporting it, discover that we now have written and
visual proof of its veracity, it will cause them to adopt a strong defensive position.
Denial will be one of their favorite rivers, for a time. Attacking this report might also
be on the menu.

I have the idea that some of the skeptics might point out that our Covid-19
communication is a "unique" example, a one-off, and not supported by evidence of its
use elsewhere, as if that somehow makes any difference towards the accuracy of our
own example. This is simply an act of deflection on their part and is not based upon
good science. Many items that are studied by archaeologists and linguists are
represented by only one or a very few examples at first. And then what frequently
happens next is that more examples show up! Once someone pays attention to an
artifact, all of the Museum workers rush to see what other similar items they might be
storing in one of their dusty shelves in the very back of the building. These are the
artifacts that the general public rarely, if ever, gets to see.

But I don't wish for our first message from the extraterrestrials to be denigrated simply
because there are no other examples of this same use of ancient Sumerian language
forms in a similar extraterrestrial context. The truth is, I have many more examples of
successful translations, and all of them contain clear messages that I have deciphered. I
mentioned other examples that I had completed, but in those cases the person who
provided them requested that I not publish them. But I have many others that I can
and will publish in the very near future. (I am currently working on getting that book
published at this time.) I would like to offer all of these to you now, but I simply must
place them inside of another book, due to the time that it would take for me to get
them ready for publication, and the need to get this urgent message content out to the
public.

Something else that we should consider in this report is that there is actually an
historical precedent for the use of medicinal herbs by both the early Sumerians and
others. Archaeological evidence indicates that the use of medicinal plants dates back to
the Paleolithic age, approximately 60,000 years ago. The first written evidence of
herbal remedies dates back over 5,000 years to the Sumerians themselves, who
compiled lists of plants. And other ancient cultures wrote about plants and their
medical uses in books called herbals. In ancient Egypt, herbs are mentioned in
Egyptian medical texts, depicted in tomb illustrations, and found in medical jars
containing trace amounts of the herbs.



Where the aliens somehow being "allowed" to furnish us with this communication
because they had already helped the human populations of Sumeria and Egypt, some
thousands of years ago, by instructing them in the use of natural herbal remedies? The
epics of our earliest civilizations report that the "sky gods" did in fact teach humanity
about the use of herbal medicine. And were they somehow "allowed" to provide this
information, as long as they framed it in a neutral language like Sumerian, since it is
not connected to any other language or culture?

And could our extraterrestrial lady, with the whitest skin, fair hair and blue eyes, who
displayed this message in large characters upon a wall for our intrepid abductee to
copy, represent some type of human-alien hybrid? We've been hearing rumors about
this possibility from quite a few of our modern Ufology authors. Could it be that some
human portion of her anatomy spoke to a need to preserve humanity, much as the
Sumerian star god Enki is said to have saved mankind during the Sumerian floods
because he felt pity upon our kind? I have no evidence of this either way, but it does
seem to indicate a connection to the recorded history from as far back as the early days
of Sumer.

I wonder why, with their superior intelligence and knowledge, they did not simply
provide us with the chemical formula that would serve to end this pandemic? But
further consideration brought to mind the "Prime Directive", also known as "Starfleet
General Order 1," and the "non-interference directive" from the fictional universe of
Star Trek.

Some of you may share my fascination with the original Star Trek series, and some of
its later versions as well. One of the ideas expressed in that show that really seemed to
make sense to me dealt with the self-imposed limitation of technologically superior
beings from sharing technology with another civilization less advanced than theirs, due
to the tendency of this knowledge to interfere with their internal and natural
development.

In Star Trek: The Next Generation, in the first-season episode "Symbiosis," Captain
Jean-Luc Picard of the starship Enterprise states "The Prime Directive is not just a set
of rules; it is a philosophy... and a very correct one. History has proven again and
again that whenever mankind interferes with a less developed civilization, no matter
how well intentioned that interference may be, the results are invariably disastrous."

But it's not only fictional characters that express this opinion. John A. Ball, Ph.D. in
Astrophysics from Harvard University in Cambridge, a radio astronomer at Harvard
and later a research scientist at MIT's Haystack Observatory in Westford,
Massachusetts, authored the "Zoo Hypothesis" in 1973.

The Zoo Hypothesis, published in Icarus, 19 (3): 347-349, speculates on the assumed
behavior and existence of technically-advanced extraterrestrial life and the reasons they
refrain from contacting Earth. The hypothesis is that alien life intentionally avoids
communication with Earth, and one of its main interpretations is that it does so to



allow for natural evolution and socio-cultural development, avoiding interplanetary
contamination, similarly to people observing animals at a zoo.

If we agree that these might seem like reasonable precautions for an extraterrestrial race
to take, then what conclusions can we reach? Perhaps we should expect a
communication that would provide information in such a way as to not disclose
medical treatments or chemical formulas that are not presently extant among the
discoveries of humanity. That way they would not be revealing higher technology to
our less advanced race.

And, would it actually violate any directives to simply remind humanity that, during
our distant past, the Sumerians were indeed creating medicines and treating their
people, even as long ago as the date when these cuneiform symbols were first
employed? We have not translated enough of the vast numbers of existing tablets to
date, (estimates run to about 300,000 translated out of some 2,000,000 discovered to
date) to learn the specifics about their medicines, but we do have evidence that they
were skilled in that field.

Let's present their case before the Inter-Galactic Judicial Council, hypothetically
speaking. First they used an alphabet that was an invention of humans in Sumeria,
some 5,500 years ago. We may not use it today, but we do still understand it. Second,
they used terms in that ancient language to express the details for a possible cure for
Covid-19 and related mutations of that disease. And third, this possible cure utilizes
only natural, herbal type ingredients that are native to the planet Earth, and methods
of introduction that are already familiar to our own Doctors. Surely they have not
violated any reasonable directives with this, have they?

But was this message, provided to a human abductee in the form of remembered
characters, as if painted on some neon screen, even authorized to be released to
humanity? Is this a first attempt at contact by one or more groups of extraterrestrials,
or could it simply represent one faction that felt compassion for our plight? Do they
have the level of empathy that would allow feelings for those less fortunate than they,
who were suffering from a pandemic? Or is it more of a logical response to a situation
that does not fit in with some overall plans that they might have for the planet Earth?

If you have had a chance to read the works of David M. Jacobs such as The Threat:
The Secret Alien Agenda, or Dr. Karla Turner's Taken: Inside the Alien-Human
Abduction Agenda, or the works of author Budd Hopkins, another possibility might
come to mind. According to their theories, based upon the reports of abductees, there
is currently a group of alien-human hybrids deployed in small numbers on Earth. I
don't always follow along exactly with all of their ideas, mainly because the possibility
is simply too shocking to entertain, but they do seem to hold a kernel of truth, and
perhaps some hybrids decided to come to the aid of their earthly parents. If you, as an
extraterrestrial scientist, decide to attempt to create alien-human creatures, then you
have to be prepared to handle the "human" emotions that they might one day exhibit.



In any case, the doorway between extraterrestrials and humanity has finally been
opened. Discounting the possibility of a Covid-19 remedy, which is only a part of the
event, the fact that coherent messages, accurately translatable into the English of
today, have been provided to us. It is no longer a question of "why don't they make
contact with us?", but rather one of "what will we learn next?"

Can we reply to them on our own initiative? Yes, we can. Included in the bonus
material, whose link will be included in the final chapter, are links to the complete
chart of Sumerian symbols as well as a link to the University of Pennsylvania
dictionary. Find the word in Sumerian that you need in the dictionary, and then copy
the symbol that was used to display that word from the chart of symbols. How you
will broadcast it to them is something that, perhaps as a group of concerned citizens,
we might like to discuss. As well as other topics, such as the contents of the message
we wish to send. Can we, should we, organize an informal group to undertake that
task? I know that we can, and I believe that we should. Please share your comments
and suggestions with me.

Will the governments of our fair planet be willing to help us, either monetarily or
physically, in communication projects involving these extraterrestrial entities? We
can't count on that happening, in our lifetimes, in my opinion. But now we won't
need their help. We will however, legally, need their permission. What's that you say?

UNOOSA, the United Nations Office for Outer Space Affairs, published their
directive concerning contact with extraterrestrials as follows: In Reference: "Treaty on
Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer
Space, including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies." And Especially: In
accordance with the adopted resolution, General Assembly resolution 2222 (XXI) of
19 December 1966, and entered in force on 10 October, 1967; Article XI:

"In order to promote international co-operation in the peaceful exploration and use of
outer space, States Parties to the Treaty conducting activities in outer space, including
the moon and other celestial bodies, agree to inform the Secretary-General of the
United Nations as well as the public and the international scientific community, to the
greatest extent feasible and practicable, of the nature, conduct, locations and results of
such activities. On receiving the said information, the Secretary-General of the United
Nations should be prepared to disseminate it immediately and effectively."

The United States and other countries have already signed off on this UN resolution,
and therefore any attempt to reply to the aliens will require a courtesy reply to their
request. So our first step will be to advise them that we are in a position to reply to a
communication from extraterrestrial sources and that we intend to do so.

But we can't expect the Secretary-General of the UN to "be prepared to disseminate it
immediately". We should consider ourselves to be on our own from this point
forward. And we will need the help of everyone in order to get this information into
the hands of the general public, worldwide.



Chapter 17
Our Reply & 

Closing Thoughts
This novel is based on a factual reality that simply would not be allowed to see the
light of day in any form other than becoming published as "fiction". The Big Tech
companies that currently control our social media accounts (with perhaps some
influence from our Intelligence agencies as well) are not currently allowing any open
discussion of Covid-19 or 21 cures that did not come out of a Big Pharma lab. And
certainly nothing that is nearly free and consists of an herbal ingredient that has been
used since ancient times. And of course the CCP of China will not sit kindly to any
mention of their possible involvement in this mess.

Where what I have uncovered in my own research departs from conventional wisdom,
I have always trusted in my personal observations. And my instincts along with a
confirmation of the evidence, tells me that this information has merit and it needs to
get out.

We should also note that information always equals power. And when certain groups
of humans discover that they are no longer the sole holders of the keys to alien
communication, they will quite naturally seek to maintain the control of those keys in
their exclusive hands. But we no longer need their help. We are perfectly able to
communicate at a time of our own choosing. And rather that any attempt on my part
to be just another despot and to control that power, I have released it to you, the
general public represented by my readers. I will certainly be available to help in any
way that I can, but the links on my website are sufficient for this knowledge to be used
by all and spread far and wide.

As a token towards that idea of contact, I have created a cuneiform sign in the
Sumerian language that might be used as our "first step". On the following page is a
symbol that I created to thank the extraterrestrials for their message to us. As humans,
politeness is not only expected but appropriate. And while should indeed reply to the
alien message, we will need to considering the content and form that our reply should
take. In the meantime, I think that we should at the very least say something in return.
To acknowledge their message and display our interest in further communications
seems desirable. I created this polite thank you sign in the Sumerian language, in the
hopes that all of my readers and others as well, will use it whenever the opportunity
arrives. Perhaps on forums, web pages, in emails, etc., so that we have the best chance
for the extraterrestrials to receive it. The following page displays that effort, as it
contains an image for the symbol in Sumerian that represents dug, or more specifically
dug3, with the number after the letters being added to differentiate it from similar sign
forms. The Sumerian corpus of examples has not yet yielded, to date, a symbol with
the precise meaning of "thank you". However, when the Sumerians wished to



evidence their appreciation they would commonly refer to some event, effort, or
artifact as being good, or of goodness, and to be sweet.

Dug3 = good, to be good, a good thing, goodness, and to be sweet.

As the closest in meaning to the words we might use to express our "thanks", I have
picked out that sign for us to reply with. Please take a look at that image and then we
will continue.





Using the ancient Sumerian language itself, it's the closest I could come to an idea of
"It's a good thing, very helpful, and nice". My idea in using the "good thing" symbol
relates to their efforts to defy the normal situation of non-contact that we have been
living under for so long, since they actually reached forth their hands to help us. And
the "to be sweet" meaning informs them that we find it very fitting for them to
contact us, and that we appreciate it and are not alarmed or disturbed by it. That they
did the right thing or a good thing, in our opinion, and we appreciate it. And that we
believe that now is the time for us to talk further. We're telling them that we would
like to have further conversations, but without the involvement of our Governments
or Military, since that's the way that they decided to deliver their own message. It also
implies that we are not in denial; that we are ready to hear more, and share more. And
perhaps ready to assume our own position, however humble, in the general order of
the Universe. At the very least it lets them know that we are not unaware of polite
behavior such as thanking someone for helping us. Because, believe it or not, in some
of our past civilizations on Earth it was thought to be an act of weakness to either
provide or acknowledge a considerate act!

Various sized examples of that image are also available for download in the bonus
material on my website. You may use it as you see fit, and I certainly hope that you do
use the sign in some way. If the extraterrestrials see that there is a universal acceptance
of this first contact on our part, I'm sure that it will lead to more and better outcomes,
for both of us. We should be cautious, to be sure, but we should perhaps also keep in
mind the old saying of "you can't truly hate someone that you truly understand".

Something else that came to mind while I was researching this subject, is the idea that
the Sumerians and other Mesopotamians often either spoke or chanted certain words
while they were in the process of healing one of their own of some malady. We know
this from the translations of their many tablets. We've seen this same technique
applied in many of the cultures from ancient times, and from such locations as
Europe, Great Britain, Australia, India and China. And something similar was
practiced by the Native Americans as well. I'm not positive that this type of chanting is
completely necessary, but I am merely a reporter in this situation, and not the one
who will decide what might or might not help. Some very intelligent people have
explained that there is after all some connection between sound and healing, so let's
examine that idea.

The legendary Wizard and inventive Genius Nikola Tesla was on one occasion asked if
there was a fundamental secret at the very heart of the universe. He replied with the
short and cryptic statement (he was fond of short cryptic statements) "resonance,
vibration, and frequency." Most of the reporters listening probably assumed that his
answer had some relation to the fields of electricity and radio waves; since both are
common threads in the many inventions of Tesla. But did anyone ever take the time
to learn what he might have been indicating?

After all, in the field of physics, resonance is often defined as: "a vibration of large
amplitude in a mechanical or electrical system caused by a relatively small periodic



stimulus of the same or nearly the same period as the natural vibration period of the
system". Vibration is defined by physicists as: "an oscillation of the parts of a fluid or
an elastic solid whose equilibrium has been disturbed, or of an electromagnetic wave."

Their definition for the word frequency is often something like: "the number of
occurrences of a repeating event per unit of time. Also referred to as temporal
frequency, it is measured in units of hertz (Hz) which is equal to one occurrence of a
repeating event per second".

But when we consider it, was Tesla asked for the secrets of electrical power and radio
broadcasting in the Universe, or for the "fundamental secret at the very heart of the
universe"? But wasn't Tesla much more than simply one of the greatest inventors of
our time? He was reported as having given very eloquent talks on a variety of topics,
some of them very personal and highly spiritual in nature. Perhaps we should not pre-
judge him as those reporters obviously did. Perhaps we should look a bit deeper into
what he might have meant by those terms. We should examine this with open eyes, so
to speak.

Resonance also takes place when certain stimuli that is included as a part of our
communication evokes a meaning within a listener or viewer. Even if that which we
put into the communication has no meaning in and of itself, the resulting meaning of
our communication is what a listener or viewer gets out of his experiences with this
stimuli. As an example, we might consider some of the early Celtic songs. Many of us
would not understand the original words today, but somehow they seem to strike a
deep chord within us when we hear them reproduced. Whether it is a feeling of joy or
melancholy, it certainly brings on a type of Déjà vu moment. And, just as in the
scientific definition of resonance, through the process of resonance a comparatively
weak vibration in one object can cause a very strong reacting vibration in another.

An informal example of vibration can be observed in a person's emotional state, the
atmosphere of a place, or the associations of an object, as communicated to and felt by
others. When we speak about the powerful vibrations from an earthquake, we are not
only expressing the scientifically observable movement of the earth, but also the spine-
tingling feeling of near helplessness that accompanies the cries of the earth groaning as
it opens up in front of us. Both events and verbal communications can sometimes
vibrate very strongly and deeply inside of all of us.

And we are, after all, creatures of frequency. It should therefore come as no surprise
that when we listen to a piece of conventional music it should produce a series of
effects, intended or otherwise, in the listener. We are all emotionally affected by music,
either spiritually elevated and joyous or reduced to deep melancholy or even tears.
Artists use their music to reach us, to touch perhaps our very souls. Unfortunately we
also find that Big Business uses music, and even specific musical frequencies, for their
own ends. And often their music is designed to exploit a variety of fundamental
human emotions, and add to their bottom lines.



So perhaps now we can better appreciate Nikola Tesla's comment on the secrets at the
heart of the universe: "resonance, vibration, and frequency."

Sometimes when I do deep research on a subject I come across a seemingly unrelated
factoid that impacts greatly upon the direction of my report. And the results of my
translating the alien communication, seems, in hindsight, to have been leading
towards another specific purpose. After studying the sayings of Tesla, and the ideas
proposed by early Magicians and Shamans from around the world, I believe that the
ancient Sumerian pictograms, in their transliterated form, must be recited aloud. And
that those verbal tones represent an integral part of the healing process. They may
serve to add a certain something to the treatment itself.

In fact, if you subscribe to the Ancient Aliens theory of our origins, it would seem
likely that the early visitors to our planet, in attempting to help the local population
for whatever reason, may have taught them both the use of herbs and natural
medicines and the need for chanting or singing to accompany the treatment. All over
the world, in a great many cultures, we find records of the visitors from the stars
having taught humanity the art of healing. And nearly all of our Shamans and early
Magicians, as well as the Celts, Druids and Native Americans, used rhythmic chants or
what we might call "sporadic folk music", in their healing, exactly as the message from
Tesla tells us.

I feel that the alien communication was intentionally chosen to be expressed in a
language that has not been spoken aloud by any human civilization for over four
thousand years. Historically, mankind has guarded the 'true' names of their Gods and
Goddesses, such that they were not to be recited aloud, except in certain religious
ceremonial situations. And even then it was found only among the most righteous
priests and acolytes acting in their duties. If they were recited and commonly known
by many, they would slowly begin to lose their power, it was thought. Words have
power. And ancient words, especially those not spoken for millennium, have very great
power indeed.

It is, however, very difficult to learn how to pronounce words in the ancient Sumerian
language. I have made a study of all of the reliable information available, from
reputable scholars, and after some practice, I was able to understand how they might
have been spoken. I would like to freely share that information, but with my readers
first of all. They, in turn, may decide to teach this to others, as they choose. But what
would be the best way to make this happen?

Here is a link to a page of my website at PaleoHistory.com ;
https://paleohistory.com/CE5/verbal.mp3. Clicking on this link, or copying it into
your browser, will bring you to my voice recording, in mp3 format, of these ancient
words from the alien message, as they might have been pronounced by the Sumerians
themselves. These phrases can be, and preferably should be, repeated in your own
voice, during the treatment process. Or the original may be played aloud in the
presence of someone afflicted with Covid-19. I believe that the resonance of those



ancient words may be more effective when performed by a close friend or loved one,
so the first choice, if possible, is to repeat it in your own voice.

I'm not a great follower of some of the more exotic forms of esoteric methods, but for
some reason this idea struck me and has not let go. I offer it to you for your own
evaluation and testing. Just having a loved one or friend close by, softly chanting a
rhythmic cadence, might in itself be beneficial in some way.

There are also some textual extras, including the detailed transliteration and
translation of some of the examples from this book, and especially those that might
have been less interesting perhaps, to the general public. Other additional bits will also
find their way there, as time progresses. I don't mean to create a "secret society"
atmosphere with this procedure, but I would like to share certain content first with
those who thought highly enough of the topic to purchase this e-book. I consider this
as my "bonus" material for loyal readers. And I thank you for your time.

With this I will close this report, in order to publish this as soon as possible. But I
remind you that I invite your concerns, queries, comments, and any encouragements
that you care to offer. The best way to reach me is through my email account:
RobertClayBrand@gmail.com. I will do my best to respond as soon as time permits.

Thank You for your time.

Robert Clay Brand

December, 2020

RobertClayBrand@gmail.com

EMMA: please remind Richard to get this out right away - and stay on top of him -
we know he's a bit slow at times. Nag him if you must. You won't need to prepare
additional copies right away - we should probably restrict this to just the inside Event
circle for now. Thanks. Please send a gift copy of the book to our abductee artist
friend, Karyna Gonzales from Texas. And of course remove these clerical remarks
before sending this in for publishing. I'm TIE for now (Temporarily In Exile) while
the smoke clears. PS: Do you think anyone caught on to the fact that the name of my
co-author, Dale Earl, is an anagram for "Real Deal"?


